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Indian Motorcycles expanded rapidly in its first decade. In 1908, Indian’s factory produced 3,257 motorcycles, up from the 2,176 it had produced the previous year.
As the nineteenth century wound down, the world experienced a transportation revolution such as had never been seen before, one that had nothing to do with emerging internal-combustion technology. The safety bicycle, invented in 1885, had nearly as profound an impact on the lives of average people as did Nikola Tesla's invention of polyphase alternating current, which made possible the electrification of homes (and without which Edison's incandescent light bulb would have been a novelty in the homes of people wealthy enough to afford to install coal-fired direct-current electric generators in their homes). The ability to conduct electricity into homes hundreds of miles distant from any Tesla-style generating plant changed humanity at a psychological level, altering our very sleep patterns.

Tesla's AC generator expanded our temporal horizons, turning what had been a time for resting since the dawn of human history into productive hours. The safety bicycle expanded our physical horizons in much the same way. Prior to the safety bicycle, it was not uncommon for a person to live his or her entire life without venturing more than a few miles from the spot on which he or she was born. Forget the mythic image of the cowboy drifter, with his steel-strung flat-top guitar (which would not be a commonly available instrument until the 1920s), riding his faithful quarter horse from adventure to adventure; horseback was not a practical way to travel. Plus, a horse requires constant refueling, whether in use or not, as well as a fairly spacious storage facility, making the horse an especially impractical source of transportation for urban dwellers.

Most people who owned horses used them to pull farm implements and wagons, not cross vast distances. For rural Americans in the late nineteenth century (which meant most Americans—according to the US census, 61 percent of Americans lived in rural areas in 1900), going into town was an epic production, only done when absolutely necessary to procure supplies. Hitching the team of horses to the wagon itself was an involved procedure, taking up much of the morning.

When introduced in late 1901, the Indian "motocycle" was one of the first reliable internal-combustion vehicles sold to the general public.
Then the eight-to-ten mile ride into town was an ordeal in itself, one taking several hours and requiring watering and feeding breaks for the horse team. That meant that the farmer would have to get a hotel room in town after stocking up on flour, coffee, whiskey, and other essentials at the general store. This was not an ordeal most people entered into on a lark.

The safety bicycle flipped that status quo onto its head. Having a safety bicycle meant that a rider could cover the eight to ten miles from farm to town in about the same amount of time that it had previously taken to get the horses from the pastures, put their harnesses on, and hitch them to the wagon. Going to town went from being a two-day ordeal to something a person with a safety bicycle could do in an afternoon, on a whim. Here was a device anyone could master; it was much safer and more efficient than the old high-wheeler bicycles that preceded it, and while not cheap, a vehicle many, many people deemed worth the cost. Bicycle sales soared in the final decades of the nineteenth century.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Bicycle manufacturing became big business, an industry any smart, forward-thinking businessman would embrace. It was the bicycle industry that spawned Indian Motorcycle. George M. Hendee founded the Hendee Manufacturing Company in 1889 to produce bicycles, which made sense, since his passion was racing bicycles. Born in Watertown, Connecticut, in 1866, Hendee won his first national bicycle-racing championship in 1881, at a racetrack in Springfield, Massachusetts, called “Hampden Park.” At this time he wasn’t racing modern safety bicycles but rather the high-wheelers that predated them. Riders accustomed to modern bicycles look at those dangerous high-wheelers (known as “penny farthings” because the front wheel resembled the large British penny of the day and the rear wheel resembled the much-smaller British farthing) and have a hard time imagining riding them, much less racing them. But Hendee raced them with great success, winning 302 of the 309 races he started and earning almost every record there was for racing high-wheel bicycles. These races were hugely popular, and it wasn’t uncommon for Hendee to race in front of crowds of 20,000-30,000 people.

Hendee retired from bicycle racing in 1886 and began selling bicycles. In 1889 he formed the Hendee Manufacturing Company and built bicycles under the brand names “Silver King” and “Silver Queen.” This was a good time to be in the bicycle business; in 1885 the English firm Rover had introduced the modern safety bicycle. Unlike the high-wheel design, which featured pedals directly attached to the front wheel like an oversized two-wheeled tricycle, the safety bicycle featured front and rear wheels of equal size. The front wheel steered with input from a handlebar and the rear wheel was powered by a crank located in the middle of the frame. The equal-sized wheels made the safety bicycle much more stable than the penny farthing, and the low riding position made them much safer. The centrally located crank
required much less effort to ride because it allowed for more usable gear ratios. The penny farthing could alter its gear ratio only by changing the diameter of the front tire, which is why they featured the ridiculously large front wheels. Changing gearing on a safety bicycle was as simple as changing the size of the front and rear sprockets.

Prior to the invention of the safety bicycle, riding a high-wheeler was an activity only for thrill seekers, and highly athletic thrill seekers at that. The safety bicycle made two-wheel transportation accessible to the masses. In the days before powered vehicles were available commercially, the safety bicycle completely altered the concept of mobility. For the first time average people had access to a form of transportation other than the horse or, more commonly, walking.

The pent-up demand for such a device proved so massive that the bicycle industry boomed during the last decade of the nineteenth century. Hendee found himself at the perfect nexus of product and market demand, and his bicycle business flourished. By 1897, Hendee’s company produced 4,000 bicycles per year, many of which were exported to other countries. Around the turn of the century, Hendee began branding the bicycles built for export as “American Indian.”
Pacers for bicycle racing often had two seats so that one person could steer and the other could monitor the bicycle racers. Prior to the Hedstrom pacer shown here, that person was also tasked with keeping the finicky machines running.

Indian’s 1907 V-twin engine gave the company a massive advantage over its rivals, which were struggling to make twin-cylinder engines function at that time.
PACING CONTRAPTIONS

As is inevitably the case with transportation devices, the new safety bicycles began to be raced as soon as they became available to the public. These new machines were much faster and more agile than the old high-wheelers, and could be ridden with much less effort for longer distances. Safety-bicycle racing became a popular sport almost immediately, and velodromes—banked wooden tracks—sprang up all across the United States. Hendee himself bought half interest in a velodrome, the Springfield Coliseum. To make the spectacle more exciting for viewers, races often featured “pacers,” safety bicycles with gasoline engines used to cut through the air and create a slipstream in which the bicycle riders could draft. You still see this principle in action in the Tour de France and other bicycle races.

The first motorized two-wheeler appeared in 1885, the same year as the safety bicycle. This was, in fact, the first practical vehicle powered by a gasoline engine, a wooden contraption cobbled together by Gottlieb Daimler to use as a test bed for his 16-cubic-inch half-horsepower gasoline engine. Called the Einspur, which means “single-track,” and with wooden wheels and no suspension, the vehicle’s top speed of seven miles per hour must have seemed a breakneck pace, a fact borne out by the contraption’s nickname, the “boneshaker” (which was a nickname for the velocipede, an early two-wheeled vehicle that, like the safety bicycle, had wheels of similar diameter, but which lacked a crank or pedals to drive either wheel).

Daimler only used the vehicle to test his engine, and although he had no intention of getting into the motorized velocipede business, others adapted the rapidly improving internal combustion engines to the equally improved safety bicycles. In particular, the engine design developed by a pair of Frenchmen, Count Albert De Dion and Georges Bouton, was compact enough for practical application to a safety bicycle, and it dominated the new motorized bicycle craze. The major advance of the De Dion-Bouton design was that the fuel-air charge in the combustion chamber was ignited via electric spark. Soon after the engine appeared, tinkerers around the world were mounting De Dion-Bouton engines to safety bicycles.
ENTER ONE CLEVER SWEDE

One such tinkerer, Oscar Hedstrom, would change motorcycling history with his improvements to the De Dion-Bouton engine. Born in Småland, Sweden, in 1871, Hedstrom's family immigrated to the United States in 1880. Hedstrom learned about casting and machining metal parts while working as an apprentice watchmaker in Brooklyn. He displayed remarkable aptitude in mechanical engineering. When he got his hands on a De Dion-Bouton engine in 1899, he immediately zeroed in on the design's greatest flaw—its crude carburetion—and he developed a carburetor that was much more consistent in metering the air-fuel charge. His innovation led to dramatically superior carburetion.

While motorized two-wheelers had been around for decades—Sylvester Roper had built a functioning steam-powered two-wheeler by 1867—motorcycles as such still weren't what you'd call "a thing" yet. Prior to Hedstrom's improved carburetion, internal-combustion engines were just too unreliable and underpowered to be taken seriously as transportation devices. Rather, they were novelties, only useful in highly specialized applications. One of the most popular uses was as pacer vehicles in bicycle racing—but the motorcycles were so slow that the bicycles could lap them in the course of a race.

An avid bicycle racing fan, Hedstrom's first application of his improved De Dion-Bouton engine was in a motorized bicycle for pacing bicycle racers. Often, fans were as amused by the smoking, coughing pacer motorcycles breaking down on the track as by the bicycle racing itself, but with Hedstrom's improved engine, this didn't happen. In fact, the Hedstrom pacer proved so effective that racers began asking Hedstrom to build pacers that they could buy; some even offered as much as $1,000 to buy Hedstrom's existing pacer. By 1900, Hedstrom had constructed several motorized pacers.

With a Breeze carburetor and battery ignition, Richard Ollhoff's 1908 racing Twin is one rare machine. This racer was built for the 1908 season, the last year that Oscar Hedstrom managed Indian's racing team.

Rick Schunk
WHEN GEORGE MET OSCAR

Hedstrom likely never intended to build a better motorcycle, but by building a better pacer for bicycle racing, that’s exactly what he did, and his pacer caught the attention of another avid bicycle-racing fan: George Hendee. Hendee saw the potential in mounting an engine of Hedstrom’s design into one of his bicycle frames and marketing it to the public as a transportation device. Hendee was impressed when he first saw Hedstrom’s pacer in action, pacing a bicycle race at Madison Square Garden. He believed the machine had potential not just as a pacer but as a transportation device to sell to the general public. In the fall of 1900, Hendee asked Hedstrom if he’d be interested in helping to design a motor-assisted bicycle. In January of 1901, the pair had a one-page agreement drawn up (on the back of an envelope, according to the November 1940 issue of Indian News, though that publication had a history of taking creative license), and the Indian Motorcycle company was born. (In the waning years of the nineteenth century, the term “motocycle” was used generically to describe any motorized vehicle.) The term “motorcycle” was already coming into common usage, but Hendee and Hedstrom seem to have chosen the already-archaic spelling to distinguish the company from the competition.

The agreement called for Hedstrom to design and build a prototype single-seat motor-driven bicycle. Hedstrom and Hendee moved fast. Because he liked to work alone, without people bothering him, and because he tended to keep unconventional work hours, Hedstrom rented space at the Worcester Bicycle Manufacturing Company in Middletown, Connecticut, rather than setting up shop at Hendee’s bicycle factory. Hedstrom sequestered himself within two rooms in his workshop, to which he had the only key, and set up the tools of his trade: lathes, drill presses, milling machines, grinding and buffing machines, torches, and whatever else he needed to create a motorcycle. On May 24, 1901, Hedstrom wired Hendee, telling him that he had a working prototype ready for testing. Hedstrom shipped the bike to Springfield for Hendee’s approval and for Hedstrom to demonstrate in front of potential investors.

The engine of this new machine featured an inlet-over-exhaust valve train. Sometimes called an “F-head” or “pocket-valve,” this system had an overhead inlet valve above a side-valve
For 1909, Indian motorcycles received proper loop frames that owed nothing to the bicycle. This example is original and unrestored. Rick Schunk

Because chain final drives were considered rough-running and noisy, Indian offered optional belt final-drive systems for a few years before abandoning the concept because of unreliability and excessive slippage.
exhaust port, both set in a combustion chamber off to the side of the piston bore. In Hedstrom’s design, the intake valve resided in a removable dome. The spark plug screwed into this chamber. The intake valve was operated by piston-generated vacuum pressure, but the upward-facing exhaust valve underneath was driven by a cam and a pushrod. The cam acted directly on the pushrod in the earliest engines, with no provision for lifters between the two.

The F-head was the system most commonly used at the time because moving the inlet and exhaust ports away from the piston created much less heat than a combustion-chamber design with ports located directly above the piston. This heat would melt the primitive metals used to build the exhaust valves then in use. The cool fuel-air charge that the carburetor fed into the combustion-chamber pocket off to the side of the piston also contributed to the improved cooling of the inlet-over-exhaust design.

The motorcycle Hedstrom brought to Springfield proved an impressive piece of work. He demonstrated it to potential investors on a challenging course that featured a long, steep, gravel-covered hill, which he was able to climb with relative ease. The power, speed, and control of the machine showed both Hendee and the investors that they had a winner on their hands. In its June 2, 1901 edition, the Springfield Sunday Republican reported on the new motorcycle that Hedstrom and Hendee displayed:

Oscar Hedstrom, who became well-known to frequenters of the Coliseum last season as a member of the riding team Henshaw and Hedstrom, has just completed a motor bicycle for the Hendee Manufacturing Company of this city and is now being shown here by Mr. Hedstrom. The new machine … has numerous improvements that are expected to make it a desirable machine for general utility. It weighs but 75 pounds, has the same wheelbase of the ordinary bicycle, … is simple in mechanism, is simple to operate and can be quickly controlled in case of an emergency. It is also claimed by those interested that the machine can be run at a slower speed than other motor bicycles at present on the market. On tests the motor has shown efficiency when run at not more than four miles an hour and with ordinary gear used for road riding fully

The singles made up an increasingly small percentage of Indian’s sales by 1911.
Indian offered its Tandem attachment to carry either a two-passenger seat or a commercial box. Owner Jerry Doering’s 1910 example currently lacks both. Putting the paired wheels at the front rather than the back created a much more stable and better-handling tricycle arrangement.

Rick Schunk

BIRTH OF AN INDUSTRY

Hedstrom built two more prototype motorcycles during 1901, and by 1902 he and Hendee were ready to begin production on a larger scale. Hendee called the new motorcycle the Indian, after his popular line of export bicycles. Native American phrases and imagery were immensely popular at the time, both in the United States and abroad, thanks in large part to Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show, which is ironic, given the United States government’s wars against America’s
indigenous people. The conflict was, of course, not a widely publicized fact, and people around the world entertained romantic notions of Native Americans as noble savages living freely in the great North American wilderness, making the choice of the name “Indian” an excellent one from a marketing perspective.

Full-scale production began in 1902 at a space in the top floor of a building located at 216 Worthington Street in Springfield. Because the space wasn’t adequate for producing complete machines, Indian subcontracted with other companies to build subassemblies, including the Hedstrom-designed engine, which was built by the Aurora Automatic Machine Company, located in Aurora, Illinois. Hedstrom relocated to Aurora to oversee engine production and monitor quality control, and also to continue engine development. By the end of the year, Indian had produced 143 motorcycles.

In 1903, that number more than doubled, with Indian motorcycle production reaching 376. The new Indians were achieving notable success in all forms of racing, including grueling hill-climbing and endurance events. Buyers took note of the quality of the Indian product, a very important consideration given that the company experienced fierce competition from the very beginning. Thanks to Hedstrom’s brilliant engineering, Hendee’s resourcefulness and vision, smart marketing, and the luck to be in the right place at the right time with the right product, the fledgling Indian Motorcycle Company was well on its way to becoming the largest and most important motorcycle manufacturer on earth.

Indian’s rapid growth came in spite of the fact that by 1903 America was flooded with hundreds of motorcycle manufacturers. That year saw a couple of young men in Milwaukee build the very first Harley-Davidson motorcycle, creating what would eventually become Indian’s biggest rival. Most of the competition at the time was less of a threat, coming from bicycle shops in which enterprising individuals strapped De Dion-Bouton-style engines to bicycles, but some manufacturers, such as March, Thor, Pope, and Monarch, represented serious competition. Some of these even bought Hedstrom-designed engines from Aurora for use in their motorcycles.

Still, Indian had some key advantages compared to its rivals, even those using the same Hedstrom-designed engine as Indian. For example, while most motorcycles of the day used twin-cylinder motorcycles were becoming increasingly popular, and larger, before World War I. This 1911 twin displaced 81 cubic inches (988 cubic centimeters).
leather drive belts that slipped under stress, especially when wet, Indian used a more efficient (if rougher-riding) chain final drive. And by 1903, Indian had earned a reputation for reliability in competition. Hendee, old bicycle racer that he was, often rode the motorcycles himself in competitive events. Hedstrom also competed aboard Indian motorcycles. He even managed Indian's factory racing team from 1901 until 1908. As part of its racing activities, Indian developed a V-twin racing engine in 1905. Competition led to technical innovation, too, such as the 1905 replacement of the rigid bicycle-style front fork with a fork that featured a cartridge-spring suspension system. Other technological advances that year included the adoption of a twist-grip throttle, a system pioneered by the Curtiss motorcycle company. Indian's changes paid dividends: sales for the year topped 1,000 units, up from 596 the year before. In 1906, production shot up to 1,698 machines.

V-TWIN POWER
When Indian began building its 1907 models in late 1906, it did so in a massive new factory, referred to in the company's advertising material as "the Wigwam." Located at 837 State Street in Springfield, Massachusetts, this 74,000-square-foot facility gave Indian the capacity to produce its engines in-house. This brought the cancellation of the contract with Aurora, in the process ensuring that only Indians would be powered by Indian engines.

One engine in particular would give Indian a huge advantage over its competition: a V-twin, with the V set at the 42-degree angle that would come to signify Indian V-twin engines, introduced for the 1907 model year. This 39 cubic inches engine (633-cubic-centimeter), which generated five horsepower, still used the crude vacuum-operated intake valves of the single-cylinder setup, which somewhat negated the advantage of the extra cylinder, but the exotic new multi-cylinder engine gave the company bragging rights. Though Indian was in the process of developing technology that would make future V-twin engines more efficient, the new twin still performed well in both street use and in competition. T. K. "Teddy" Hastings won the 1907 1,000-Mile Reliability Trial held in England aboard Indian's new twin. This event would evolve into the prestigious International Six-Days Trial.

Indian motorcycles competing in events around the world became fairly commonplace by this time. Right from the beginning, when Hendee named the company after his popular line of bicycles built for export, Indian worked to develop a worldwide sales network. By 1907, when Indian built 2,176 motorcycles, Indian wasn't just the leading motorcycle brand in America; it was one of the world's premier motorcycle manufacturers. This meant Indian had to compete not just with local US motorcycle makers, but with builders from around the world, motivating Indian to take the lead when it came to forward-thinking technology. One key development was the introduction of a single-cylinder engine in 1908 that substituted the vacuum-operated intake valve with a pushrod-driven mechanical intake valve. This technology would make the V-twin engines much more efficient.

MOTORIZED BICYCLE NO MORE
Even though it was one of the world's leading motorcycle manufacturers, as the first decade of the new century wound down, Indian's product basically consisted of motorized bicycles. Even the race-winning V-twin used the same diamond-shaped frame as most bicycles of the day. "Diamond frame" refers to a design consisting of a parallelogram of tubes connected at the steering head, the seat mount, the rear axle, and the pedal crank. On a bicycle, a tube connected the seat mount to the pedal crank, but on Indian motorcycles the single-cylinder engine performed this function. Except for the technology needed to operate the engine, such as fuel tank, battery, and electrical coil, the end result looked very much like what it was—a motorized bicycle. This helped make Indian's product appealing to the great masses of bicycle enthusiasts and really didn't present any engineering challenges as long as power output remained low, but

In 1915, Charles B. Franklin was a young engineering student and successful motorcycle racer who aspired to work for Indian Motorcycles. He would soon go on to design the company's iconic side-valve Powerplus engine.
With the advent of twin-cylinder engines and mechanical intake valves, speeds were on the rise. The diamond frame wasn’t strong enough to withstand high speeds, and the design placed the engine up high, making the machine feel unbalanced. And speeds were rising. Though Indian stressed reliability rather than performance, customers were increasingly demanding performance, especially those customers who raced their motorcycles.

Harley-Davidson recognized this demand from the start, and the company’s very first motorcycle, built in 1903, ran on a frame designed specifically as a motorcycle frame. Rather than using a diamond frame, the new Harley-Davidson featured a stronger cradle design that placed the engine lower in the frame, making the motorcycle feel better balanced and more secure in its handling. By 1908, Harley-Davidson had emerged from the pack as one of Indian’s primary sources of competition, both in dealerships and on racetracks. It was time for Indian to upgrade the original concept.

By 1908, racers accounted for a large percentage of the motorcycle market. Even in those early days, motorcycles were regarded as dangerous devices, and, as today, motorcycle buyers were regarded as thrill seekers and daredevils. And like today, the excitement of racing their motorcycles proved too great a temptation for those thrill seekers to resist. Because of this, motorcycling was already beginning to be perceived as a sport rather than as a practical means of transportation. Indian needed to upgrade its product and present a more sporting image to the buying public. The year 1908 marked the end of the line for the original bicycle-framed Indians. Still, it wasn’t a bad year, with Indian producing 3,257 motorcycles.

Indian revamped its entire line of motorcycles for 1909, ditching the diamond frame and introducing a strong new loop frame that placed the engine low and farther forward, resulting in a dramatically better-handling motorcycle. The strength of the new frame also freed Hedstrom to design more powerful engines. Indian continued to build bikes with the diamond frame, but only until existing stocks of frames were used up; after that, all Indian motorcycles would feature the new loop frame.

The new 1909 models still featured bicycle-like pedals to start the engines, but the company was working on eliminating those by using a hand crank to start the engine. But this proved to
be a dangerous system, and after 1913 it was replaced with a more conventional kick starter. Indian would continue to try to develop better starting systems throughout the company’s early years, and even introduced an electric starter on the new Hendee Special in 1914. This system was doomed from the start, though, because the motorcycle did not yet have a generator. Rather, it had two total-loss batteries, the idea being that the rider would use one battery to start the motorcycle while the other was being remotely recharged. This meant that, at best, a rider with two fully charged batteries could start his or her motorcycle twice. While innovative, the system proved to be unworkable, and the model lasted just one year.

Indian experimented with belt final-drive systems in 1909 because belt drives were smoother than chains—but belts slipped and stretched, and the company gave up on belt drives after a couple of years. The year 1910 brought a technological advance that greatly advanced the sport of motorcycling: a two-speed transmission. Prior to 1910, speed was controlled with throttle, spark advance, and a fair bit of luck. The two-speed transmission gave a rider much more control over the machine. Other major steps forward in 1910 included an automotive-style, gear-driven oil pump that eliminated the need for a rider to pump oil into the total-loss (rather than recirculating, oil was simply flung out of the engine) oil system by hand. Another notable innovation that year was the leaf-spring front suspension that would be an Indian fixture until World War II. Another important change introduced in 1910 wasn’t technological, but endures to this day: Indian’s famous script logo.

The strong new cradle frame meant engine sizes could grow, too, allowing Hedstrom to design V-twin engines up to 61 cubic inches (998 cubic centimeters). Sales increased as rapidly as engine displacement. In 1909 Indian sold 4,771 motorcycles. The following year the company sold 6,137 units. But this was nothing compared to what was soon to come.

Motordrome racing was fast, exciting, and dangerous for riders and spectators alike. After a terrible accident in 1912, the press began calling them “murderdromes.”
After experimenting with a hand-crank starter that proved difficult and dangerous to operate, Indian switched to a more common kick-start system in 1913. *Rick Schunk*

RACING SUCCESS AND DISASTER

Indian was on a roll, with every year better than the last. By 1911, the company dominated world racing, winning the most prestigious race of them all, the Isle of Man Senior Tourist Trophy, on July third of that year. Indian factory racer Jake DeRosier crashed three times in practice and only finished in twelfth place, but the rest of the Indian riders compensated for the absence of the factory's star rider, taking first, second, and third spots on the podium. Englishman Charley Collier would have taken second on a Matchless had he not been disqualified for taking on extra fuel at an unauthorized point, handing second place to a young Irish engineer named Charles B. Franklin and giving Indian the top three spots. This was the first year the Senior TT was held on the long, steep thirty-seven-mile mountain course, which gave the Indians, with their big, torque-laden engines, two-speed transmissions, and chain final-drive systems, a distinct advantage over the smaller European competition. This win helped boost Indian's sales in Britain, which were already formidable thanks to the efforts of British importer William H. “Billy” Wells.

The following day—the Fourth of July—an American racer named Erwin G. “Cannonball” Baker won something called the President’s Race aboard an Indian motorcycle. This was the very first race ever held at the newly built Indianapolis Motor Speedway. It was called the President’s Race because President William Howard Taft was on hand to watch the event. Taft even shook the hand of Baker, who would go on to greater fame for his record-setting cross-country drives (for which the Cannonball Baker Sea-to-Shining-Sea Memorial Trophy Dash—the infamous “Cannonball Run”—was named). Later, Baker became the first-ever commissioner of NASCAR.

Winning the Isle of Man Senior TT and the President’s Race typified Indian’s 1911 racing season. By the end of the year, Indian motorcycles had set 121 recognized racing records, and sales shot up to 9,763 units.
Indian continued to make detail improvements to the machines so that they became even more reliable on the street and continued Indian’s domination of racetracks around the world. Not long after the historic wins at the Isle of Man and Indianapolis Motor Speedway, Indian introduced an innovative new dedicated racing motorcycle, a twin-cylinder machine that featured four valves per cylinder. This machine, which later became known as the “big-base” eight-valve when a new version with smaller cylinder bases was introduced a few years later, could generate speeds of over 100 miles per hour. This motorcycle propelled Indian to even greater racing success. It also was the machine responsible for an event that continues to haunt motorcycle racing to this day. On September 8, 1912, a horrific accident at the Newark Motordrome in Newark, New Jersey, took the lives of two racers and six spectators. An eight-valve Indian racer ridden by Eddie Hasha shot off the steeply banked track and into the crowd, leading the press to dub the motordromes “Murderdromes.” This description was not entirely inaccurate.

Most of the motordromes in the United States were short racetracks built of wooden two-by-fours laid on their sides to provide the needed strength to withstand the weight of the motorcycles roaring around their corners, most of which were banked at 60 degrees or more. The bikes would achieve speeds of 90 miles per hour on these tracks, which often drew 10,000 or more spectators. The two-by-fours were unfinished and left rough to increase traction, which was at a premium because the total-loss oiling systems used during that period meant that the bikes sprayed all of their used lubrication into the atmosphere, covering the track with oil and grease. Think about that for a moment—crude-handling motorcycles roaring around steeply banked, oil-covered wooden tracks at over 90 miles per hour.

Throw in the fact that spectators tended to hang over the top railings to get closer to the action, and the motordromes were disasters waiting to happen. When Hasha’s Indian went off track, As demand for Indian’s motorcycles grew, the factory had to expand, reaching a peak capacity in 1919.
it decapitated one spectator, giving the press an especially grisly visual image with which to attack motorcycle racing. The resulting uproar spelled the end of the motordromes; by 1916 most of them had closed. Not that the bad publicity generated by the event dampened the public's enthusiasm for Indian motorcycles. Sales more than doubled from the previous year, with 1912's output of 19,500 units.

**BEST YEAR EVER**

The sales success of 1912 was nothing compared to the 1913 model year. As always, Indian made detailed improvements to its lineup. For that year, Indian painted all of its motorcycles red, which had replaced blue as the standard color the previous year. Nineteen-thirteen brought significant technical innovations, such as the replacement of the dangerous hand-crank starting system with a kick-start system similar to Harley-Davidson's "step-starter." Model-year 1913 also marked the debut of the cradle-spring frame, which provided Indian motorcycles with a rear suspension consisting of a swinging arm holding the rear wheel in place, damped by a chromium leaf-spring mounted behind the seat. While providing only limited wheel travel, this innovation was a marginal improvement over the rigid frames used previously, though in actual practice it was, like the electric starter introduced the following year, a technology ahead of its time. The electric starter would have to wait until the advent of an electrical generating system, and the functional rear suspension would not be practical until the adoption of hydraulic dampening.

The cradle-spring frame marked Oscar Hedstrom's final contribution to Indian Motorcycles. Hedstrom's innovations had inspired the creation of Indian, and his continual improvements to the line had made Indian the largest motorcycle manufacturer on earth. Hedstrom's departure might have meant the end of Indian Motorcycles had the firm not hired an excellent replacement for him: Charles B. Franklin, who began his tenure with Indian in 1914. Unlike the self-taught Hedstrom, Franklin was a formally trained engineer. Although Franklin deviated from the Hedstrom mold because of his educational background in engineering, like Hedstrom he was a devoted racer, and he applied his engineering skills to promoting his passion for racing.

Also like Hedstrom, Franklin was an immigrant to the United States. Born in Ireland in 1886, Franklin graduated from the Dublin College of Science in 1908. He worked for the engineering department of Dublin's municipal government but had no intention of making that his life's pursuit. He had a passion for motorcycles and owned several of the machines himself, and he knew he wanted to pursue a career in the motorcycle industry. More specifically, he wanted to work for the world's largest motorcycle manufacturer: Indian. Franklin's skills as a motorcycle racer...
ultimately made this happen. He was so successful in local events that he caught the attention of Billy Wells, Indian’s importer in the United Kingdom. Wells supported Franklin’s racing efforts, helping secure the young engineer a spot on the team that swept the 1911 Isle of Man Senior TT mentioned in the previous section. Franklin finished in second place, behind Oliver Godfrey and in front of Arthur Moorhouse in Indian’s historic sweep of the race.

When Hedstrom retired on March 1, 1913, Indian was on its way to selling a record 32,000 motorcycles. This was nearly half of all motorcycles produced in the United States that year. The company earned a profit of $1.3 million in 1913, a staggering amount of money at the time. No one had any reason to doubt that the near triple-digit growth was likely to abate any time soon. To meet demand, the Indian factory had been in a constant state of growth. The original 74,000-square-foot facility added space every year until 1919, when it peaked at 400,000 square feet. Given the growth rate between 1901 and 1913, sales exceeding 60,000 units per year by 1919 didn’t seem unreasonable.

But that’s not what happened. In 1914, sales fell to 25,000 units, and in 1915, the year George Hendee followed Hedstrom into retirement, they fell to 21,000. Undiscouraged, Indian continued to improve its motorcycles. For example, the company introduced a bike with an electric generator in 1915. While not powerful enough to run an electric starter, this did allow for the installation of a functional electric lighting system. More importantly, in 1915 Indian introduced a three-speed gearbox, making the bike much more drivable in a wide variety of conditions. But the bikes weren’t the problem. The problem was increased competition from automobile manufacturers.

FOUR IS BETTER THAN TWO?
On December 1, 1913, Ford Motor Company cranked up the world’s first moving assembly line for the production of automobiles. This allowed for a dramatic increase of the company’s popular Model T cars, accompanied by an equally dramatic decrease in retail pricing. In 1909, Ford sold 10,666 Model T's at a price of $825 per unit. In 1913, production jumped to 170,211 units and the price fell to $525.

By 1916, production increased to 501,462 units and the price of a Model T fell to $345. That same year, the price of a new Indian motorcycle could easily exceed $375, depending on the model. The automobile was not only infinitely more useful and practical; it now cost less than a motorcycle. It’s not hard to see why Henry Ford sold over half a million Model Ts while Indian sold just 22,000 motorcycles.

By 1918 the pocket-valve F-head design was getting long in the tooth. Indian would make a huge technological leap the following year when it introduced the side-valve Powerplus engine.
After nearly a century of service, this original-condition 1924 Chief is a bit worse for wear.
Although facing relentless pressure from the automobile industry in 1916, Indian saw its sales and profits improve that year, thanks primarily to an innovative new engine. Indian had begun experimenting with new cylinder head designs in 1913, when it tweaked racing engines that could generate more power by squishing the charge of fuel and air toward the side of the engine in which the pocket valves resided. Indian needed to develop stronger engines because it was getting its hindquarters handed to it from upstart companies like Harley-Davidson and Cyclone and Excelsior on racetracks around the world. And a stronger engine is exactly what Indian produced in 1916 when it introduced the new Powerplus engines.

In his book Bikes at Brooklands in the Pioneer Years, Peter Hartley credits Charles Franklin with discovering the squish principle. Franklin did this in August 1911, when he wanted to raise compression ratio: he welded a lump of metal to the underside of his cylinder head, above the piston of his Indian F-head racing engine during a race at England’s paved Brooklands track. According to racer Oliver Godfrey, the additional metal in the combustion chamber created turbulence that increased power output.
POWERPLUS AND THE RISE OF THE BEAN COUNTERS

Dubbed the "Powerplus," the new engine kept Indian’s by-then traditional 42-degree V-angle, and displaced 61 cubic inches (actually 60.88 cubic inches, or 997.6 cubic centimeters), the accepted size for a large-displacement engine by that time. The new engine’s main innovations were a removable cylinder head and upward-facing valves that sat off to the side of the piston. This engine type is known as a ‘side-valve’ design because the valves are on the side of the engine. But because the system dispensed with the tall pocket valves, it earned the nickname ‘flathead.’ By utilizing the squish-zone concept that Franklin had stumbled across in his earlier experiments with racing engines, the new Powerplus engine generated 16 horsepower, several more than the Hedstrom-designed pocket-valve engines it replaced.

The side-valve engine’s design made it inherently more reliable than the pocket-valve and overhead-valve motors of the period because the entire system was enclosed within the engine cases, protecting it from dust and other debris. The pocket-valve and overhead-valve engines in use at that time exposed their pushrods, rocker arms, and valve stems to the elements where dust and grit would collect on their oily metal surfaces. Keeping the valves exposed was necessary on overhead-valve engines because the state of metallurgy was still relatively primitive, and the heat generated in combustion would melt exhaust valves if they weren’t exposed to cooling air. Conceivably, Indian could have developed elaborate enclosures for the pocket-valve design, but moving the intake valve down beside the exhaust valve, where it would be protected from the elements, was a much simpler and more elegant solution.

It was also simpler and cheaper to produce than the pocket-valve engines, an important consideration for the corporate team running Indian after Hendee’s retirement. John F. Alvord replaced Hendee as Indian’s president in 1916, but Alvord was also the president of two electric companies—Standard Electric Company and Edison-Splitdorf Company—and spent most of his time running those concerns out of his New York offices. Day-to-day operations of Indian Motorcycles fell to the company’s treasurer Frank J. Weschler, who had joined Indian as a bookkeeper in 1905. Weschler reported to a board of directors, none of whom were motorcycle enthusiasts. Rather, they saw Indian as a large-scale manufacturer cranking out just another line of widgets, and in fact devoted much of Indian’s manufacturing capacity to cranking out widgets for other companies, such as boat motors and automobile shock absorbers. Almost all of these ill-conceived side ventures lost money for the company and siphoned financial and creative resources away from the development and manufacture of motorcycles. As a result, quality of the core product—motorcycles—suffered, as did customer service.

The squish-zone in the combustion chamber, created by the shape of the Powerplus side-valve engine design, promoted more efficient burning of the fuel charge, increasing performance dramatically.
Even so, the new Powerplus engine was a home run. The Powerplus was the work of the father-and-son team of Charles Gustafson Sr. and Charles Gustafson Jr. The older Gustafson had been born in Minnesota in 1869 and worked at the Reading-Standard motorcycle company prior to joining Indian as Hedstrom’s assistant in 1907. Gustafson Jr. joined his father at Indian a few years after that. Their new side-valve V-twin transmitted its power through a three-speed gearbox, which was exotic kit in 1916. A rider operated the clutch with a foot pedal and shifted the transmission with a hand lever located on the side of the fuel tank.

Indian fans were skeptical about replacing the engine designed by Oscar Hedstrom, who had already attained legendary status in the motorcycling world. Fans were won over, though, by the smooth delivery of the new engine’s power. In spite of the unprecedented popularity of the Ford Model T, Indian’s 1916 sales rose from the previous year’s 21,000 units to 22,000.

Not contributing to that sales success was another new model introduced by Indian for 1916: the Featherweight. This was a smaller, less-expensive motorcycle powered by a 221-cubic-inch two-stroke, single-cylinder engine. The Featherweight turned out to be a one-year-only model and was replaced in 1917 by another lightweight, the Model O. In some ways, the O was similar to the Featherweight, with an exposed flywheel and three-speed transmission that was a sort of miniaturized version of the transmission attached to the Powerplus. But the Model O differed from the Featherweight in one major respect: it had a horizontally opposed twin-cylinder, four-stroke engine displacing 257 cubic inches—an apt replacement for the two-stroke, single-cylinder motor powering the Featherweight.

**BETTING ON WAR**

Indian refined the rest of its 1917 lineup too, by using, for example, aluminum pistons in the Powerplus engines. The year’s biggest change, however, had more to do with to whom Indian sold motorcycles than the motorcycles themselves. Indian found a major new market to exploit in 1917: the United States military. This was the year that the United States finally entered the Great War that had engulfed much of the rest of the world since 1914. Up until then, the war had
negatively affected Indian’s sales, drying up the lucrative export market that Indian had been developing since the earliest days of the company.

When the United States entered the war, military contracts provided Indian with a welcome new market for its motorcycles. The company focused virtually all of its efforts on building motorcycles to satisfy that market. “Uncle Sam comes first,” Indian announced in a press release stating that the factory intended to provide most of its production for the 1919 model year to the military. The company said it would provide some bikes to the civilian market, but that “delivery would be uncertain,” and that dealers should place their orders early.

In spite of the continued loss of market share to automobile manufacturers, Indian sales remained relatively stable throughout the war years. Indian produced 20,500 motorcycles in 1917; 22,000 in 1918; and 21,500 in 1919, with most of the bikes sold to the military market.

While this windfall provided the company with a much-needed cash infusion, Indian’s failure to service the civilian market opened the door for upstart competitor Harley-Davidson to fill the vacuum. Indian’s extensive dealership network was left without product to sell. This offered the dealers the option of either quitting the motorcycle business, a route chosen by many dealers, or switching from Indian to other brands. More often than not, the dealers that elected option two chose to sell Harley-Davidsons. When the war ended, taking the wind out of the 1920 Scout was as much an advancement as the Powerplus had been four years earlier. Previous mid-displacement bikes had been built for reasons of economy; the Scout was built to capitalize on the swiftness and agility that a smaller motorcycle offered. It was the first purpose-built sportbike. Rick Schunk
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Above: Part of the reason the little Scout engine was so powerful was its efficient two-cam design.

Left: Indian hoped that the smaller Scout would appeal to new riders and veteran riders alike. The company hoped right.
the military market, Indian discovered that its dealership network had been gutted. When the war began in 1914, Indian had been the largest motorcycle manufacturer in the world. In 1919, after military demand disappeared overnight, Indian wasn’t even the largest manufacturer in the United States; that title went to Harley-Davidson.

BIRTH OF THE SPORT BIKE

Indian attempted to market smaller-displacement motorcycles like the Featherweight and Model O by portraying them as economical and non-intimidating, but Indian engineer and racer Charles B. Franklin had a different plan: design a motorcycle from the ground up that capitalized on the performance advantages offered by a lighter, more agile motorcycle. The resulting Scout, introduced for the 1920 model year, was arguably the world’s first mass-market motorcycle aimed at a sporting audience.

For a motorcycle to be nimble, it has to be compact. To make the new Scout as compact as possible, Franklin utilized a semi-unit-construction technique in which the gearbox was bolted directly to the engine, connected by primary gears rather than a primary chain drive, as used on the Powerplus (and on rival Harley-Davidson motorcycles). This stiff and tidy packaging made the new Scout one of the finest handling motorcycles ever made up until that point, allowing the rider to utilize all the power generated by the 36-cubic-inch (596-cubic-centimeter) side-valve V-twin engine. Franklin stuck with the side-valve design rather than developing an overhead valve system as used on some pure racing machines of the day because the gasoline used at the time burned too fast to take advantage of an overhead-valve system. Flatheads were simply the fastest engines available during that era.

Unlike the Powerplus engine, which featured just one camshaft to operate all four valves, the new Scout engine featured a pair of camshafts, allowing much more versatility in valve timing and overlap and duration of valve opening. This enabled Franklin to extract more power from the engine. The Scout motor produced only 11 horsepower, compared to the 16 horsepower generated by the Powerplus, but the Scout had a wet weight of just 340 pounds, meaning it could get up and move. The 37-cubic-inch Scout could attain speeds of 60 miles per hour. Even though the largest Powerplus of the era displaced 74 cubic inches, that bike could attain a top speed of just 75 to 80. In practical use, such performance was meaningless; most roads of the era barely allowed for speeds of even 60 miles per hour for extended periods. The reality was that the little Scout offered levels of engine performance that made it a genuine competitor to the largest machines offered by rivals Harley-Davidson and Excelsior-Henderson, packaged in a chassis that could run circles around the competition.

That sure handling came from a frame with radical new double down tubes that wrapped tightly around the compact engine, providing an extremely rigid package that further contributed to the Scout’s stellar handling prowess.

According to Indian’s 1920 sales catalog, the new Scout appealed “to thousands who heretofore had not been interested in
motorcycles... And by the same token, many veteran riders who have felt that the big machines were too heavy welcomed this little masterpiece and were delighted with the opportunities it offered. The marketing copy was more than hyperbole; the new Scout represented a genuine breakthrough in motorcycle design, resulting in a bike that was easy enough to ride to please novice riders, but capable enough to appeal to hardcore enthusiasts. Even police departments began replacing their 61- and 74-cubic-inch motorcycles with 37-cubic-inch Scouts. Unfortunately for Indian, the US economy experienced a severe downturn in 1920 and total Indian sales fell below 14,000 units that year.

**BIRTH OF THE CHIEF**

Motorcycle sales in general remained dismal, especially for Indian, which suffered a 30 percent decline in 1921. Significantly, though, the Scout had been well received, and Indian decided one way to reverse fortunes was to offer a larger, more luxurious (and more expensive) motorcycle that incorporated many of the technological innovations found on the Scout. On Labor Day weekend of 1921, Indian introduced its next big thing: the Chief.

The 1922 Chief applied the technical advancements of the Scout to Indian’s biggest bikes.
The Chief retained the trailing-link leaf-spring fork that had been used since 1910, but everything from there back was basically all-new. Like the Scout, the Chief bolted the engine and transmission together in semi-unit-construction, with the engine and transmission connected by helical gears running in an oil bath within a cast-aluminum case. This resulted in a large-displacement motorcycle that was much more compact than the Powerplus, and tidier than the large-displacement bikes from competitors Harley-Davidson and Excelsior-Henderson, which by that time were the only two companies building motorcycles on the scale of Indian. While the 425-pound Chief weighed 75 pounds more than the Scout, it was notably lighter than the other large-displacement motorcycles on the market, all of which featured separate engines and gearboxes connected by chain primary drives.

Like the Scout, two camshafts actuated the Chief’s valves, rather than the single camshaft used on the Powerplus. The Chief’s cylinders and cylinder heads, which would be nickel-plated through 1931, were cast as a single unit. A removable dome holding the spark plug provided access to the valves. This arrangement was similar to that used on the Scout, but the Chief’s 61-cubic-inch engine ran with milder cam timing than the high-strung Scout, limiting engine rpm to 4000. Even though somewhat restricted compared to the free-revving Scout, the Chief’s engine still produced 25 percent more horsepower than the Powerplus engine: 20 horsepower in the Chief versus 16 hp in the Powerplus, making the Chief engine sort of a Powerplus plus. While the Chief didn’t have as highly-tuned an engine as the Scout, its light weight meant that the 61-cubic-inch Chief delivered performance on par with the 74-cube motorcycles produced by Harley-Davidson and Excelsior-Henderson.

The semi-unit-construction of the engine and the transmission eliminated much of the twisting force exerted by the separate engine-transmission designs used by the competition. This meant that the Chief was less prone to breakage in its engine castings, mounting brackets, and frame tubes than the motorcycles produced by Harley-Davidson and Excelsior-Henderson.
Reliability, then, became an important selling point. And because the Chief used the double-cradle-type frame introduced on the Scout, the frame itself was much more robust than the frames used by competitors, which also contributed to the enhanced reliability of the new Indian. The technological advances of the new Scout and Chief models were so profound that they created a template for motorcycle construction that competitors would soon be forced to follow.

**BIG CHIEFS AND BAD DECISIONS**

For the 1922 model year, Indian offered hop-up kits for the Scout and Chief, and renamed the Powerplus the “Standard,” which was available in both 61- and 72-cubic-inch variants. The new Chief proved popular with police forces, largely replacing the Scout in that role, but overall, things weren’t going well for Indian Motorcycles. Sales fell by another 50 percent from the dismal 1921 model year. On the surface, racing seemed to be going better than sales of road bikes, but upon closer inspection, even that situation was far from rosy. Indian won the national racing championship in 1922, but it was a hollow victory at best. Because of its state-of-the-art side-valve engines, Indian dominated racing in 1920, prompting Harley-Davidson to spare no expense to defeat Indian in 1921. The effort paid off for Harley—the Motor Company won every single national championship race in 1921—but it proved hugely expensive. Because motorcycle sales were still slumping as more and more people were seduced by the convenience of automobiles, Harley withdrew its factory-sponsored racing team for 1922. Excelsior-Henderson also refrained from fielding a factory team, leaving Indian to campaign its factory team uncontested. Naturally enough, the situation made Indian’s reclamation of the national championship something less than satisfying.

In spite of the popularity of its innovative Scout and Chief road bikes, Indian motorcycle sales remained in continual decline, and what money the Scout and Chief did earn was squandered
by management. Because the company was run by accountants and not motorcycle enthusiasts, management treated the bike business like a cash cow to provide capital for investment in other ventures, including the stock market. It was the fiscal foolishness of 1916, all over again. Worse, common wisdom in 1922 was that the stock market would never go anywhere but up. Indian's investment in the market seemed reasonable enough at the time, but the outlay bled much-needed capital from research and development of the core product: motorcycles. This would prove to be a pattern that would not be broken until the original Indian factory shuttered its doors three decades later.

Harley-Davidson took a different path. Still run by the founding families, Harley never lost its focus on its primary purpose—building motorcycles—and when it was flush with cash, it reinvested that cash back in the company, maintaining a focus on research and development. Harley had introduced a popular new motorcycle for the 1921 model year, the "F-head." Though that bike still used the antiquated pocket-valve engine design, it had one thing that the Chief did not: size. The new Harley displaced 74 cubic inches versus the 61 cubic inches that the Chief displaced. For 1923, Indian responded with a bigger Chief, named, appropriately enough, the Big Chief.

Advertised at the same 74-cubic-inch displacement as the rival Harley, the new Chief actually displaced 73.62 cubic inches (1,206.5 cubic centimeters). Other than having bigger holes bored in its cylinders, the Big Chief was essentially identical to the Chief. Like the Chief and Scout models, the Big Chief featured all the upgrades introduced for the 1923 model year. All models received compression-release levers mounted on the sides of their fuel tanks to aid in starting the engines. Redesigned intake manifolds fed the cylinder heads, and improved oil pumps circulated lubricating fluids in their total-loss oiling systems. The Chiefs received stiffer forks with added bracing, and improved rear brakes to better cope with the stresses of their powerful engines. As overall Indian sales continued to decline—the company lowered prices across the board for 1923 in an attempt to stop the bleeding—sales of the Big Chief were a bright spot in an otherwise grim year. Although the most expensive model in the Indian lineup, the Big Chief outsold the other models, justifying the company's decision to battle its main rival head-to-head in the war of cubic inches. Bigger really was better in the minds of most American consumers.

Small-displacement single-cylinder motorcycle sales had been low since the early years of the bigger V-twin motorcycles, but Indian continued to develop models like the 1925 Prince in hopes of attracting new buyers.
ENTER ETHYL

Indian lost the number-one spot in the US motorcycle market to Harley-Davidson in the previous decade, and by the mid-1920s Indian was outsold by its competition from Milwaukee two-to-one. Nevertheless, the superiority of Indian's Franklin-designed flathead engines and the advanced double-cradle frame technology of its Scout and Chief models meant that it had the most advanced motorcycles on the market. While no longer the best sellers, Indian motorcycles of the period were simply the best. But technological advancements in the transportation world meant that sooner or later Indian management’s lack of foresight and failure to fund research and development would come back to haunt the company.

One such advancement was Standard Oil's introduction of tetraethyl lead as a fuel additive. When added to gasoline, “ethyl,” as it became known, inhibited detonation in the combustion chamber. Known as “knocking,” detonation—caused by the fuel-and-air charge from the carburetor exploding in the combustion chamber instead of burning at a controlled rate—destroyed

In 1927, Indian increased the capacity of the Scout from 37 cubic inches to 45 cubes, to compete with the 45-cid machines produced by Indian's competitors.
The Scout 45 had the performance to run with the big bikes of the day and sold well, often at the expense of those same big bikes. An engine’s internal components and was the limiting factor in the upper limits of compression ratio. With the fuels available before 1923, compression ratios were limited to perhaps 6:1 (at most) before detonation occurred, which limited total power output. Simply put, the more compression that can be produced in a cylinder head, the more power the engine of a given displacement will put out.

Because an overhead-valve engine design has a much more compact combustion chamber than a side-valve design, and thus a much more compact squish zone, it is capable of generating much more compression. Prior to the introduction of ethyl, the advantages of overhead-valve combustion chambers were mostly theoretical because the fuels of the day only allowed for the lower compression ratios that the side-valve design was capable of generating. Ethyl made the overhead-valve engine design much more practical. Further, the additive of lead to fuel proved popular. When introduced in 1923, ethyl was sold by gas stations in cans that customers poured into their tanks when they refueled their vehicles. By 1924, Standard stations sold gasoline blended with ethyl straight from the pump.
Once ethyl hit the scene, the side-valve’s days were numbered. It would be more than a decade before rival Harley-Davidson produced an overhead-valve V-twin, but eventually it did. The original Springfield-based Indian Motorcycle company, on the other hand, never would produce an overhead-valve V-twin, a direct result of the lack of foresight on the part of its managerial team.

But in 1923, Indian, which was being mismanaged into oblivion, had no idea that a new fuel additive would eventually spell the company’s demise. Rather, management was more concerned with the company’s name, officially changing its corporate name from Hendee Manufacturing Company to Indian Motorcycle Company, still spelling “Motorcycle” without the “r.”

**GOING TO EXTREMES**

Indian’s lineup, which by then consisted of the Scout, the Standard, the Chief, and the Big Chief, remained in a holding pattern. The single-cylinder model had been dropped after the 1920 model year, and Indian management felt the company needed something to offer to price-conscious consumers. Sales continued to decline precipitously and production had fallen by nearly 80 percent since the company’s peak year in 1913; clearly, management needed to do something different. The Standard was consigned to oblivion in 1925, the same year Indian introduced a new 21-cubic-inch (350-cubic-centimeter) side-valve, single-cylinder model, the Prince. Soon after, Indian introduced an overhead-valve version with higher compression designed to take advantage of the new ethyl gasoline. Indian even built a prototype Prince with a radical overhead cam engine, though this never went into production. The original Prince had a triangular fuel tank and the hard-edged styling of bikes being produced by European manufacturers of the time; the Prince looked more like an early BMW than an American motorcycle.

Indian’s introduction of a lightweight single-cylinder motorcycle followed on the heels of rival Harley-Davidson doing the same. Harley had introduced a 350-cubic-inch single primarily for the export market, and judging by the European styling of the Prince, that bike was also likely intended for export. But the styling proved to be too much of a departure for American consumers and the Prince was never a great seller. Indian restyled the Prince for the 1926 model year, but by then it was too late. Harley-Davidson’s little “Pea Shooter,” as it became known, owned the lightweight motorcycle market, and Indian’s Prince never really gained much of a following.

The Prince represented Indian’s attempt to compete head-to-head with Harley. The attempt failed but Indian pressed on. The new bike it introduced in 1927 was a machine unlike anything Harley-Davidson had ever even considered producing. And it wasn’t an Indian-designed motorcycle at all, but the result of Indian Motorcycles’ 1927 acquisition of the Ace Motorcycle Company. Ace had been founded by William “Bill” Henderson in 1917, after he’d sold his original Henderson Motorcycle Company to Ignaz Schwinn (who combined Henderson with his Excelsior Motorcycle Company to create Excelsior-Henderson). The single model that Ace produced was a fairly radical piece of equipment for the day, with a 77-cubic-inch (1,265-cubic-centimeter) four-cylinder powerplant laid out longitudinally in the frame. Though the Ace still featured an archaic pocket-valve design, its sheer size and abundance of pistons helped it generate 30 horsepower, giving it a top speed of 75 miles per hour. This was serious performance in 1927.
Bill Henderson was a visionary of motorcycle design who introduced his four-cylinder Henderson model in 1912, a time when other manufacturers were just getting a handle on producing workable twin-cylinder models. After selling the Henderson Company to Schwinn, Bill Henderson developed the Ace four-cylinder motorcycle, which showed a great deal of promise. Henderson lost his life in a tragic testing accident in 1922. His death greatly curtailed the bike’s development. Associate engineer Arthur Lemon tried to keep the company afloat, but eventually sold the struggling enterprise to a company called Michigan Motors, which then sold the company to Indian Motorcycles.

**Above:** With the addition of the four-cylinder Ace model, Indian had a genuine superbike in its lineup.

**Opposite page:** The 1927 Scout was one of the fastest motorcycles one could buy at the time.
When Indian developed the 1928 Scout chassis to match the sophistication of its 45-cubic-inch engine, the company created one of the most iconic motorcycles of all time: the Series 101 Scout.

A NEW SCOUT

In 1925, Chicago-based Excelsior-Henderson introduced a motorcycle that would prove to be no less a template for future motorcycles than the Scout and Chief: the Super-X. On the surface, the biggest advancement of the new Super-X was its size; at 45 cubic inches (750 cubic centimeters), the Super-X split the difference between the Scout and the Chief. More importantly, it took advantage of new AMA racing rules, which allowed for engines up to 45 cubic inches. The engine still carried the pocket-valve design, but clever engineering had bumped the compression ratio to a relatively high level. While this made for a potent motor, it also required the use of ethyl as an additive; without it, detonation would blow the engine internals to smithereens.

In January 1927, Indian rolled out a larger Scout at the New York Motorcycle Show, one that displaced the same 45 cubic inches as the Super-X (45.44 cubic inches, to be precise). This
motorcycle had all the hallmarks of a stop-gap effort, a simple overbore designed to field a Super-X competitor with minimal investment—and in all honesty, that is most likely what the Scout 45 was intended to be. Declining motorcycle sales—total production had fallen below 5,000 units per year and Harley-Davidson still outsold Indian two-to-one—meant that there wasn't much cash available for development. And in typical fashion, Indian wasted what cash was available on a variety of ill-conceived non-motorcycle ventures. For example, in 1928 Indian management invested a great deal of money designing and developing a refrigerator that never went into production. Lacking real development money, the Scout 45 was more or less the result of taking a boring bar to the cylinders of the previous 37-cubic-inch Scout.

Indian's economy approach meant that all the castings, including the placement of the valves, would remain the same. This moved the cylinder bore much closer to the inlet and exhaust valves; in particular, the inlet valve butted right up against the edge of the cylinder bore. Had sufficient development capital been put into the Scout 45 engine, the cylinders would have been retooled, moving the valves away from the cylinder bores—a reflection of the belief that space was to cool the burned fuel-air charge before it began to act upon the pistons. As things developed, this theory was incorrect; the added space created a heat sink that actually increased operating temperatures, so the new Scout 45 engine ran cooler, not hotter, than the one it replaced. Better yet, it breathed much more freely, allowing the motor to generate disproportionately increased power over its smaller predecessor. A well-tuned Scout 45 was not only significantly faster than the smaller Scout, it could run with the larger Chiefs and the four-cylinder Ace. The Scout 45 was capable of speeds in excess of 75 miles per hour right out of the box. Indian racer Jim Davis even claimed that a highly tuned special overhead-valve racing

Though displacing a diminutive 780 cubic centimeters, the 101 Scout engine could outrun many of the 1,200-cubic-centimeter models produced by Indian's competitors.
The primary case holding the helical-cut primary gears, and the oil bath in which they ran, was made of aluminum at a time when most competitors still housed chain primaries in pressed-steel cases.

version of the Scout 45’s engine approached 140 miles per hour during practice runs on a five-mile course at California’s Muroc Dry Lake. This was amazing performance from a middleweight, and the motorcycling world took note. The Scout 45 proved a strong seller in 1927.

101 SCOUT

In 1928, Indian implemented a policy of not assigning model years to motorcycles. Instead, it would introduce new products when they were ready rather than based on arbitrary model years. Press releases stated that the purpose of this change was so that Indian could introduce innovative technology as soon as it was ready rather than waiting for the new model year, but the reality was that this change freed Indian management from worrying about upgrading its motorcycles on an annual basis. Free of that false obligation, Indian's management could focus on pursuing still other goofy, non-motorcycle-related ventures.

The first new model introduced after Indian abandoned the concept of model years was the 101 Scout. Because of the confusing new model-designation policy, and because management treated motorcycle production almost as an annoyance, the exact date of the introduction has been lost, but the motorcycle itself was arguably the best machine ever produced by the
Indian donated Springfield-based Indian Motorcycle Company. The 101 Scout ran with the Scout 45's phenomenally overachieving engine mounted in a frame redesigned to be longer and more stable, and with more modern styling in the bargain. The new frame allowed the motor to be mounted farther forward, placing more weight on the front wheel and improving the Scout's already-stellar handling. The state-of-the-art engine and sublime roadability proved a winning combination: Indian won every national championship race in 1928, setting many dirt- and board-track records in the process. The 101 Scout was as strong a competitor on showroom floors as its racing cousin was on American racetracks. Indian had another winner on its hands.

While the motorcycles themselves got better and better, management of Indian Motorcycles just got worse and worse. Company president Louis E. Bauer seemed to want to be in any business other than building motorcycles. In addition to squandering money on designing a refrigerator that would never be produced, Bauer bought a patent for an automobile damping design and embarked on a money-losing venture building shock absorbers. He also purchased the Hartford Outboard Motor Company and lost even more money on that venture. Perhaps the most egregious example of Bauer's managerial incompetence was his squandering of $50,000 on a study of the feasibility of producing an inexpensive automobile designed by his son, Jack. All told, Indian incurred well over one million dollars in losses during Bauer's tenure, leaving the company in a precarious position in 1929.

And predictably, the decision to dispense with model years proved as disastrous as virtually every other non-technical innovation made at Indian during that period. In the end, the no-model-year system confused buyers and dealers alike, and was abandoned after the (unnamed) 1930 model year.

Indian desperately needed for things to turn around, and for the world to be flooded by motorcycle buyers awash in cash from the booming stock market. That is not what happened.

In 1928, Indian officially changed the name of the Ace to the Series 401, though most people just called it the “Indian 4.”
This 1932 Scout is in its original, unrestored condition.
In 1929, the United States fell into the Great Depression, the worst economic calamity in the country’s history. Caused by a combination of domestic and worldwide conditions greased with unwise optimism, the Depression devastated companies and individuals around the globe. The descent into economic chaos is popularly thought to have begun with the crash of the stock market on October 29, 1929—Black Tuesday—which initiated a series of bank failures that would continue for the next decade. A heavily leveraged “bubble” market had pushed institutions and small investors alike into reckless speculation. When the Crash came, and subsequently worsened, untold amounts of money disappeared. Throughout the 1930s, over 9,000 banks failed. Because bank deposits were uninsured, millions of consumers, including potential purchasers of motorcycles, simply lost their savings. One day they were flush with cash; the next day they were destitute. Banks that did survive essentially stopped lending money in an attempt to ensure their own survival; a loan for something as frivolous as a motorcycle was certainly not going to happen.

Banks were also reluctant to loan operating capital to poorly run companies like Indian. For Indian and manufacturers everywhere, everything that could go wrong did go wrong, setting in motion a vicious cycle that would feed upon itself for a generation. Consumers lost their savings and could no longer consume. Inventory began to pile up and factories shut down, putting more people out of work, decreasing the consumer base even more. As the situation spiraled out of control, even the best-run companies shut their doors—and Indian was far from the best-run company.

**DU PONTS TO THE RESCUE**

This was a difficult period for all motorcycle manufacturers, and many didn’t survive. The big three American motorcycle companies became the big two when Ignaz Schwinn shut down Excelsior-Henderson in 1931. Indian likely would have followed suit, had it not been for the intercession of brothers E. Paul and Francis du Pont, who gained a controlling interest in Indian Motocycles in 1929, prior to Black Tuesday. The du Pont brothers managed this through the purchase of large blocks of Indian stock—at $11.75 per share—and also by selling a controlling interest into their Du Pont Motor Company to Indian. Du Pont Motor Company built a two-seat performance car in extremely small numbers—fewer than 1,000 throughout the company’s entire history.

The du Pont brothers were given seats on Indian’s board of directors. E. Paul was made chairman of the company’s executive committee. Trained as an engineer, E. Paul was an inveterate gearhead who was also an avid motorcyclist—he kept a stable of Indian motorcycles at his estate. E. Paul brought a level of enthusiasm to Indian’s corporate leadership not seen since the retirement of Hendee a generation earlier. Upon taking a controlling interest in the company, the du Pont brothers dived into the books to see just what they had acquired. The results of their forensic accounting left them aghast. The
company had been managed in a way that was not just incompetent; it was quite likely illegal. Armed with evidence that the previous management had almost certainly run afoul of laws regarding insider trading and stock manipulation, the du Pont brothers convinced Indian's existing management team to pursue other interests, and they installed Loren E. "Joe" Hosley, the production manager at Du Pont Motors, to manage Indian Motorcycles.

Hosley immediately set about correcting decades of mismanagement. He got Indian out of the many money-losing enterprises, like outboard motors, and refocused on the core motorcycle business. Quality control had long been neglected and was a major marketing problem. This was the prime reason that even though the 101 Scout, Chief, and Big Chief were the most advanced motorcycle designs on the market, Harley-Davidsons, which had much better reputations for quality, outsold Indian two-to-one. And even though the Indians of the era had advanced overall designs, the shortsighted decision to drain funds from research and development and spend them tilting at windmills like young Jack Bauer's automobile venture meant that the bikes themselves had many minor but annoying flaws.

Hosley took the money the company was pissing away on other ventures and used it to institute long-needed upgrades, like improved carburetion on the Chief models. The most significant mechanical upgrade occurred when the bottom-end of the Ace four-cylinder model was completely redesigned so that it used five main bearings instead of three. This had been a major flaw in the four-cylinder engine's basic design since the first Henderson Four of 1912. The company also upgraded the Ace's antiquated pocket-valve cylinder heads, improving the combustion chambers that utilized a design not unlike the one used in the soon-to-be-defunct Excelsior-Henderson Super-X. Fit and finish problems were addressed throughout the Indian line, but perhaps the most significant change from a marketing perspective was the abandonment of the disastrous no-model-year policy instituted several years earlier.

By 1930, the Series 101 Scout had earned a reputation as a serious performance motorcycle.
SIGNS OF IMPROVEMENT
The du Pont brothers hired investment consultant B. H. Cram to assess the initial changes that Hosley had instituted at Indian. In a letter dated March 28, 1930, Cram provided a generally positive report. Cram surmised that manufacturing efficiencies had been achieved throughout the plant, and that the morale of the workforce showed a marked improvement. The cutting of inefficient dealerships and the recruitment of better-financed and better-operated dealerships both in the US market and abroad had led to a three-fold increase in sales compared to the previous year. An advertising campaign planned for the upcoming riding season would reach nearly seven million potential customers, and while quality-control improvements and product upgrades had slowed down assembly lines, the end result was a product line with enhanced salability. And even with slowed assembly lines, production had increased dramatically, from 285 total units in November 1929 to 1,451 units in March 1930. The company had resolved its debt problems and had secured credit at advantageous terms. More importantly, future earnings prospects looked good. Cram had confidence in the new management team and thought the future of the product itself looked promising, thanks in large part to the hiring of talented designer Louis H. Coatalen, who came to Indian from the United Kingdom, where he had worked on everything from race cars to dirigibles. B. H. Cram characterized the strides Indian had made in a very short time as “remarkable.”

The 1930 Chief was one of the most elegant motorcycles on the market; unfortunately, the market was in complete disarray because of the Great Depression.
Though Spartan by today’s standards, the instrumentation of a Chief was elaborate for its time.

Being a motorcyclist himself, E. Paul du Pont was uniquely qualified to assess the improvements to the product, and he frequently contacted Hosley with ideas for improvement. In particular, E. Paul wanted to see improvements to the automatic oil pump for the total-loss oiling system. He accurately assessed that the design used by Harley-Davidson was superior, and he didn’t believe the designs that Hosley was introducing would prove durable enough.

While the Indian oil pump remained a total-loss system (meaning that the oil was burned up in the crankcase rather than being recirculated back into the oil tank), the design championed by du Pont was a varying-rate pump, meaning the amount of oil pumped into the crankcase was based on engine speed. Engineering drawings indicate that at least some of du Pont’s suggestions were incorporated into the final design.

While Indian benefited from the leadership of an engineer who was also a motorcycle enthusiast, it lost another important engineering asset in 1930 when Charles B. Franklin, who had been in ill health, retired. Franklin had been a primary factor in the development of the all-conquering Scout engine family and the Chief engine family that it spawned. His absence was a serious blow to Indian’s engineering brain trust. Franklin died two years after retiring. He was just 46 years old.

ONE STEP FORWARD, TWO STEPS BACK

With new, competent management at the helm, things looked promising for Indian. In 1931, the company focused on fine-tuning the product line, bringing further improvements to the Scout and Chief models. The series 101 Scout in particular, with its combination of sublime handling and phenomenal power—the 45-cubic-inch 101 Scout was even faster than the larger Chief and Ace (by that time renamed the Indian Four) models—had a large and rabid fan base.

Though Spartan by today’s standards, the instrumentation of a Chief was elaborate for its time.
But the 101 Scout, with its helical-cut primary drive and aluminum oil-bath primary case, was expensive to build, and Indian desperately needed to save money wherever possible. Hosley wrote a letter to E. Paul du Pont, dated December 3, 1930, expressing worry that the company would soon not be able to meet its payroll. Desperate actions were needed. The 101 Scout, though immensely popular with riders, cost as much to build and brought in less profit than the Chief or Four models. Thus a drastic decision was made; in an attempt to standardize production and achieve cost savings through efficiencies of production, Indian replaced the 101 Scout with the Model 203 Scout for the 1932 model year.

The 203 Scout was, for all practical purposes, simply a 101 Scout motor mounted in a Chief chassis. Both bikes featured nearly identical bodywork and other components. This meant both bikes could be built on the same assembly line using most of the same tooling, but it also meant that the Scout’s stiff, compact frame was a thing of the past.

Indian management probably thought that minimizing differences between the Scout and Chief would motivate many buyers to simply pony up a little extra cash and buy the Chief. Both models sold in roughly the same volume, but both cost about the same to build, so the higher retail price on the Chief meant that Indian earned a higher profit margin on every Chief it sold versus every Scout it sold. The flaw in the marketing plan was its failure to take into account that

The 1930 Indian Four still used the inlet-over-exhaust pocket-valve design that Indian had inherited when it bought the Ace motorcycle company.
the 101 Scout and Chief models sold to very different riders. Chief buyers were interested in a comfortable, relaxed motorcycle, whereas 101 Scout buyers wanted a fast, compact motorcycle with agile handling. Indian management did not realize that such "speed" buyers wouldn’t be interested in moving up to a Chief. Rather, they were more likely to head across town to purchase the sporting 45-cubic-inch models offered by rival Harley-Davidson. The 101 Scout was one of the most beloved motorcycles on the market, and the move to the 203 Scout was met with derision expressed by dealers and customers alike.
The 1931 Scout had a feature championed by E. Paul du Pont: a throttle-controlled oil pump that varied the rate of oil pumped into the total-loss oiling system, based on throttle opening rather than at a steady rate.
The new oil pump system was also used on the 1931 Chief models.

The new oil pump is visible in this illustration, the horizontal tube on the engine case just behind the rear brake lever.

The new oil pump system was also used on the 1931 Chief models.
A NEW LOOK

Perhaps Indian thought that people might not notice the dumbing-down of the sporty Scout model because of radical new styling introduced for the 1932 model year. All three bikes remaining in the Indian lineup—the 203 Scout, the Chief, and the Four—featured completely redesigned chassis and bodywork. The changes began up front, where the fork received its most extensive redesign since its introduction in 1910. The fork was bigger in every respect—wider, longer, taller, heavier. This was, in part, an accommodation to motorcycles that were growing ever larger and heavier. Almost equally important is that larger forks were necessary to accommodate one of the most visually striking components of the new design, the wide, heavily valenced front fenders. While not as dramatic as the skirted fenders that would appear in the next decade—the fenders that defined the classic Indian look—these were nevertheless massive departures from any front fenders that had been used on Indian motorcycles to that time.

As striking as the fenders were, however, they couldn’t hold a candle to the new gas and oil tanks. These tanks were called “saddle” tanks because they straddled the top central frame tube like a saddle on a horse. Previous tanks had resided within the frame, where the frame tubes wrapped around the tanks, looking something like an insect’s exoskeleton. The saddle-tank look redefined the appearance of a motorcycle and is still the design used on cruiser-style motorcycles to this day. The Four also received styling changes that allowed that machine to utilize some of the bodywork used on the 203 Scout and Chief models, including the heavily valenced fenders and saddle tanks. With all of this in place, the entire Indian lineup had a uniform, modern appearance.

For 1932, the smallest Indian was called the "Scout Pony" instead of the traditional "30.50."
The frames of the redesigned Scout and Chief models utilized a concept from the Four model. From the introduction of the original Scout, the double-down-tube Indian frame design had the two lower tubes come together to form a single tube; the junction was about halfway between the tubes’ upward curve at the bottom of the engine cases and the steering head. On the Four, the tubes didn’t come together until the steering head, creating a much stronger and stiffer chassis. The 1932 Scout and Chief models featured redesigned cradle frames that, as on the Four, did not come together until they met at the steering head.

The new frames were stronger but also heavier. Percentagewise, the 203 Scout gained the most weight compared to its 101 Scout predecessor, going from 399 pounds to 427 pounds. But all models gained weight for 1932. The Four now tipped the scales at nearly 500 pounds. For those looking for a lighter motorcycle, Indian introduced the new Scout Pony. Displacing 31 cubic inches, this was essentially a twin-cylinder version of the defunct Prince of the previous decade. While this new machine had a V-twin engine and the modern saddle-tank styling of the larger Indian models, it featured many components taken directly from the Prince, such as primary drive, clutch, transmission, and kick starter. One feature that was unusual in an American motorcycle of the period was that the engine became an integral load-bearing part of the frame, a design championed by England’s Vincent Motorcycles. Indian called its version of this design a “Keystone” frame. This model remained in the lineup for ten years, but never sold in large numbers. The problem resided in the market more than the motorcycle itself. In 1932, during the darkest period of the Great Depression, there simply was very little demand for an inexpensive motorcycle. People were either too poor to afford any motorcycle whatsoever, inexpensive or not; those who could afford to buy motorcycles were wealthy and in the market for luxury machines like the Big Chief or Four. The economy had virtually wiped out the middle class, which had been the primary buyers of low-priced motorcycles when the Prince had been introduced.

FROM BAD TO WORSE

By 1933, the world was entering its fourth year of economic chaos, chaos that showed no sign of abating. Many manufacturing companies were on the rope. Automaker Studebaker filed for bankruptcy that year, and although it would emerge from receivership and resume production, it never fully recovered. Under newly elected US president Franklin Roosevelt, the groundwork was laid for an ambitious plan to revive the country’s economy—what would become known as the “New Deal.” Congress passed a critical banking reform law known as the Glass-Steagall Act (the repeal of which would lead to another economic meltdown in the twenty-first century), but
the impact of these actions would not be felt by companies like Indian for years. In 1933, just surviving represented spectacular success for any company.

Indian survived, but just barely. Under the Hosley-du Pont regime, Indian had made great strides in product improvement and development. Company management was infinitely superior to the incompetence exhibited by previous generations of leaders, but the Great Depression was unlike any other economic downturn in modern history. There simply weren’t enough customers for most businesses to survive. By 1933, total Indian production fell to 1,667 motorcycles and the factory was operating at just 5 percent of its total production capacity. Even though Indian had made drastic pay cuts and layoffs to compensate for reduced demand, the company was still unable to meet the payroll of its remaining workforce. Hosley was forced to shut down the factory for one week, sending everyone home without pay, and to apply for an emergency $10,000 loan to meet the company’s payroll. Indian’s value plummeted; the shares that the du Pont brothers had purchased for $11.75 several years earlier fell to a low of $2.50. E. Paul du Pont toyed with the idea of filing for bankruptcy, but instead decided to reorganize the company.

To save money, the Series 203 Scout used the Chief chassis with a smaller engine, negating the original Scout design brief of capitalizing on the compact, sporting nature of a smaller motorcycle.
PRODUCT IMPROVEMENTS
In spite of barely being in business, Indian managed to introduce a significant product upgrade for the 1933 model year: recirculating oiling systems. It was time; by 1933 the total-loss oiling system was even more archaic than the pocket-valve engine design used on the Indian Four, hearkening back to the earliest years of motorcycling, when riders operated tank-mounted hand pumps to squirt oil into the engine while on the move. The existing Indian system had an automatic pump rather than a hand pump, but in every other respect was as crude as that used on the first de Dion-Bouton engines of the previous century. Virtually every other manufacturer of four-stroke internal-combustion engines had switched to recirculating oiling systems by 1933 (though it should be noted that rival Harley-Davidson was still using total-loss oiling at the time). E. Paul du Pont well knew that Indian had to follow the new technology if it wanted to stay in the
motorcycle business. The transition was far from smooth. The 1933-1934 period brought constant changes to the design of Indian's oiling system, but by 1935 the company came up with a system that neither under-oiled nor over-oiled the engine's internals.

Although Indian's financial situation was dire in 1933 and its future hardly assured, the company did manage to bring out a new model that year: the Motoplane. This was basically a placeholder, an inexpensive-to-produce motorcycle to fill the gap left by the demise of the beloved 101 Scout. The Motoplane gave Indian time to rectify the mistake of eliminating the 101, but the new bike was offered only for the 1934 model year. While the stopgap Motoplane was nothing more than a Scout Pony with its engine bored out to 45 cubic inches, the mere existence of a new Indian model indicated that the company was not dead yet.

Although the 1932 Chief captured the lines people still desire in a cruiser-type motorcycle to this day.
Above: The 1932 Indian Chief received the same stylish new bodywork as the Scout.

Right: While the 1932 Indian Four looked modern with its rounded saddle tanks and elegant lines, mechanically it still had twenty-year-old engine technology. Indian had little money to develop the Four during the depths of the Great Depression.
SPORT SCOUT

In the January 1934 issue of Indian’s dealer newsletter Contact Points, Indian announced the new Sport Scout. In large part, the Sport Scout was an attempt to address the major criticisms leveled at the 203 Scout, namely excess weight and cumbersome handling. In other words, the 203 Scout’s main shortcoming was that it wasn’t a 101 Scout. Neither was the new Sport Scout a 101 Scout, but it was an innovative design nonetheless. The Sport Scout’s main break with tradition was that, like the Scout Pony and Motoplane, it utilized Indian’s Keystone frame, which used the engine as a stressed member. Without frame members under the engine, the new Sport Scout weighed even less than the beloved 101—385 pounds versus the 101 Scout’s 399 pounds, and a porky 427 pounds for the 203 Scout.

While the weight savings alone provided handling advantages for the new Sport Scout, light weight wasn’t the only reason for the new model’s improved handling. The Sport Scout proved even more effective on the track than the fabled 101 Scout. The Sport Scout shaved 14 pounds from the 101, but even more advantageous was the increased ground clearance afforded by the absence of down tubes in the Sport Scout’s frame design. This gave the bike greater lean angle in the corners and thus more capability to carry higher cornering speeds, a critical factor in racing success.

The new Sport Scout also abandoned the leaf-spring front fork that had been an Indian fixture since 1910. The leaf-spring unit was stiffer, making it more secure in racing applications than the girder fork that replaced it on the Sport Scout. However, the girder fork was more compliant in road use. By contrast, the short frame used on the Motoplane—the Sport Scout frame was basically a beefed-up version of the Motoplane’s—was much less stable than the

The 1934 Sport Scout used the innovative “Keystone” frame introduced the previous year on the Motoplane.
Police departments had always been an important part of Indian's customer base.

frame used on the 101 Scout. This was an advantage on the track, where nimble handling was more useful than stability, but on the street it gave the Sport Scout choppy, unsettled handling. Overall, the Sport Scout seemed to have been designed with an eye on racing success more than on street use.

Still, the Sport Scout's timing was perfect. As the Depression ground on, motorcycle manufacturers began to cut back on expenses wherever possible. They were all just trying to survive, so to spend large amounts of money to build exotic racing motorcycles with advanced technology (that wouldn't be practical for street bikes for half a century or more) just didn't make sense.

In 1932, the American Motorcyclist Association had inaugurated a national dirt-track racing series dubbed "Class A," but this class featured the exact exotic prototype racing machines that the manufacturers were cutting back on building, which hindered the popularity of the new series. As a response, the AMA developed what it called "Class C" racing, a series in which people competed aboard street-legal motorcycles. The Sport Scout proved to be the perfect motorcycle for this new series. It was so good that it continued to win national races well over a decade after it went out of production.

continued on page 72
Left: In 1934, the Chief switched from the expensive-to-produce helical-cut primary gears to a more traditional chain-drive primary.

Below: The (non-Sport) Scout still retained the traditional full-cradle frame rather than the Sport Scout’s Keystone frame, which used the engine as a stressed member.
In 1935, the standard Scout (the name would be officially changed to “Standard Scout” in 1936) cost more than the Sport Scout.
Above: For 1935, the Sport Scout could be had with an optional magneto ignition.

Opposite, top: The Sport Scout, with its compact frame, made a terrific racing bike. The Keystone frame actually gave it more ground clearance than the much-lamented Series 101 Scout.

Opposite, bottom: The Sport Scout was one of the hottest bikes on the market in 1936, though that wouldn’t last long, given the onslaught of overhead-valve machines that the competition was getting ready to unleash.

Left: This is what every cop dreamed of riding in 1935.
Given Indian’s precarious financial situation at the time, the focus on building a competitive racer at the expense of streetability seems odd, especially when one factors in the increased production costs of building a motorcycle that utilized the engine as a stressed member of the frame. This design was most likely more expensive to build than the 101 Scout. Rather than the expensive semi-unit design with helical gears in an aluminum case, as on the 101 Scout, the Sport Scout had separate engine and transmission units connected by a chain-driven primary, as in the Motoplane and Scout Pony. (The 203 Scout and Chief models also abandoned semi-unit-construction for the 1934 model year.) The Sport’s Keystone, stressed-member frame, though, likely negated any cost savings. During assembly of the 101 Scout, workers just had to bolt the engine into the double-cradle frame; with the Sport Scout, workers had to bolt brackets onto the engine and then align them with the frame, a much more labor- and time-intensive process than bolting the engine directly into the frame. Odd or not, the result was a motorcycle perfectly designed to be competitive in American racing at that period.

The cockpit of a 1936 Chief was a jewel-like work of art.

continued from page 66
GRADUAL IMPROVEMENTS
Sales improved to 2,809 units in 1934, not a stellar number by any means, but enough to keep the doors open. For 1935, Indian capitalized on the one area where it had a clear advantage over rival Harley-Davidson: styling. Styling cues introduced on the 1934 Sport Scout were applied throughout the entire lineup, and most models received minor but important mechanical upgrades, as well. Most significantly, Indian finally perfected its recirculating oiling system by 1935, giving the motorcycles an important technical advantage over Harley-Davidson, which still used total-loss oiling. Harleys had switched from pocket-valve to side-valve engines several years earlier, but Harley never really mastered the side-valve design in its street engines, so for the time being Indian still had the best engines on the market. The main reason Harley never fielded a competitive side-valve street motorcycle was that the Milwaukee-based motorcycle manufacturer was readying a dramatic new overhead-valve machine for the 1936 model year. An overhead-valve V-twin engine was high-tech stuff in 1936, in many ways as exotic as Indian’s Four. Just as Harley had never fielded a model to compete head-to-head against Indian’s Four,

Though Indian motorcycles are so associated with the color red that the company called its most popular shade of red “Indian red,” Indian motorcycles were offered in virtually any combination of colors. This was because the du Ponts also owned a paint-manufacturing company.
If this assembled group had known how poorly the upside-down Four of 1936-37 would be received in the marketplace, there would have been even fewer smiles in the room. John Sticha Collection

Three-wheeled “delivery cars” based on its motorcycles provided an important source of revenue for Indian.
so too Indian never developed an overhead-valve V-twin street bike to compete head-to-head with Harley's top model. Harley had made the right decision not to go the four-cylinder route; Indian's decision not to pursue an overhead-valve V-twin would have disastrous consequences in the following decade.

But for the time being, sales rose once again; for 1935 Indian sold 3,715 motorcycles. In 1936 sales increased to 5,028 units, in spite of the fact that Harley-Davidson had introduced its first modern overhead-valve big V-twin motorcycle. And the 1936 sales figures came in well despite a major marketing misstep with the Indian Four. Midway through the 1936 model year, Indian redesigned the pocket valve cylinder head on the four, placing the exhaust valves on top and the intake valves on the bottom. This helped the engine run cooler and generate more power in the process. Unfortunately, it also looked goofy as hell. Though a technological improvement, these "upside-down Fours," as they became known, didn't sell well, and within a couple of years the cylinder heads were back to their original orientation.

continued on page 80
Right: In 1937, Indian redesigned the shifter linkage to move the shift lever closer to the handlebar.

Opposite page: Indian gave the Sport Scout a teardrop-shaped tank dash for the 1938 model year.

Below: The Junior Scout (30.50) continued as Indian’s entry-level motorcycle for 1938.
The 1938 Sport Scout received redesigned cylinders with larger cooling fins. This, combined with a larger oil pump, made for a cooler-running engine.
At this point Indian entered a holding pattern, and most changes in 1937 and 1938 were either cosmetic or just minor upgrades. That worked in 1937, when sales rose to 6,030 machines, the highest number in over a decade. But the following year's number dropped to 3,650 units. The US motorcycle market was in a slump; Harley-Davidson's sales also fell, from 12,100 units in 1937 to 8,177 in 1938. Harley's advantage was that sales of that company's 61-cubic-inch overhead-valve superbike were accounting for an increasing percentage of Harley's total output. The world was interested in overhead-valve motorcycles. Unfortunately, Indian had neither the economic resources nor the engineering talent to develop overhead-valve engines. The Springfield company was still in survival mode, and more worried about keeping the doors open than in marketing the latest, greatest technology.

1938 was the last year the Scout had an air deflector over the carburetor intake rather than a genuine air cleaner. For practical purposes, many people retrofitted air cleaners to earlier bikes once they became available, but this example still maintains the correct air deflector.

continued from page 75

1938 was the last year the Scout had an air deflector over the carburetor intake rather than a genuine air cleaner. For practical purposes, many people retrofitted air cleaners to earlier bikes once they became available, but this example still maintains the correct air deflector.

continued from page 75

At this point Indian entered a holding pattern, and most changes in 1937 and 1938 were either cosmetic or just minor upgrades. That worked in 1937, when sales rose to 6,030 machines, the highest number in over a decade. But the following year's number dropped to 3,650 units. The US motorcycle market was in a slump; Harley-Davidson's sales also fell, from 12,100 units in 1937 to 8,177 in 1938. Harley's advantage was that sales of that company's 61-cubic-inch overhead-valve superbike were accounting for an increasing percentage of Harley's total output. The world was interested in overhead-valve motorcycles. Unfortunately, Indian had neither the economic resources nor the engineering talent to develop overhead-valve engines. The Springfield company was still in survival mode, and more worried about keeping the doors open than in marketing the latest, greatest technology.
The most visible change for the 1938 Chief was a chain guard that provided more complete coverage. Less noticeable were internal and external engine improvements mostly designed to improve the oiling system.

The paint scheme on this 1938 Chief was the only standard paint option that featured green pinstripes instead of gold. The saddlebags are the original ones fitted to the bike in 1938.
Right: According to Indian’s advertising copy, the 74-cubic-inch Police Chief was the most popular twin-cylinder police bike on the market in 1938.

Below: By 1938, Indian had realized the scope of its mistake with the “upside-down” Four and reverted to a traditional inlet-over-exhaust design, upgrading it with enclosed valve gear.
CHASING SKIRTS

The 1939 World’s Fair was held in New York City. E. Paul du Pont attended the fair and purchased several motorcycles on display by European manufacturers: a Norton single and Triumph vertical twin from England, and a BMW boxer twin from Germany. These machines would prove tremendously influential in Indian’s product development during the next decade, but the immediate influence was the inclusion of an optional paint scheme with a design called the “World’s Fair tank panel.” Otherwise, changes for Indian’s 1939 model year consisted of minor trim changes and mechanical upgrades.

Changes for the 1940 model year could also be characterized as cosmetic, but they were dramatically cosmetic. Indian might have been lagging behind the competition technologically, largely because of the loss of visionary engineer Charles B. Franklin, but it had Franklin’s equivalent in the styling department in G. Briggs Weaver. Weaver had worked in the car body design department of Du Pont Motors, and in 1932 E. Paul du Pont brought him in to work on

continued on page 86

Above: The only notable change for the 1939 Sport Scout was the addition of this optional “World’s Fair” paint scheme.

Next page: For 1939, Indian gave the Sport Scout a proper air cleaner with a changeable filtering element.
Indian motorcycle design. Weaver was heavily influenced by the art deco movement. Deco was a design style that began in France following World War I and flourished for more than twenty years, influencing the design of everything from tractors to toasters to freight trains. In motorcycles, the deco style had its most prolific expression in the 1940 Indians styled by Weaver's team.

All 1940 Indians had startling full-skirted fenders that were unlike anything seen before in the motorcycling world. These fenders, when combined with matching covers over the final-drive chains, gave the motorcycles the graceful appearance of a European luxury car or a streamlined locomotive. The Chief and Four models also received a plunger-style rear suspension that, while crude by modern standards, was state-of-the-art at the time. This was a period when the only rear suspension most motorcycles had were the springs in their saddles, so any rear suspension was fairly exotic kit.

Indian sales soared to 10,431 units in 1940, in part because of the new styling, but mostly because of the advent of World War II. The Second World War was much more of a technology-driven blood bath than the...
Left: In 1947, Max Bubeck won the 500-mile Greenhorn Enduro aboard this 1939 Indian Four.

Below: Indian's 1940 line came with the now-iconic skirted fenders that people associate with Indian motorcycles to this day. Even the smallest model (once again called the 30.50 instead of the Scout Junior) received the stylish fender treatment.
Above: Louise Scherbyn, founder of the Women’s International Motorcycle Association, is seen here aboard a 1940 30.50. She gained fame for her travels aboard various Indian bikes, many of which she painted white.

Right: Even in the hard economic times following the Great Depression, Sylvester and Catherine Connelly made periodic trips to the Indian factory in Springfield to purchase new Indian motorcycles, which they would ride back to their home in Owatonna, Minnesota. John Sticha Collection
first. While horses were still used extensively, World War II was characterized by mechanized blitzkrieg, a style of fighting championed by Nazi Germany that involved using motorized vehicles to quickly get soldiers into battle. One result of this was powerful demand for motorcycles from armies around the world. France alone purchased 5,000 Indian Chiefs that year.

Even though sales were up in 1940, and Indian earned $703,000 in profit (a tidy sum, especially compared to the losses of the previous decade), it was during this period that E. Paul du Pont began to lose interest in the motorcycle business. In February 1940, production manager Joe Hosley died of a sudden heart attack. After that, du Pont never seemed fully engaged with Indian Motocycles.

WORLD WAR II
In spite of the loss of Hosley, and du Pont’s growing detachment, business remained good—war tends to be good for companies that manufacture equipment that can be used as tools of war—and Indian sold 18,428 units in 1941, the year the United States finally entered the conflict. After that, civilian production of automobiles and motorcycles virtually stopped and American manufacturers devoted their output to the war effort.

Above: The 30.80 would receive the stylish (and expensive) skirted fenders only for the 1940 model year.

Next page: The enlarged cylinder fins on the Sport Scout’s engine are clearly visible in this photograph. Not only did they improve cooling, but they also looked great.
Above: The 1940 Sport Scout was arguably the most elegant and dramatically styled motorcycle ever to be produced by an American motorcycle manufacturer.

Opposite, top: While controversial back in the day, the flowing lines of the 1940 Chief qualify the motorcycle as a genuine piece of industrial art.

Opposite, bottom: For 1940, the Chief received a front-fender light with the same streamlined style as the new bodywork.

Left: Given the fact that the radical new skirted fenders defined the look of Indian motorcycles (apparently until the end of time), it seems odd that Indian’s 1940 catalog didn’t display them more prominently on the cover.
Indian produced a military version of its smallest machine, the 31-cubic-inch (500-cubic-centimeter) side-valve V-twin Pony Scout. The military version of this motorcycle, dubbed the 741, was really a hybrid of the Pony Scout and the Standard Scout, with the smaller Pony Scout’s top end grafted onto the bottom end of the Standard Scout. The 741 was primarily sold to allies of the United States, which tended to favor smaller-displacement motorcycles. The 741 pumped its 15 horsepower through a three-speed transmission and was shipped with standard leather saddlebags, leather machine gun scabbard, and a steel ammunition box mounted to the left front fork. Foreign sales were conducted through a program called the Lend Lease Act, which authorized the president of the United States to transfer weapons and other materials to foreign countries if the president deemed it vital to national defense.
In addition to its art deco bodywork, the 1940 Chief received a plunger-style rear suspension. The big twins from rival Harley-Davidson wouldn’t receive any form of rear suspension for nearly two more decades.

The US military preferred more-powerful 45-cubic-inch (750-cubic-centimeter) motorcycles. For this market, Indian built a detuned version of the Sport Scout, dubbed the 640. The Sport Scout had dominated the AMA’s popular Class C dirt-track racing series, which should have made it an ideal choice for the grueling use to which a military motorcycle would be subjected. But the 640 never sold in large numbers. Most Allied forces found the 45-cubic-inch motorcycle too large, and for whatever reason the United States military preferred the 45-cubic-inch offering from Harley-Davidson, the WLA (a variant of the civilian WL model).

This likely had little to do with the merits of the offerings from each company. The US government offered Harley-Davidson sweetheart contracts on which the Motor Company made a profit on every motorcycle it sold to the military. Contrarily, the contract offered to Indian ensured that Indian would lose money on every motorcycle purchased for military use. The situation indicates that factors other than motorcycles were at play as government agencies decided where to funnel taxpayer money. In all, Indian sold only 2,500 640s in total, and it lost money on each and every one of them. Indian also sold a 74-cubic-inch military version of the...
Chief: the 340, which was basically a version of the motorcycle Indian had sold to the French in 1940. This was marginally more popular than the 640, selling 3,000 units to the US military, but that was still a minuscule number compared to the tens of thousands of military motorcycles Harley-Davidson sold in the US during the war. Presumably this decision was based, at least in part, on fears within the Pentagon that Indian’s aging manufacturing plant, which hadn’t been substantially modernized since 1919, wasn’t up to the task of producing motorcycles at the rate that the military required, but it’s also possible that Harley-Davidson had more pull in Washington D.C. than did Indian.

Following a request from the US military, Indian purpose-designed a motorcycle for military use, specifically, for service in Africa, where the shaft-driven BMW bikes used by the Germans were faring far better than the chain-driven motorcycles used by Americans. The desert sands chewed chains to pieces, and the extreme heat killed the tandem V-twin engines in the Harley-Davidsons and Indians. By contrast, the shaft-driven BMWs, which had the cylinders of their boxer, twin engines sticking out into the cooling airflow, held up well.

Both Harley-Davidson and Indian developed machines to meet military requirements. Harley’s entrant was, for all practical purposes, a BMW clone, right down to its horizontally opposed cylinders. Police departments continued to be an important part of Indian’s customer base in 1940. After the United States entered World War II the following year, police departments would virtually become Indian’s only non-military customers.
Above: For 1940, Indian offered optional sidecars with the same art deco-inspired styling as its motorcycles.

Opposite page: Indian touted the virtues of its new rear suspension system in ads for the Police Four models.

Left: In addition to Scouts and Chiefs, Indian made police versions of its Four models.
Indian Spring Frame gives you the matchless combination of fast-driving power and flight-smooth riding in a motorcycle unequalled for crack smartness.

No matter how rough the road, the riding’s smooth on an Indian Spring Frame “Police Special” . . . better control, greater safety and less fatigue for the man in the saddle. Ask your local Indian dealer to let you road test this superb machine . . . see why so many police departments are mounting their men on Indian Spring Frame Motorcycles.

INDIAN MOTOCYCLE CO.
Springfield, Mass.

40 Years Pride of the Force

Reprinted from PUBLIC SAFETY, October, 1941, issue.
Above: Because Indian’s 1942 production was curtailed due to World War II, 1941 was the last year the original V-twin Sport Scout was produced on a large scale.

Left: Little did fans know that the 1941-1942 Sport Scouts marked the end of a proud line. The side-valve Scout models wouldn’t go back into production following the end of the war.
As with the Scout models, the advent of World War II marked the end of the line for Indian’s original Four models. This rare color photo was made in 1941 for promotional use.

opposed boxer-twin engine, but the Indian entrant was unique. Like the Harley and BMW, it was shaft driven, but unlike the others, its engine was bent into a 90-degree V, like the motorcycles that would be produced decades later by Italy’s Moto Guzzi.

The war in North Africa ended before the Harley and Indian motorcycles could go into mass production. By the time the order was canceled, Indian had barely built 1,000 examples of its desert bike, which the company dubbed the 841. The course of the African war was an economic blow to both companies, but there was another wartime complication: the introduction of the military jeep. This incredibly versatile and competent little four-wheel-drive buggy did to the military motorcycle what the Model T had done to civilian motorcycles just prior to World War I: it dominated the market in a brutal and complete fashion. Indian production at midwar held relatively steady, with 16,647 Indian motorcycles produced in 1942 and 16,456 in 1943, but the figure plummeted to 3,881 units in 1944, by which time the jeep had virtually supplanted the motorcycle as a form of transportation for soldiers. Things only got tighter when the war ended in 1945 and civilian production began to ramp up again. Indian built just 2,070 motorcycles for the 1945 model year, all of them Chiefs.
The exact number of Chiefs built for the 1942 model year before the government halted production on February 9, 1942, is unknown, but this example is one of few.

Death of an Icon

The exact number of Chiefs built for the 1942 model year before the government halted production on February 9, 1942, is unknown, but this example is one of few.
Indian President E. Paul du Pont had had enough of the motorcycle business. After a decade of economic depression followed by the death of his friend, Indian manager Joe Hosley, and culminating with the military jeep replacing the motorcycle as the choice of transportation for mechanized soldiers, du Pont felt battered. Even war had been an unprofitable activity for Indian, and after fifteen years of Indian Motorcycle ownership, the du Pont brothers stared at a net loss of $260,000. In 1945, they began looking for a buyer. In November of that year, the du Ponts sold their controlling interest in Indian to a group of investors headed by Ralph B. Rogers, a thirty-six-year-old industrialist who had made millions of dollars manufacturing products as varied as railroad cars, diesel engines, air-conditioning equipment, and lawn mowers.

E. Paul du Pont may never have earned a penny during his ownership of Indian Motorcycles, but just by keeping Indian in business throughout the Great Depression, he had much to show for his efforts. With the exception of a few missteps, he had made a valiant effort to restore Indian’s fortunes, and left some big shoes to fill. Keeping Indian afloat in the future was far from a sure thing. When he transferred control of the company to young Ralph Rogers, du Pont (who died in 1950) handed off an organization reliant on dangerously antiquated technology. Overhead-valve engines would soon supplant side-valve engines in the automobile industry, and even rival Harley-Davidson was concentrating heavily on overhead-valve motorcycles by 1945. The side-valve engine, which had revolutionized motorcycling before World War I, was a design that held virtually no interest for motorcycle buyers at the end of World War II. And side-valve engines were all Indian built—in fact, the Chief was the only model produced by Indian immediately after the war—and the company had no modern overhead-valve V-twin engines on the drawing board.

Sales increased to 6,974 Chiefs in 1946, mostly because there was so much pent-up demand for vehicles of any kind following the war that if someone could drive or ride whatever you built, you could sell it. The 1946 Chief received some upgrades based on technology developed during the war, such as improved front forks with hydraulically damped girders, but this amounted to fiddling in the margins. There was no money available to update the antiquated...
side-valve engine technology. Nineteen forty-seven saw the introduction of the “war-bonnet” marker light on the Chief’s front fender, but little else changed. Chief sales remained strong in 1947; Indian sold 11,849 units that year, and the company’s out-of-production Sport Scout model was still competitive in racing, thanks to the fabled “Big-Base” Scouts. These bikes had engines built in two small batches, the first in 1939 and the second in 1948, both designed by Indian factory engineer Allen Carter. The name Big-Base referred to enlarged crankcase volume, which lessened the air compressor effect created by the engine’s reciprocating parts. With less internal air pressure acting against said reciprocating parts, the engines were able to rev more freely and get up to speed faster, a definite advantage for a racing engine. These 45-cubic-inch V-twins developed an estimated 50 horsepower, a phenomenal output for the day. In total, no more than fifty Big-Base engines were built. The prewar engines featured sand-cast aluminum engine cases; postwar, the cases were die-cast aluminum.

Floyd Emde won the 1948 Daytona 200 aboard a Big-Base Scout, but racing success aside, new owner Ralph Rogers knew that Indian couldn’t continue to sell antiquated side-valve Chiefs indefinitely, or even for much longer. Rogers decided to gamble big on the future and develop an entirely new type of motorcycle. At least it would be new for an American manufacturer. Following the war, import motorcycles from Europe began hitting the American market in ever-increasing numbers. Prior to the war, if someone wanted to buy a new motorcycle, with rare exceptions his or her choice was either a Harley-Davidson or an Indian. Following the war, that same buyer could choose a Triumph, Norton, BSA, Royal Enfield, or any number of motorcycles from other foreign manufacturers. Americans G.I.s had ridden these machines while stationed in England and developed a fondness for them. When import tariffs were lifted as part of the Marshall Plan for rebuilding Europe, significant numbers of imported bikes began appearing on American soil.
MODULAR DISASTER

Rogers envisioned converting Indian into a manufacturer of modern British-style motorcycles designed to appeal to young soldiers returning from war. He would do it by manufacturing bikes inspired by the vertical twins popular in England rather than the hidebound V-twins that had come to symbolize the traditional American motorcycle. On the surface, his decision seemed sound. Between 1946 and 1947, motorcycle registrations doubled in the US market, from 200,000 to 400,000, and most of the 200,000-unit increase took the form of lightweight imported motorcycles. Indian needed to capture just 5 to 10 percent of the import market to get back in the black financially, and it seemed reasonable to assume that a fabled brand with as devoted a following as Indian would do much better than 10 percent. All else being equal, and given Indian’s home-court advantage, the company should have trounced the foreign competition.

Rogers’ accomplice in this venture would be G. Briggs Weaver, father of the art deco-style Indian bodywork that appeared in 1940. Weaver had left Indian several years earlier to cofound a company called Torque Manufacturing, which was developing a modular series of engines that used a basic set of components to create an entire line of engines, ranging from a 175-cubic-centimeter single to an 880-cubic-centimeter four cylinder, all using parts made from the same castings. Rogers purchased Torque Manufacturing in 1946 and commissioned a series of new Indian motorcycles consisting of a 220-cubic-centimeter overhead-valve single called the Arrow, and a 440-cubic-centimeter overhead-valve vertical twin called the Scout. Like the popular new motorcycles coming across the Atlantic from England, these new models featured hand-operated clutch levers and foot-operated gear shifters. This arrangement was far easier for riders to master, especially novices, and was thought to be a key factor in the imports’ popularity.

One of Weaver’s prototypes that never made it to production but appears promising in hindsight was an inline four-cylinder model called the Torque Four. As part of the modular program, the Torque Four shared major components like pistons, cylinders, cylinder heads, and valve gear with the Arrow and Scout. When Rogers bought Torque Manufacturing, the agreement included Weaver’s hand-built Torque Four prototype; Rogers planned to add the Four to Indian’s lineup after the successful introduction of the Arrow single and Scout twin. For all practical purposes, the Torque Four consisted of two conjoined Scout twins turned 90 degrees in the
Indian created the military 741 by mounting the 30.50 engine in a Scout frame. This was primarily for the export market since the 500-cubic-centimeter displacement was preferred by foreign militaries.

While civilian Indians had only switched to a rudimentary air-filtration system in the years just before the war, the 741 had a robust filtration system designed to withstand harsh desert conditions.
One interesting feature of the Torque Four was its shaft final-drive system, which was adopted from the experimental 841 built for the military during World War II. This system was almost identical to the one used by BMW's shaft-driven boxer twins.

Indian initially kept the side-valve Chief in the lineup—in the vehicle-hungry post-war market the old girl was still selling—but devoted all of the company’s resources to developing the new single and vertical twin. These new motorcycles would be built in an entirely new factory in East Springfield; Rogers put the original Indian factory up for sale.

Rogers had his team set out on a blitzkrieg publicity campaign to promote the new Indian lineup. His biggest challenge was getting Indian dealers on board with Indian’s new direction. He had to assure conservative traditional dealers that they would still be able to sell their side-valve Chiefs and pretend it was still 1923. At the same time, he had to drum up interest in

Although Indian built at least 31 1942-model-year 30.50 models before civilian production was halted by the war, 1941 was effectively the last year of 30.50 production.

Though this “Rainbow” paint scheme looks like it came straight out of the psychedelic sixties, it was actually developed in 1942.
the new European-style machines aimed at the younger crowd. Indian enlisted celebrities like buxom actress Jane Russell and her husband Bob Waterfield, quarterback for the Los Angeles Rams, to appear aboard the new Indians. Other celebrities and sports stars to do the same, such as Notre Dame quarterback Johnny Lujack and Cleveland Indians pitcher Bob Feller. The marketing campaign was as modern as the overhead-valve engines in the new Arrow and Scout models.

The manufacturing plan was both ambitious and expensive; total tooling and development costs are estimated to have exceeded six million dollars, but Rogers had faith in the idea, believing that sales topping 100,000 units per year were possible. But reality and faith were very different things. Development did not go smoothly, mostly because Indian had trouble procuring reliable suppliers—very few companies were interested in building the necessary tooling for components to be supplied in the low initial volume that Indian projected. The situation left Indian to procure components from questionable sources that more often than not failed to meet deadlines. The rollout of the new motorcycles planned for the fall of 1948 didn’t occur until July of the following year. To make matters worse, when suppliers finally did deliver

continued on page 110

Left: Indian News featured military motorcycles on its cover almost exclusively throughout the war, though in reality the US military rarely used Indians. Most military Indians were sold overseas through Washington’s Lend-Lease program.

Next page: Virtually all of Indian’s civilian production during the war years consisted of police motorcycles.
components, they were often shoddily produced and of inferior quality. The delay and lack of quality control proved disastrous for Indian, which for all practical purposes lost almost an entire year of projected income because of delays. And when it finally did have product to sell, that product was not quality product. In the meantime, production of the Chief ground to a halt as all efforts were focused on bringing out the new models. When the Arrow and Scout finally began to trickle out into the market, design, production, and quality control problems ran rampant.

In addition to the lousy quality control of suppliers, the new Indians had profound problems with their fundamental engineering. Though G. Briggs Weaver had spent four years developing the modular engine system, there were basic flaws with the design when it finally hit the market. For example, there was no way to adjust the tension in the primary drive chain. Indian marketed this as a low-maintenance design feature, claiming that the chains were “pre-stretched,” but

Above: Indian developed the X44, a military version of its Four, by mounting its four-cylinder engine in the shaft-drive chassis from the 841.

Right: Indian’s engineers installed a glass window in the driveshaft housing of the X44 to study the components while in operation.
in reality the primary drive was sloppy and clunky, and quickly wore out and required replacement. A faulty seat check between the oil tank and oil pump meant that if the engine sat for a few days, the crankcases would fill with oil. A dealer bulletin advised solving this problem by taking a hammer and punch and reshaping the valve, which seldom resulted in a satisfactory solution.

The factory tuning specifications were wrong, so when the motorcycles arrived at dealerships, the engines needed adjustments to spark plug gaps, magneto points gaps, and valve clearances before the bikes were ridable. Carburetors came from the factory with inoperable chokes, mandating a jury-rigged solution that required saws, pliers, and shellac. And even then the bikes were nearly impossible to start because of inadequate spark from the magnetos, especially on the twin-cylinder models. This inadequate spark problem was the direct result of greedy, shortsighted decisions from Indian’s executive team, and a complete lack of communication between management and engineering. The engines had been

Above: A publicity shot of Indian’s hoped-for savior, Briggs Weaver (right), designer of the art-deco skirted-fender bodywork of 1940 and also of the ill-fated modular lightweights. Ralph Rogers is on the left.

Below: Indian produced a high-performance version of its 1947 Chief called the “Bonneville.”
Above: The Bonneville version of the Chief used traditional hot-rodding tricks like a magneto ignition, high-lift cams, and polished ports to extract more power from the aging side-valve engine design.

Right: The 1948 Chief was considered a stopgap motorcycle, a placeholder meant to bring in revenue while Indian brought the modular lightweights online.
designed with an adequate magneto, but some half-bright bean counter decided that money could be saved by using a smaller, less-expensive magneto. While the substitution did indeed save money, it made the engines virtually impossible to start.

The absolute worst problem was catastrophic failures of the underdeveloped “Dyna-Torque” engines. Between an ambitious gear-driven cam system that couldn’t be timed correctly and a poorly designed lubrication system that failed to keep internals properly lubricated, engines were badly compromised. Engines of the few motorcycles that made their way to public highways quickly disintegrated. Because some Arrow motors had been shipped without removal of welding flux and acid from the gasoline and oil tanks, the mess got worse. Debris within the engine clogged up oil passages and starved the motor of lubrication, leading to complete engine failure. There is really no way to sugarcoat the fact that the Indian Arrows and Scouts that finally hit the market in 1949 were some of the worst motorcycles ever sold to the public.

Clearly, the team Rogers assembled to bring his ambitious new motorcycles to market was not ready for prime time. Many in Indian’s executive offices were mendacious yes-men, people more interested in covering their own behinds than in designing and assembling quality motorcycles. They put more effort into hiding problems from the boss than in solving them, and Rogers was too busy traveling around the world seeking financing to keep the floundering company afloat to monitor what was going on back at the factory. The result was complete chaos on the assembly line. Many of the failures of the new models were the result of inadequate development, but many were simply the result of astounding incompetence. For example, the managers of the new factory forgot to grease the hubs of the first 1,660 Arrows and 268 Scouts Indian promoted its 1948 Chief, an admittedly antiquated design, by giving it the more modern-sounding numeric model designation “348.” Customers still called it the “Chief.”
that went to showrooms. Result: axles that quickly ground to dust when customers began to
ride. Of course, this assumes that buyers could get the motorcycles started at all. These
problems are why the few Arrows and Scouts that exist today have virtually no miles on them.

All of which is a damned shame. With proper development and quality control, the Arrow
and Scout had the potential to be cutting-edge motorcycles for their time. The new models
were attractive and modern looking with features that would have been welcomed by the mar-
ketplace. When the bikes ran, they gave performance on par with the British imports—but for
the most part they were virtually unusable. Indian corrected problems as best it could, given the
company’s dire financial situation, but Indian was able to build the new Arrows and Scouts only
through February of 1950 before funds ran out. Total production is estimated at between 8,000
and 15,000 units.

Rogers realized the scope of the disaster early on and embarked on a desperate attempt
to keep the company afloat. He’d bet the farm on the lightweights and the company’s survival
hinged upon their success, so these had to be salvaged, but until those two-wheeled turds could
be polished into functional motorcycles, the company needed some sort of product to sell.
Because all the borrowed money in the Indian war chest had been spent on the lightweights,
there was no money available to design a new Sport Scout or Chief V-twin model. In January
1949, when Indian was already hemorrhaging money because of the delayed introduction of
the lightweights, Rogers commissioned England’s HRD-Vincent Motorcycle Company to build a
prototype machine that used Vincent’s overhead-valve V-twin engine in an Indian frame. Indian
sent a Chief frame to England, where HRD-Vincent installed one of its potent Series B Rapide
engines into it. The engine fit perfectly, which was no surprise, given the similar dimensions of
the Chief and Rapide V-twin engines, and the result was a handsome motorcycle. Handsome
and fast: the HRD-Vincent V-twin was the most powerful series-production motorcycle engine
of its day. The fabled Vincent Black Shadow was so powerful that its performance wouldn’t be
eclipsed until the advent of the Kawasaki Z1 in the early 1970s, so in addition to being handsome,
Above: The 1949 Arrow should have been a big seller for Indian since it was a much more powerful and modern bike than the two-stroke machines Indian’s competitors were selling by the thousands. But that was not to be the case.

Right: In addition to Jane Russell, Indian also hired Russell’s husband, Los Angeles Rams quarterback Bob Waterfield, to promote its new line of modular lightweights.
In many ways, the 13-cubic-inch Indian Arrow was simply a 26-cubic-inch Scout with its engine cut in half. *Rick Schunk*

**Below:** The 27-cubic-inch (440-cubic-centimeter) Scout was supposed to have been Indian’s top model for 1949, but production problems and reliability issues made it a sales disaster.
the Vincent-Indian was wicked fast, topping 100 miles per hour in testing. This was phenomenal performance and would have made the Vincent-Indian the fastest motorcycle on the market.

The hybrid bike was to appear as a 1950-model-year Chief, and was intended to tide Indian over until it could develop a modern, overhead-valve Torque Four for the big-displacement market. But even though the partnership held promise in theory, the reality was that HRD-Vincent was in the same dire financial straits as Indian. The situation could be described as two drowning men trying to rescue one another. Indian had no choice but to resurrect the archaic side-valve V-twin in order to have product to sell to help finance the redesign of the lightweight models. Indian scrambled to get the Chief back into production to salvage something from the 1950 model year. The desperate last-gasp efforts to keep Indian afloat didn't help the architect of the failed modular-engine plan to modernize Indian; by the time production of the ill-fated lightweights ended, Ralph Rogers was no longer associated with the company.

DESPERATE LAST DAYS

When Rogers realized the scope of the disaster he was overseeing, he began a desperate search for the financing needed to right Indian's ship. In April 1949, Rogers secured a $1.5 million investment from the English firm of J. Brockhouse & Company, Ltd; proprietor John Brockhouse was given a seat on Indian's board of directors. Brockhouse controlled a number of British motorcycle brands such as Norton, Vincent, Royal Enfield, Matchless, Douglas, and AJS, and he arranged to have Indian's dealer network distribute those brands in the US market as part of his agreement with Rogers. This arrangement would reverberate for the rest of the twentieth century because it effectively structured Indian as two separate companies: Indian Motorcycle (Indian had finally abandoned the archaic term Motocycles by this time), which built the bikes, and Indian Sales, which bought the bikes from Indian Motorcycle and distributed them to Indian dealerships. This decision would cause great chaos in the ownership of the Indian trademark for the rest of the twentieth century.
Almost as soon as John Brockhouse gained a seat on the board, he used his position to arrange for Rogers to be booted from the company so that Brockhouse could take control. Given the spectacular failure of Rogers' lightweight modular motorcycles, his departure likely required very little arm twisting on Brockhouse's part, and in January 1950, the board fired Rogers and installed Brockhouse as Indian's new president.

In all fairness, even if Rogers' Hail Mary attempt to save Indian hadn't been plagued by a shoddy supplier network and incompetent execution by the factory, the odds of his succeeding were slim. In spite of the flood of British imports hitting the US market following World War II, buyers had certain expectations of what an Indian motorcycle was supposed to be, and a British-type parallel twin or single did not necessarily meet those expectations. The American motorcycle market at the time was notoriously conservative and resistant to change, and it remains so to this day. Most Indian dealers didn't want modern British-style motorcycles to sell; they wanted

In desperation, Indian enlarged the Scout engine to 30 cubic inches (500 cubic centimeters) and renamed it the “Warrior,” since the first modular Scout had tarnished that once-proud name.

The TT version of the Warrior was actually a capable competition machine for both on- and off-road racing, but by the early 1950s, Indian’s reputation was too damaged for that to matter.
nothing more than to sell as many side-valve Chiefs as the factory could build. The Chief was the quintessential American motorcycle; Indian dealers had no interest in trying to sell British-style motorcycles to American motorcyclists, even well-engineered, reliable ones—which the Arrow and Scout most definitely were not. Perhaps if the Arrow and Scout had been as good as—or preferably better than—the British imports, they might have been successful, but even had that been the case, Indian would have had an uphill battle in the conservative US market.

Indian made a few valiant attempts to stay afloat. Since the Chief was still a relatively popular model, it was given a mild freshening. The engine was enlarged to 80 inches by lengthening the stroke, a popular trick among hot-rodders of the day. In 1950, the Chief received a telescopic fork using technology adapted from the Arrow and Scout models, making the old side-valve Indian at least look like the more modern overhead-valve Harley-Davidson Pinhead Hydra-Glide that it competed against in the US motorcycle market. The larger Chief side-valve engine received a shock absorber designed to dampen excessive vibration created by the increased displacement, which made it smoother than the more-powerful overhead-valve competition coming from Milwaukee. Because the Briggs-Weaver styling that had been groundbreaking in 1940 looked a bit dated by 1950, the Chief’s art deco front fenders were redesigned to be a bit less excessive.

Leftover 1949 Arrows were marketed as 1950 models, and the parallel twin was redesigned to eliminate as many flaws as possible. Cash was tight, though, so the changes amounted to rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic. One big marketing problem that was addressed was engine displacement. The British twins the Scout competed against displaced 31 cubic inches, or 500 cubic centimeters; the Scout displaced just 27 cubic inches, or 436 cubic centimeters. As Indian had learned with the Chief, size matters in the US market, so the vertical-twin engine

**Above:** Even though the Warrior had evolved into a competent machine by 1951, this would be the last year of production for motorcycles based on the modular engines. A few Chiefs would trickle out of Indian in 1952 and fewer still in 1953, but this was really the end of the line for the original company.

**Below:** Indian’s graphics were as stylish as ever in 1951, but the company’s reputation was mud.
Right: By 1951, most of the bugs had been worked out of the modular twin-cylinder engine, though few people cared by that point.
Rick Schunk

Below: The 1951 Warrior TT was the high-performance version of the Warrior, though after the debacle of the 1949 Scout, few people were interested in buying the new lightweight Indians.
was hogged out to 30 cubic inches (498 cubic centimeters). The failure of the 1949 Scout had soiled a once-proud name, so the larger twin was renamed the Warrior. Indian sold it alongside leftover Arrows and Scouts, bikes that had been marked down in price by 25 percent to clear out the inventory. This meant that Indian was losing money on every unit it sold, but even with this steep discount, few buyers were interested in the troublesome lightweights. The Warrior didn’t fare much better. While an improved motorcycle, the Warrior found few buyers after the bad publicity generated by the initial Arrow-Scout debacle.

The Chief rolled into 1951 virtually unchanged. A new version of the Warrior designed for off-road use, the Warrior TT, joined the lineup, and the Arrow model was replaced with a bike called the Brave, a British-built 15-cubic-inch (248-cubic-centimeter) single that used an archaic side-valve engine coupled to a three-speed transmission. While outmoded, the Brave featured the two attributes sought after by customers of entry-level motorcycles; it was cheap and reliable, which should have made the Brave competitive with the popular Harley-Davidson Model 125 of the period. But once again, the disaster that had been the Arrow sullied Indian’s reputation to the point where it was virtually impossible to get customers interested in the brand.

Indian displayed a restyled Chief for 1952, though very few were actually built, and even fewer examples of a restyled Warrior came off the line. In fact, the ‘52 Warrior number is quite likely zero, although at least two prototypes, and as many as five, were built. The most obvious difference from earlier models is that the 1952 Warrior prototypes used a Chief-type generator rather than the troublesome magnetos of the original parallel-twin Scout. The Warrior prototypes featured trim pieces from British Royal Enfields, a brand that was also owned by Brockhouse. While there is no evidence that Warrior models were produced for the 1952 model year, Chief
production continued on a very small scale until December 1952, when management decided to pull the plug on US motorcycle production. A small batch of Chiefs was built in early 1953, but by then Indian no longer existed as a functioning American-built motorcycle brand.

**BRITISH INDIANS**

While Indian had lost its final battle to continue functioning as a viable American motorcycle manufacturing company, Indian dealerships still had product to sell: Brockhouse’s British brands, primarily Royal Enfields. After the final Chiefs rolled out of Springfield in 1953, Brockhouse’s British brands were all that remained. Though the market for British motorcycles was growing, people weren’t going into Indian dealerships to find them; they were going into Indian dealerships looking for Indians.

Brockhouse’s strategy for the 1955 model year was to rebrand the Royal Enfields as Indians in the US market. So it was that the ’55 Indian lineup consisted of four models with fresh names. The Fire Arrow, Indian’s version of the Royal Enfield Clipper, was a 248-cubic-centimeter overhead-valve single-cylinder lightweight. The next step up in the Indian hierarchy was the Woodsman, Indian’s version of the 499-cubic-centimeter Royal Enfield Bullet single set up for off-road use. Indian also offered a parallel-twin motorcycle with roughly the same displacement, the 496-cubic-centimeter Tomahawk. The Royal Enfield version of this bike was simply called the “Twin,” though it later acquired the lofty title “Meteor Minor.” This model wasn’t especially popular in the bigger-is-better US market, but it did conform to the AMA’s displacement limit for overhead-valve twins in its Grand National series.

**Above:** Indian built a handful of these prototype Warriors for the 1952 model year, but the motorcycle never went into production.

**Opposite page:** By 1951, when this Chief was built, Indian was barely a functioning company; very little distinguishes the 1951s from the 1950 models.
The top Indian/Royal Enfield offering, and the most popular, was the Trailblazer, Indian’s version of Royal Enfield’s 692-cubic-centimeter Super Meteor overhead-valve parallel twin. Modified examples of this model were marketed to American police departments, as Indian attempted to regain the share of the law-enforcement market it had lost when it ended production of the Chief. Hoping to increase the appeal of the police-version Trailblazer, Indian renamed the bike the Chief. None of these Enfield-Indian hybrids, the new Chief included, caught on in the US.

For 1958 Indian added a couple of models, a 148-cubic-centimeter version of the two-stroke Royal Enfield Prince, dubbed the Lance in Indian form; and a sportier version of the Trailblazer that Indian labeled the Apache. But marketing British motorcycles with Indian badges wasn’t cutting it. In 1960, England’s Associated Motor Cycles (AMC), makers of Matchless motorcycles, purchased Indian Sales Corporation and began marketing Matchless motorcycles through what remained of the Indian dealer network. Though the Matchless motorcycles were given Indian nicknames in marketing material, they were not rebadged and were sold as Matchless and AJS (another brand owned by AMC) models.

The timing couldn’t have been worse. Indian’s link to British bikes came at the very beginning of the Japanese motorcycle boom in the US market. Compared to the innovative product coming to America from across the Pacific, the British motorcycles of the early 1960s were as archaic as the Indians of the early 1950s had been. Yet another problem with the Indian-Matchless arrangement arose because although AMC/Matchless did not display the Indian trademark on the bikes, it did feature the Indian name and logo in advertising—a violation of the continuity principle of US trademark law. The principle holds that trademarks exist primarily as suggestions of manufacturer goodwill, and that a trademark shall not be assigned to a substantially dissimilar product. This ambiguity surrounding the use of the Indian trademark, a trademark that Indian had failed to protect in the chaos of its final years, would set into motion a series of events that would have monumental consequences for decades to come.

**THE INDIAN BRAND**

The AMC-Indian tie up didn’t last long; AMC went into receivership in 1962. If Indian had been just another company, this would have been the end of the line for the fabled brand, but Indian was far from just any other company. By the time Indian Sales became just a distribution network for second-tier British motorcycle brands, riders’ attitudes underwent an interesting change. The original side-valve Chiefs and Scouts and pocket-valve Fours that held very little value a decade earlier had become collectible. While Indian as a motorcycle company had disappeared, the love for the brand had increased. People still valued the Indian history and product, and a decade after the last Chiefs had rolled off of the assembly line, people began to miss the fabled marque.

Smart businesspeople recognized the value of the Indian brand. Former Cycle magazine publisher Floyd Clymer began building hybrid motorcycles that mounted British engines from various manufacturers in Italian frames. The bikes were really quite nice machines that combined the best attributes of British and Italian motorcycles; Clymer marketed them under the Indian brand name. Though Clymer had no legal claim to the Indian trademark, his efforts were not contested by anyone, and when he died in 1970 his widow sold the name to a California-based company that subsequently marketed a line of Taiwanese-built minibikes under the Indian brand.

When this company went broke in 1976, the dubiously trademarked name bounced around among a series of motorcycle manufacturers, variously being associated with Asian and European mopeds, and finally ending up (possibly residing at least in part) with a gentleman named Philip S. Zanghi. Zanghi claimed to own the Indian trademark, and although his ability to protect the trademark in court was doubtful, investors were convinced that he was going
to build a factory in Connecticut, where he would produce thoroughly modern Indians with titanium engines and anti-lock brakes at the rate of 100,000 per year. Never mind the titanium engines: at the time Harley-Davidson, which had been in continual production since 1903, was producing only 70,000 motorcycles per year. That was a plain fact, so Zanghi's investors should have been dubious about the man's claims. Ultimately, Zanghi never manufactured a single Indian motorcycle; instead, he used the name to market clothing, which was somewhat of a disappointment to the people convinced by Zanghi to invest money in a motorcycle manufacturing company. On August 13, 1997, a US district court convicted Philip Zanghi of twelve counts of securities fraud, three counts of tax evasion, and six counts of money laundering. Judge Frank Freedman sentenced Zanghi to 7½ years in prison, which wasn't bad, considering the maximum sentence could have been 221 years.

Following the Zanghi debacle, a New Mexico-based company called Indian Motorcycle Manufacturing Incorporated, owned by a twin man named Wayne Baughman, developed a prototype of a Chief-like motorcycle powered by a 100-cubic-inch V-twin. Baughman had two prototypes built, which were capable of running for several minutes at a time, but he never demonstrated that they were drivable. They certainly didn't appear roadworthy. Baughman capitalized on the enduring love of the Indian brand and exploited this affection to lure investors. Even though Baughman's prototypes looked like something cobbled together in a high-school machine shop with an arc welder and a turning lathe, Baughman managed to raise $5 million to finance his venture. Even though Baughman's company claimed the Indian name was public domain, despite the fact that there was no legal justification for this claim, it marketed

This 1953 Chief represents the very last of a once-proud line of motorcycles. It would be many years before the Indian brand would again adorn a motorcycle that generated pride.
Top: After Indian ceased producing motorcycles in the United States, John Brockhouse rebadged bikes produced by Royal Enfield, a British company he also owned, and marketed them in the US. This is a 1955 Trailblazer, which is a rebadged 692-cubic-centimeter Royal Enfield Super Meteor.

Middle: This 1955 Indian Tomahawk is a rebadged version of Royal Enfield’s 500-cubic-centimeter twin.

Bottom: The 1955 Indian Fire Arrow was based on Royal Enfield’s 248-cubic-centimeter Clipper.
the prototype as the “Century Chief,” probably in an attempt not to join Zanghi in a federal penitentiary. Indian Motorcycle Manufacturing Incorporated went bankrupt before the crude-looking beast of a motorcycle could progress beyond the prototype stage, so the availability of the trademark was never really put to the test. Though Baughman avoided prison, he clearly made some enemies, as evidenced by the fact that someone firebombed his New Mexico facility. Not long after that, Indian Motorcycle Manufacturing Incorporated filed bankruptcy and Baughman disappeared from public sight.

In January 1998, a company called Eller Industries entered the Indian saga. Eller was owned by Lonnie Labriola, an investor in the failed Baughman venture. Labriola and Eller obtained what was the clearest claim to the Indian brand yet. Eller hired Rousch Industries to design a proprietary Indian V-twin engine and began negotiations with the Cow Creek Band of the Umpqua Native American tribe to build an Indian motorcycle factory on Umpqua tribal land in Oregon. Eller personnel included some serious players from the transportation world, notably Robert “Bob” Lutz, former vice chairman of Chrysler Corporation. Eller hired motorcycle designer James Parker, who had gained fame as the creator of Yamaha’s innovative formless front suspension system used on that company’s GTS sport-touring motorcycle in the early 1990s. Parker was to oversee the development of three different prototype Indian motorcycles: a traditional cruiser, a sport cruiser, and a full-on sport bike. Design drawings for each of these were shown to the motorcycling press in February 1998. In November of that year, Eller prepared to display a prototype of the cruiser concept, but by then the situation had turned ugly. Eller was prevented from displaying the prototype because of a restraining order which claimed that Eller Industries had failed to present a working prototype in an acceptable amount of time.

BATTLE OF THE CLONES
Conveniently, a company called Indian Motorcycle Company of America (IMCOA) did have a working prototype, which was really not as momentous an achievement as it sounds, given that one of the primary partners in IMCOA was Gilroy, California-based California Motorcycle Company (CMC), a company that manufactured complete motorcycles using aftermarket parts based on...
Harley-Davidson's Evolution-engined motorcycles. In the 1980s and 1990s, a period when the market for Harley-Davidson motorcycles far exceeded the company's manufacturing capacity, a market had grown up for what became known as "clone" motorcycles—ersatz Harley-Davidsons manufactured entirely from parts sourced from companies other than Harley-Davidson (such as engines from S&S). CMC was one of the largest assemblers of clones. The production-ready Indian motorcycle that IMCOA wanted to sell was just another Harley-Davidson clone with valenced, Chief-style fenders. Based on this "production-ready Indian," a federal bankruptcy court in Denver awarded the Indian trademark to IMCOA in December 1998.

Production of these new "Indians" began in Gilroy in 1999, with the Limited Edition Chief. In 2000, the company introduced the Millennium Chief model, and in 2001 it brought out a Scout and a bike called the Spirit. All of these were variations of the same bike, with slightly different styling. The most unique model was the Sport Scout, which featured a genuine rigid frame with no rear suspension whatsoever, which was a brave move in the twenty-first century. Even rival manufacturer Harley-Davidson, which sold motorcycles with modernized versions of a springer front-suspension technology from the early years of the twentieth century, sold no motorcycles without any form of rear suspension. A twenty-first-century hardtail model was a ballsy move indeed. Other than a lack of front suspension, the modern Indians were painfully conventional, especially when it came to engines. The initial Gilroy models featured the same off-the-shelf S&S motors found in any number of other clones. These were tough machines to sell, especially
considering that Harley-Davidson had abandoned the Evolution architecture used in the S&S engines by this time, in favor of the more-modern Twin Cam architecture used in Harley-Davidson’s current lineup. It really wasn’t surprising that the Gilroy Indian motorcycles failed to find a market.

Part of the problem with the Gilroy Indian motorcycles may have been poorly sorted carburetion. This author tested one for a magazine in early 2001 but it ran so poorly that it was virtually unridable; it was returned to the manufacturer after just a few miles. Other testers had similar experiences. But sorting out the carburetion on an S&S Harley-Davidson clone engine is easy; a more daunting problem was that Indian fans just had no interest in an Indian motorcycle with an engine that clearly looked like it belonged in a motorcycle manufactured by rival Harley-Davidson. This didn’t go unnoticed at Gilroy, and IMCOA developed a new engine for the 2002 model year, one that still used the same basic architecture as the Harley-Davidson Evolution, but with rounded jugs and cylinder heads topped off with round covers that looked vaguely like an Indian engine with Harley-Davidson-esque pushrods. Displacing 1,600 cubic centimeters, this Powerplus engine, as it was labeled, offered better performance than the Evo-based engine it replaced, but by then the damage had been done; the market had clearly said that it had very little interest in an Indian motorcycle with an engine that resembled a Harley-Davidson motor. Sales of the new Indian motorcycles couldn’t cover the cost of producing them, and in 2003 IMCOA filed bankruptcy. The firm ceased production at its Gilroy, California, facility in September 2003.

In 2004, the private equity companies Stellican and Novator, led by lifelong motorcyclist enthusiast Thor Bjorgolfsson, acquired the rights to the Indian trademark and started producing Indian Chief Motorcycles with 105-ci V-twin engines from Kings Mountain, N.C. The production lasted from 2009 until 2011, when Indian was acquired by Polaris.

“When I heard that there was a real shot at restructuring Indian,” Bjorgolfsson said, “I felt duty-bound to step up and help out. Indian was by then the stuff of legend and almost a mythology in the biker world. Although I am an investor by profession, this was never about the money for me. I felt a deep personal urge to step into the situation and help make motorcycle history. I took a deep breath and provided the funding for the Kings Mountain motorcycles in the hope of making this vision of the Indian resurrection for modern times happen. It was a huge gamble, but something I felt had to be done. After the sale of the Indian brand to Polaris Industries, I got the opportunity to ride a new Polaris-designed Indian at Sturgis. The work had paid off in seeing the joy bikers showed that Indian was back. It was incredibly gratifying to somehow help in this rescue mission of Indian. Today, after witnessing all of the detailed engineering work and research that Polaris has put into this legendary brand, I know that the decision was correct. I am proud to be a part of the Indian story and to have helped keep the tradition alive.”

Although their engines would always remind people of a rival manufacturer, the companies that built this generation of Indians with Evo-based engines did a remarkable job of keeping Indian’s distinct character.
Resurrection

An early Scout design drawing.
In April 2011, the motorcycling world was struck by a shocking announcement: Polaris Industries had purchased the Indian Motorcycle brand from Stellican. The announcement was shocking because it meant that for the first time since at least the end of World War II, and realistically before the beginning of World War I, the Indian Motorcycle brand was finally owned by an organization with pockets deep enough to make Indian a viable motorcycle manufacturer.

Founded by Edgar Hetteen, often described as the godfather of the snowmobile, Polaris’ roots go back to the days when the original Indian Motorcycle company was still a viable concern. Edgar Hetteen, his brother-in-law David Johnson, and his younger brother Allan Hetteen were partners in Hetteen Hoist and Derrick in Roseau, Minnesota, the town nearest to the farm where the Hetteen brothers grew up. The son of first-generation Swedish immigrants, Edgar dropped out of school after the eighth grade, which was not uncommon for farm children of that era. While lacking in formal education, the older Hetteen brother displayed natural talent as an engineer with the creativity of an inventor. He worked in an uncle’s machine shop as a teenager, served in the military, and then founded Hetteen Hoist and Derrick in the mid-1940s. Edgar’s original partner was his eventual brother-in-law David Johnson, who bought into the company by sending money to Edgar from the Pacific Theater of World War II, where David was serving in the US Navy. Early on, Hetteen Hoist and Derrick was kept busy by lining rural roads with utility poles as services were...
extended into the northern Minnesota countryside. The modest staff excelled in metal work and eventually manufactured and marketed a successful line of farm products. In 1954, Hetteen and Johnson incorporated the company as Polaris Industries Inc.

Avid outdoorsmen who snow-shoed or cross-country skied to their hunting shacks and cabins in winter, the company’s employees were fascinated by the motorized snow machines they heard about, such as the Motor Toboggan created by Carl Eliason in Sayner, Wisconsin. With Edgar out of town on a business trip in late 1955, David Johnson and Polaris employees Paul Knochenmus and Orlen Johnson created the original Polaris snowmobile prototype. It was an admittedly primitive contraption, using a grain silo conveyor belt as a track and a cut-up Chevy bumper for skis, but the creators saw promise in the new vehicle. Edgar Hetteen, on the other hand, was unimpressed and upset that his employees had wasted their time and the company’s resources. Polaris sold

Above: An early Polaris snowmobile from the 1950s.

Below left: Scott Wine, Polaris’ current CEO.

Below right: Steven D. Menneto, Polaris’ current President of Motorcycles.
the prototype sled to Roseau lumberyard owner “Silver Pete” H. F. Peterson for $465 in order to meet company payroll. Undaunted, Johnson and his employees developed a second prototype snowmobile, which they called the Polaris Sno-Traveler. This showed more promise, and was put into limited production in 1956. Sometimes weighing close to 1,000 pounds, the early Sno-Traveler snowmobiles were beasts. Heavy and slow, they could approach speeds of 20 miles per hour at best, but delivered outstanding torque for traversing snow.

Although he was initially skeptical, Edgar Hetteen saw potential in the refined examples of the snowmobile. The fact that people would pay for them opened his eyes to the vehicle’s business potential. In 1960, he proved the merits of the invention by leading a group of three Polaris snowmobiles on a 1,200-mile trip across Alaska. Later that same year, Hetteen, who died in February 2011 at the age of 90, left Polaris and founded rival snowmobile manufacturer Arctic Industries (initially called “Polar Enterprises” and known today as Arctic Cat). Polaris carried on in his absence, and today, Polaris Industries continues to be one of the world’s leading snowmobile manufacturers.
VICTORY

By the time of Hetteen’s death, Polaris Industries was far more than just a snowmobile manufacturing company. In 2010, the company notched sales of $1.99 billion, and Polaris was a leading manufacturer of highly successful off-road vehicles. More important, as far as the Indian brand was concerned, Polaris was also in the motorcycle business with its Victory Motorcycles, which had been produced since 1998. Victory was the first all-new American-made motorcycle from a major company to emerge since before the demise of Indian as an American motorcycle manufacturer in 1953.

Polaris’ history with its Victory motorcycle brand made it uniquely suited to operate Indian Motorcycle. It wasn’t just Polaris’ successes that gave the company the chops to make a go of it in the brutal twenty-first century motorcycle market; it had also learned some hard, valuable lessons from hurdles and challenges the Victory business had faced over the years.

In the early 1990s, as Polaris approached the end of its first highly successful decade in the off-road vehicle business, then-CEO W. Hall Wendel assigned two product managers to research other businesses Polaris might enter to further diversify its product offerings. At the time, Harley-Davidson was on a roll, rapidly gaining popularity both as a motorcycle manufacturer and as a brand that was becoming a global cultural icon—to riders and non-riders alike. Seeing tremendous potential in the heavyweight cruiser business, Polaris officials decided to enter the motorcycle business and founded the Victory Motorcycles division in 1997.

Despite Harley-Davidson’s sales success at the time, Polaris and Victory faced a significant challenge. No company had attempted to develop a mass-produced American motorcycle since the demise of Indian in 1953. In the intervening half century, Harley-Davidson had been the sole major US manufacturer of US motorcycles. Honda had been assembling motorcycles in the US for decades, but that company was still a Japanese concern and not in direct competition with
Harley-Davidson. To go head-to-head with Milwaukee-based corporate juggernaut Harley-Davidson would be a daunting task for Victory, which represented the first Polaris foray into the street-bike market. Because Polaris Industries was so adept at vehicle engineering and manufacturing, the original Victory was a well-engineered machine, as anyone familiar with the company knew it would be. The original Victory model, the V92C, made its debut at Planet Hollywood in the Mall of America in 1997, an event that this author covered for *Motorcyclist* magazine. On paper, the bike had all the elements necessary to succeed. Its 92-cubic-inch (1,507-cubic-centimeter) V-twin was significantly larger than the 80-cubic-inch V-twin Evolution engines that were then powering all of Harley-Davidson’s big twins, and its transmission ran with the same number of gears (five) as did Harley’s. Fuel injection was optional on Harley-Davidsons but standard on the Victory engine. And where the Harley Evo engine made do with a single cam operating its four overhead valves via pushrods, the Victory engine used two overhead cams—one per cylinder—to operate directly upon its eight overhead valves. The powertrain proved smooth, powerful, and reliable right out of the box.

**Top:** Design sketches for the radical Victory Vision.

**Right:** Before becoming the Director of Industrial Design at Polaris, Greg Brew oversaw the design of the Rolls-Royce Phantom. When comparing the Phantom to the Bentley Continental, Top Gear’s Jeremy Clarkson said, “The Continental is an example of how to design a British car wrong; the Phantom is an example of how to design one right.”

**Opposite page, top:** Early Victory motorcycles developed a reputation for being functional-but-homely motorcycles. All that changed with the introduction of the Vegas, which was as pretty as it was functional.

**Opposite page, bottom:** The original Victory V92C might not have been a looker, but it was a solid foundation from which the company would grow.
Custom motorcycle builder Brian Klock of Klock Werks set a land-speed record aboard this 2008 Victory Hammer at the Bonneville Salt Flats in 2014.

**Above:** Brew at the Sturgis introduction of the new Indian Chief models.

**Right:** The Victory Cross Country Tour was more traditionally styled than the Vision, but under the pretty bodywork it was just as innovative as its predecessor.
The bike was also a pleasure to ride. With a perfectly neutral riding position, comfortable seat, and well-placed controls, the Victory V92C drew rave reviews for long-distance comfort. And although the bike was a cruiser, a type not known for stellar handling (compared to sport bikes), the new Victory took a corner as well as the very best of the competition. On paper, the V92C had what it took to be a world-beating motorcycle. On paper. In reality, the bike—and Victory dealers—was competing with the powerful mystique and popular brand image of Harley-Davidson. For the most part, riders who purchased the V92C loved the bike, and many are still on the road today. But Victory needed to offer something more, or something different and unique, to give the brand a strong identity.

The second model Victory introduced, the V92SC—the Victory SportCruiser—delivered outstanding performance, but didn’t put the brand over the hump in terms of sales or appeal. The brand’s fortunes improved with the 2002 introduction of the Victory Freedom engine—a more powerful and more stylish 92-ci V-Twin with an improved transmission—and the brand’s first touring model, the V92TC, the Victory Touring Cruiser. These first three models shared similar styling, which was retro but not distinctive enough for the label “Victory style.” But distinctive style became a Victory hallmark starting with the 2003 model year.

THE VEGAS

For the 2003 model year, the company introduced the Victory Vegas, a motorcycle that featured some of the most distinctive styling in the industry at the time. Designed by Mike Song of the Polaris Industrial Design team, the Vegas showcased the terrific Freedom engine in an all-new platform. The Vegas was (and remains) sleek and elegant, and details such as the flush-mounted teardrop-shaped taillight, the dovetail at the juncture between the seat and the long tank, and the raised “spine” on the fenders and fuel tank screamed one-off custom. The riding position was nearly perfect for just about everybody, placing the rider in the motorcycle instead of perched atop it. The chassis was class-leading. While still a cruiser, the Vegas could corner with the very best cruisers on the market. In addition to being beautiful and agile, the bike was fast. The power-delivery characteristics of the Freedom engine put the fat part of the torque curve right where and when the rider needed it. Rolling on the throttle at any engine speed in any gear invariably gave the rider the instant punch in the gut that is the reason for the popularity of large-displacement V-Twin engines.
With the Vegas, Victory finally had a world-class motorcycle, arguably the best cruiser on the market. The press agreed, awarding the Vegas numerous Motorcycle of the Year or Cruiser of the Year awards.

The Vegas was the first in a series of a new model every year. In steady succession came the Kingpin (introduced for model year 2004), the Hammer (2005), and the Vegas Jackpot (2006). For 2008, there was the revolutionary luxury-touring model, the Victory Vision. Victory was on a roll.
GAINING TRACTION

Even though Victory was creating innovative, stylish, high-performance cruisers, achieving sales success remained a challenge. Shortly after Scott Wine was named the new CEO of Polaris on September 1, 2008, the company’s directors were scrutinizing the division’s future. But under Wine’s and Menneto’s leadership, Victory righted itself, increased sales and revenue, and became profitable. With this success in the motorcycle business, Polaris was ideally positioned as the ideal future steward of the Indian Motorcycle brand.

Wine was a big proponent of a successful motorcycle business. After graduating from the US Naval Academy, serving in the Navy, and earning his MBA, he held jobs with firms such as Honeywell. He led operations at Honeywell Aerospace Division facilities, where jet engines were serviced.

Once the refined sketches are displayed, team members vote on various aspects of the designs. The dots on this image represent the votes.
When the final design is chosen, computer-aided design engineering drawings are created to help finalize the production details.
Both pages: As the details of the final bike are narrowed down, the design team refines the sketches even more.

and overhauled. From 2003 to 2007, he held senior leadership positions at Danaher Corporation, serving as president of its Jacob Vehicle Systems and Veeder-Root subsidiaries, and was European vice president–general manager of the company’s manufacturing programs. Jacobs Vehicle Systems built premier engine braking systems, and while there, Wine gained familiarity with internal combustion engine performance, tolerance stacking, and the critical importance of balancing performance and reliability. These lessons proved valuable later, during the development of various Polaris vehicles and, specifically, the Indian Thunder Stroke 111 engine.

Also integral in Victory’s growth and maturation was Steve Menneto, who became General Manager of Victory Motorcycles in 2009. Menneto had experienced the most organic ascent possible through the ranks at Polaris. He and his brother ran a family Polaris dealership in upstate New York, and Steve joined Polaris corporate in 1997 as a district sales manager. He later became a regional sales manager, and in 2004, joined the company’s newly created dealer development team.

After Menneto was put in charge of motorcycles, a strategy was developed to energize Victory sales.
"We did three things: We focused on the brand, we sharpened it, and we repositioned it. We worked on dealer training with the product and the brand. And we focused on the end customer," Menneto said.

Regarding that last directive, Menneto said, "It was fairly simple. We got butts on seats. We took five tractor trailers full of motorcycles and hit the road. We'd pull into dealerships and hold demo days. We'd have two, three hundred people show up for test rides . . . We had to put butts on seats [for riders] to see how good the motorcycles really were."

The Victory team also gained a far greater understanding of who its customers were. Using their market research, Victory personnel identified five types of buyers of heavyweight cruisers, Menneto said.

"First were the die-hard motorcyclists, the brand loyalists for whom motorcycling was more than a hobby; it was a way of life," he said. "Then came the performance-oriented buyers. These people are as dedicated to motorcycling as the die-hards, but they place more importance on the performance of the machine itself than they do brand loyalty."
The next stage is to translate the designer team’s vision into production-ready form.

The experienced design team at Polaris also has a background in production. They work closely with the engineering team from the very first line that’s laid on paper so they don’t create wild visions that are impossible to manufacture. Even so, there is an unbelievable amount of detail work that goes into every component of a machine like the Indian Chief.
Top: The jewel-like detailing on the reborn Indian motorcycles meant that even the smallest detail required great attention.

Center: Most motorcyclists don’t put a lot of thought into things like the shape of the bottom edge of a saddlebag; for a designer, such details can make or break the perfect design.

Bottom: Part of the complexity of designing a modern production motorcycle is that the design team needs to envision every component in three dimensions in order to perfectly fit everything together.
Above: Once the design drawings are finalized, the next step is to create clay models of the parts.

Right: The clay modeling stage allows the design team to perfect the visions they created on paper.
Another large segment of the market at the time was the weekend warriors: people well-armed with disposable income before the financial crash of 2008. They bought motorcycles but weren’t committed to motorcycling. Unlike the first two groups, motorcycling was a hobby for them rather than a way of life.

Menneto said, “The fourth group we identified as image conscious, people who bought motorcycles as accessories rather than as lifestyle objects. In large part, these people resulted from the chopper fad that swept cable television in the early 2000s and many of them had moved on to other things by the end of the decade.”

Menneto categorized the final group as “transportation buyers,” who were interested in economy and were more likely to purchase inexpensive, smaller-displacement machines than expensive, new, large-displacement cruisers.

“The heart of the market is the die-hards and performance enthusiast guys,” Menneto said. “We could crack the performance guys, but we struggled to crack the brand-loyal die-hards. The Indian Motorcycle brand scored very high among these people. A ton of training went into orienting dealers to sell to the die-hards. We changed the position of the [Victory] brand to ‘Ride one and you’ll own one.’ This statement captured our growing confidence—we knew that if people rode the bikes, they would fall in love with them. When we started focusing on getting butts on seats, that’s when we started to see the growth in the Victory brand.”

With the increased understanding of the customer and market and the Victory demo program, the division thrived. In three years, Victory sales tripled and the brand was profitable. This also created the leverage necessary for Polaris’ management to seriously consider purchasing the assets of Indian Motorcycle.
Above: Designers use the clay modeling stage to further refine ideas. Note the differences between the right and left side of this clay fairing model.

Right: One of the choices the design team had to make was whether to mount the fog lamps to the outside of the fairing or mold them into the fairing.
“By 2011, we knew that we were getting it right. The trajectory of the growth was right,” Menneto said. “We started discussing buying Indian in earnest in October of 2009 because the opportunity came up. It was a hard sell, though. At the time, we were focusing on Victory, but as Victory became stronger, we gained more confidence.

“Scott Wine loved the Indian Motorcycle brand. It’s one of the most iconic American brands of all time. He saw a lot of similarities between Indian and Polaris, between Edgar Hetteen, George Hendee, Oscar Hedstrom.”

The Polaris Industries that bought the Indian brand was a very different company from the one that introduced the original Victory V92C. In fewer than 15 years, Polaris had become a world-class motorcycle manufacturer. Victory had grown to become the world’s second-largest producer of heavyweight cruiser motorcycles, and the brand and its products topped the J. D. Power and Associates customer satisfaction surveys year after year. Polaris had design and engineering staffs equal to or better than any in the world. In April 2011, Polaris decided to double down in motorcycles and announced the purchase of the Indian Motorcycle brand. Polaris was the company uniquely situated to do what everyone else failed to do since before E. Paul du Pont took over the brand in 1930: return Indian Motorcycle, once and for all, to the top of the motorcycling pantheon.

Above: Once the decision was made to integrate the fog lamps into the fairing, even more design fine-tuning was required.

Below: Like the fairing and hard saddlebags, past Indians weren’t available for providing inspiration for the design team.
Above: As the clay model comes together, it begins to resemble a real motorcycle.

Right: It doesn’t matter how cool a bike looks if it doesn’t accommodate a rider, so human bodies play as much of a role as clay does in the modeling process.

Opposite top: A clay model for the Roadmaster.

Opposite bottom: Playing with clay as a kid was never this much fun.
Top: The design team with a couple of completed clay models.

Right: The design team needed to incorporate a radiator and its associated plumbing into the Scout while keeping the clean, uncluttered lines riders expect.
Above: This photo shows what the radiator might have looked like with less thought put into the design.

Left: This clay model shows a version of the radiator shroud closer to its final form.
Top, left: Indian had pioneered the use of the frame as an integral part of the design with its original Scout Keystone frame concept. For the modern Scout, Indian took inspiration from the Keystone frame and used the frame and engine as stressed members of the chassis.

Top, right: The modern Scout frame also served as a shroud for the radiator, keeping the lines of the bike clean.

Center, left: Like the original Scout, the design brief for the modern interpretation called for the bike to be compact and agile. The design of the frame was critical for both to achieve that goal.

Center, right: Because the Scout’s performance potential was so high, designing a chassis that was up to the task was critical. That meant the suspension geometry had to be perfect.

Bottom: This illustration shows how compact and efficient the modern interpretation of the Keystone frame is. Notice the lack of frame members under the engine.
INDIAN MOTORCYCLE REBORN

Polaris Industries’ relentless acquisition of talent hadn’t gone unnoticed; by the time it acquired the Indian brand, Polaris had earned a reputation as a premiere engineering, manufacturing, and distribution corporation. The announcement that Polaris had acquired Indian shocked the motorcycle world—not because the world was surprised that Polaris Industries had acquired Indian, but because it was the first time since the 1915 retirement of George Hendee that a visionary corporation with deep human and financial resources was determined to make Indian succeed. For the first time since before World War I, the Indian brand had an opportunity to regain its former glory. In hindsight, Polaris Industries was the perfect home for Indian, particularly after nearly a century of ownership by ambitious but underfunded industrialists and corporations, well-meaning ne’er-do-wells, small-minded bean counters, and outright charlatans and crooks.

Initially, Greg Brew, head of Polaris Industrial Design, was skeptical about how Indian and Victory would fit together and whether Polaris could support two brands. But when he realized the depth of the company’s commitment to Indian, and the effort and money Polaris was willing to commit to doing everything right, his doubts disappeared.

While Indian seemed to be an obvious fit with Polaris, the acquisition did present some challenges. For example, the company had to determine how Indian would interact with and be marketed with the existing Victory brand, which had developed a strong following in its own right. Without doubt, Indian and Victory needed to retain their distinctive identities. Victory had developed a reputation as an innovative brand that capitalized on forward-thinking technology and performance. Its popular Victory Vision touring model, for example, embodied innovative design. Meanwhile, Indian had 110 years of historical tradition that needed to be respected and preserved in any future product. Polaris knew that if it simply slapped an Indian badge on existing Victory models, the buying public would not accept that as a genuine Indian motorcycle. Polaris wisely chose to keep Indian and Victory as two completely separate brands. Gary Gray, director of motorcycles for Polaris, said that with the possible exception of a few bolts and fasteners, the new line of Indian motorcycles shares no parts with existing Victory models.

Above: In addition to incorporating the radiator, the front downtubes also incorporate the steering head, another highly stressed point in a performance motorcycle’s chassis.

Top, left: A swingarm might seem simple to a casual observer, but the incredible forces fed into it under hard cornering require the swingarm to be one of the most well-engineered pieces in a motorcycle chassis.

Top, right: The small shroud that covers the bottom of the radiator is both ornamental and functional—it prevents stones kicked up by the front wheel from damaging the radiator.
Once the decision to develop Indian as a separate and unique line of motorcycles was made, Polaris had to decide just what exactly constituted a modern Indian motorcycle for a twenty-first-century motorcycle market. To do that, it had to start from scratch and envision how the brand would have evolved if it had survived. For example, what sort of engine would it have? While the Indians built since the late 1990s featured V-twins designed and produced by aftermarket engine suppliers, the Indian brand had a long history of manufacturing motorcycles with various engine configurations: single-cylinder, V-twin, boxer twin, parallel twin, and of course, the iconic four-cylinder Indian Four. The decision to go with a V-twin engine was not as clear or as easy as it might have first appeared.

As he discussed the process, Gray said, “Where do you bind yourself, and where do you step beyond those boundaries? Some people thought we should pick up right where Indian left off. Some people thought we should do something completely different. I decided they were both wrong; we needed to honor Indian’s past, but build motorcycles that fit the needs of today’s motorcyclists. Be conservative and form a solid foundation rather than light a fuse to a rocket.”

Regarding the engine design, Gray said, “Everyone thinks the V-twin was an obvious choice, but it wasn’t. We looked at everything. There was a real push to build an inline-four, but that would have been too risky. We bought the company in April 2011 and decided on the V-twin in
July of that year. I was pretty sure we should build a twin, but the research we did showed that the V-twin was the clear choice.”

One complaint Indian fans had long had about the reborn Indians of the 1990s and early 2000s was that the engines looked too much like the engines from rival Harley-Davidson—which is understandable, given that the engines in the original Gilroy Indians were created from parts built as aftermarket components for Harley’s Evolution V-twins. The first Gilroy engines looked exactly like Harley-Davidson engines from the 1980s and 1990s. The restyled Indian Powerplus engines, with their rounded cylinders and pie-pan valve covers, looked less like Harley Evolution engines, but with their height and single camshafts driving four pushrods that converged beside the crank center, they still looked a lot more like Harley engines than Indian engines. In fact, they bore a slight resemblance to the Harley-Davidson Panhead motors built from the late 1940s through the mid-1960s.

Gray said, “You shouldn’t put a Ford engine into a Chevy. Why would people put anything but an Indian motor in an Indian? And an Indian motor features parallel pushrod tubes. Our research shows that this is what people think an Indian motor should look like. Both the shape of the engine and using pushrods were obvious choices from the start. One of the things that drove me insane about our history is that people didn’t continue to use Indian motors in Indian motorcycles.”

The earliest sketches didn’t show the final form that the purposeful-looking engine would take.
Gray admits that creating a modern engine that looks like a classic Indian motor was a daunting task, but he knew that Polaris had the engineering expertise to pull it off. “Getting the look of the original flathead was important,” he said, “and that meant having the exhaust pipes coming out of the head at a downward angle. The engineering required to pull that off was remarkable.”

“Remarkable” might be an understatement; to create the castings needed to make the engine’s exhaust system look the part of a proper Indian motorcycle required extensive use of the same ceramic heat-shielding technology that makes the space shuttle possible. Gray shared Brew’s assessment of the level of expertise at Polaris, saying, “When we created the architecture for the Indian motor, we had fifteen years of experience developing, testing, and building motorcycle engines. We became better as a company at designing great motorcycles. Our experience expands every year, so the Indian hit the market at a very high level.”

From the beginning, Wine and Menneto determined that a key to Indian’s success was patience. Polaris would take its time and develop the right product lineup to carry the brand forward. The company was not going to rush product onto the market just to have something to sell. So, after acquiring Indian, Polaris continued to build the Powerplus-engined cruisers that Stellican had produced while the Polaris engineering and design teams worked to perfect a new Indian lineup. The company moved production of the Powerplus models—and all Indian manufacturing—from North Carolina to the Polaris facility in Spirit Lake, Iowa, where it was building an all-new Indian assembly line in the factory where it had already built Victory motorcycles.

THE IRON D

Polaris came up with “Iron D” as the code name for the first model its engineers and designers developed for Indian. Because of the abundance of design and engineering talent at Polaris, the company was able to create a streamlined development team that wasn’t hampered by interference and micromanagement from upper management. Because Polaris had assembled such stellar talent from around the world, the company was able to turn the team loose and let them do what they did better than just about anyone else: design and engineer motorcycles. As a result, the group produced a new engine in just two years.

This process was aided greatly by the team at Swissauto WENKO AG, with whom Polaris has collaborated on several engine and driveline projects for a wide variety of vehicles. Swissauto WENKO AG is a Swiss-based company that specializes in the development, prototyping, and manufacturing of internal combustion engines. Founded in 1987 by Urs Wenger and Beat Kohler, Swissauto has developed engines for clients ranging from Formula 1 teams to Grand Prix
Above: The Scout engine is not just a powerhouse; it’s a real looker, too.

Right: A 3D-printed model of the engine. Polaris Industries is one of the largest users of 3D printing in the world.
Above: Like the bigger Chief, every detail of the Scout was designed to perfection, including the taillight.

Left: Even though the design aesthetic of the Scout engine was more industrial punk than baby-boomer bling, the Scout engine got its fair share of subtle flash.

Below: Indian kept the lines of the Scout clean by using the fender to shroud the rear fender stays and the seat-support structures.
motorcycle racing teams to Polaris. In January 2010, Polaris purchased the power sports portion of Swissauto, so Wenger and his team oversaw much of the development of the new Indian Motorcycle engine. The Swissauto team’s work was of tremendous benefit and helped keep the Indian Motorcycle project on schedule.

The team was talented, fast, and efficient. Most importantly, they knew motorcycles. “We’re all riders,” Gray said, “so we know what a rider needs. We all ride to Sturgis every year, for example, so we know what little details help a rider out on the road.”

The Indian Motorcycle team had an opportunity few designers in the transportation industry ever have: a chance to design a completely new vehicle from a blank sheet of paper. They had complete freedom to develop technologies that were difficult—if not impossible—for their competitors to pursue. This author once heard an engineer from a rival company complain, “We can design any exhaust system we want, as long as it’s shorty duals.” The Indian team was under no such constraints. The only limits were their imaginations. It was exhilarating, but also terrifying. Today, Gray admits, “It was scary and it was awesome at the same time. Every day was frightening.

It takes so long to design a vehicle partly because even the smallest parts have to be thoroughly engineered inside and out.

Above: Creating a free-flowing exhaust system requires a large volume and a tuned shape because the back pressure created by the shape of the exhaust pipes affects the engine’s breathing.

Right: Designing an exhaust system on a cruiser with a high-performance engine is especially challenging because the demands of engineering and aesthetic seldom mesh well.
Left: Like the exhaust, designing a cruiser’s seat is a delicate balancing act. The seat needs to look and feel right.

Below: This passenger pillion concept didn’t make the final cut.
because Indian Motorcycle had been beat down and beat down. It kept getting back up, and I felt it deserved better. It deserved to be a premium motorcycle that would make America proud. We spent a lot of time riding vintage bikes, going to museums. Every day we felt like Hendee and Hedstrom were looking down at us.”

Brew agreed that the task of creating a modern, functional motorcycle that evokes the heritage of the fabled brand was both daunting and exciting. While he appreciates the heritage of the marque, he admits, “I didn’t become a designer to design old stuff. I want to create new things! To create a retro machine was historically inspiring. I concentrated on understanding what was important for the brand. I had to become a student again, learn from scratch, analyze and familiarize myself with all Indian motorcycles through the years.”

**THUNDER STROKE**

The Indian Motorcycle name and the heritage it represents means a lot to potential buyers, and designing an engine as iconic as the brand presented itself as a formidable task. The powerplant had to capture the unique visible and unseen features that made Indian Motorcycle iconic and then translate those features to a modern, durable, roadworthy engine that met all noise and emissions standards. Still, there were limits. While the new engine would be air-cooled like Victory engines, creating a genuine side-valve engine was out of the question. That technology was just too antiquated to be functional in the twenty-first century. Trying to design a modern side-valve engine would make as much sense as resurrecting the hand-crank starting system of the early twentieth century. The new motor had to have overhead valves for reasons of power, durability, and emissions, but it still had to maintain the looks and character that screamed “Indian Motorcycle!”

Both Gray and Brew were adamant about making the engine look like an Indian engine. Gray said, “Both the shape of the engine and using pushrods were obvious choices from the start. An
Indian motor features parallel pushrod tubes. Our research shows that this is what people think an Indian motor should look like.”

Capturing the look of an Indian engine in a modern overhead-valve design presented major challenges during design of the cylinder heads, particularly the downward turn needed to achieve the classic side-valve look. The problem was that this created a bend where destructive heat could build up. The solution was partly cosmetic: a bolted-on, investment-cast, stainless-steel elbow to give the illusion that the exhaust exited the cylinder head at a downward angle, as it does on a side-valve engine. But the internal bend down from the overhead valves was no more severe than the bend in the headers of many four-cylinder sport bikes. The casting creates the optical illusion that the exhaust headers are pointed straight down. Polaris engineers used literal space-age technology to make a highly functional modern engine look like it would fit right into the frame of an antique motorcycle.

The engineers and designers put a lot of work into making the new motor capture the character that defines an Indian motorcycle. Brew said, “Early in the process, we made many models of the engine on our computers. We discussed the valve clearance, the design of the push rods, and the cylinder head design, how everything would fit together. We had some wild discussions. The engine we came up with was tight, neat, and really promising. When we looked at the engine, we could see the final bike, and when we had the right engine, we started building a motorcycle around it.”

While no one seriously considered going side-valve-level retro, getting the proper look required pushrods and overhead valves. This was quite a departure for an engineering company like Polaris, but the pushrod-overhead valve design still has a lot of potential—just ask anyone who has driven a modern 500-plus horsepower Corvette, with its small-block pushrod overhead-valve V-8. Unlike the four-valve-per-cylinder Victory V-twin engines (and like the Corvette small-block), the Indian engine, dubbed the Thunder Stroke 111 (for its 111-cubic-inch displacement), has just two valves per cylinder. 

Top: With the shapely tank, Indian managed to complement both the modern industrial aesthetic of the new Scout and pay homage to the original at the same time.

Bottom: Of course, a shapely tank isn’t much good if the view from the saddle isn’t pretty, too.
An early Scout prototype.
Menneto came up with the Thunder Stroke 111 name. He recalled, “We were batting around names. Someone was talking about the bore and stroke, so I said, ‘Call it the Thunder Stroke 111.’ This was in December 2012. We were circulating a bunch of names that I didn’t like. We were going to launch the engine at Daytona. We bought this brand and we had to figure out how we were going to talk about it, how we were going to keep people interested in the product when we couldn’t really talk about the product yet. We released the engine at Daytona in March 2013.”

To retain the traditional Indian Motorcycle look, the valve stems are parallel to one another, but still have a shape that promotes charge swirl in the cylinder. The resulting combustion-accelerating turbulence promotes faster combustion of the fuel charge, which enhances efficiency because it leads to less heat loss in the burning charge. This is especially advantageous in a long-stroke engine like a pushrod V-twin or V-8.

The wedge shape of the combustion chamber mimics the shape of classic American V-8 combustion chambers, such as the design found in the Corvette LS engine family. The cylinder bores are hard-plated with a nickel-alloy coating that negates the need for an iron liner and promotes cooler running, which in turn promotes longer engine life. Massive finning efficiently dissipates the remaining heat and jets spray oil onto the underside of the pistons to keep things cool internally. Keeping all the reciprocating components inside the engine as light as possible not only improved efficiency, but it also made the engine run more smoothly. The effective cooling and efficient, lightweight components allowed the Thunder Stroke 111 engine to run a relatively high 9.5:1 compression ratio. This led Indian to recommend premium gasoline, but computers retard the ignition timing if internal sensors detect knocking.

Though the engine is naturally smooth, engineers included a single engine-speed balancer. This could have been designed to eliminate vibration entirely, but because part of the appeal of a twin-cylinder motorcycle is the mechanical presence of that throbbing engine that forms the heart of the machine, the balancer is designed to soften primary engine vibration but not eliminate it entirely.

A design with parallel pushrod tubes required the Thunder Stroke to have three camshafts. The two-lobed cam in the center activates the pushrods that operate the inboard intake valves; each of the outboard exhaust valves are operated by pushrods activated by the two single-lobed cams on either side of the center cam. Helical gears connect all three cams, eliminating the need for troublesome timing chains. The only chain in the system is the one connecting the single center cam to the crankshaft. Hydraulic roller tappets between the pushrod ends and the rocker shafts eliminate the need for periodic valve adjustments.

The rest of the driveline is as innovative as the engine. The rigid unit construction of the gear primary drive that connects the engine and six-speed transmission took the semi-unit-construct design of the original 101 Scout one step further. The gearbox features only one straight-cut gear, first gear; the other five gears are of a helical-cut design. The large clutch fills the case on the left side of the engine. The large diameter allows fewer plates to do the job, which results in a very light clutch pull. A toothed belt exiting on the right side of the engine drives the rear wheels. As one would expect in a modern twenty-first-century engine, a Bosch computer operates a state-of-the-art throttle-by-wire system.

And like most modern motorcycle designs (as well as the Keystone-framed Indians of yore), the engine is a stressed member of the frame. Unlike most competitive cruisers, however, the new Indian’s frame is constructed of aluminum rather than steel. “We are the only motorcycle manufacturer to use this kind of frame,” Brew said. In addition to improved rigidity, using aluminum instead of steel allowed for much more consistency in parts, thus ensuring a tighter fit. And the end result is visually stunning.
The potent Thunder Stroke 111 was unchanged on the Chieftain, but it was more than up to the task of moving the additional weight.
In August 2013, Indian Motorcycle unveiled its new Indian Chief models at the annual motorcycle rally in Sturgis, South Dakota. The fact that Polaris Industries produced the Indian Motorcycle in an astonishingly quick 27 months after purchasing the brand testified to the dedication, hard work, and sheer brilliance of its design team. It also reflected the hard work and dedication of the motorcycle brand team, the people who managed the brand’s relaunch to both press and public. Many people put a lot of hours into accomplishing this amazing feat. Some companies take longer than that to redesign a seat or windshield. Though the development time had been lightning quick, the resulting motorcycle could not have been more polished or thoroughly developed. It was a world beater from the word “go.” Virtually every detail on the new bikes, down to brake reservoirs and foot pegs, exhibited the great attention to detail that had characterized all the Victory models since the original Vegas. The new Indian Motorcycle models embodied quality and class. After a generation of Indian motorcycles with engines that resembled those found in Harleys, and bikes that exhibited the iffy build quality of homemade customs, bike buffs rejoiced over the refined, carefully developed machines from Polaris. Many people had expected Polaris to put valanced fenders on a Victory and call it a day. But those people were obviously not familiar with the company’s world-class research and product development capabilities.

THREE INDIAN CHIEF MODELS
Indian initially offered three distinct Chief models: the Indian Chief Classic, which was the base cruiser for buyers who prefer a stripped-down motorcycle without saddlebags or windshields; the Indian Chief Vintage, which added leather saddlebags and a windshield to the mix; and the innovative Indian Chief Chieftain, which featured hard saddlebags and a fork-mounted fairing with an integrated audio system. The Classic and the Vintage featured laced wheels and whitewall tires,
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY INDIANS: THE CHIEF MODELS AND THE SCOUT
while the Chieftain had cast wheels and blackwall tires. This is because no tire manufacturer made a whitewall that was strong enough to withstand the heavy loads the Chieftain was capable of hauling. The Vintage had leather saddlebags and a quick-release removable windshield, while the Chieftain got a power windshield, a 100-watt audio system, and a tire pressure monitoring system. All three bikes featured a keyless ignition system, so a rider carrying the bike’s key fob with a proximity sensor could start the bike keylessly. Anyone who has fumbled for a key in a pocket with a leather-gloved hand on a hot summer day really appreciated this feature. The saddlebags on the Chieftain can be locked and unlocked remotely by pressing a button on the fob. All three bikes shared basic powertrain and chassis, though the Chieftain had slightly different steering geometry designed to make it more manageable when hauling the heavy loads often required of a large touring motorcycle. The Chieftain had a steeper rake, a shorter wheelbase, and a lower bar height.

The Chieftain’s fairing and saddlebags, which displayed elegant 1950s-era streamlined styling, were the biggest departure from the Indian motorcycles of old. When Indian Motorcycle ceased production of the original Indian Chief motorcycle, fairings and hard bags weren’t normally available items on most motorcycles, so the Indian Chieftain would be the first-ever factory bagger from Indian Motorcycle. Because these were essential features for any modern touring motorcycle, the top Indian Chief motorcycle model needed to have them.

Perhaps the biggest trick was to design Indian Chieftain bodywork that provided modern function with retro styling. Because period motorcycles didn’t exist for Brew’s design team to use for inspiration, they modeled the bodywork after the streamlined trains from the period. Not only did the streamlined look fit with the retro style of the rest of the machine, but it also flat-out worked, placing riders in a still, quiet pocket of air that allowed them to enjoy the premium sound system. The electrically adjustable windshield allowed riders to either look through or over the windshield, depending on preference. Unavoidably, the extra bodywork added extra weight, but an air-adjustable rear shock helped the touring rig cope. Though the Chieftain was the heaviest of the new models, the altered frame geometry gave the bike a light, nimble feel.

All three versions exhibited stellar handling characteristics. Their aluminum frames were appropriately stiff, and the high-quality suspension components were well sorted. Further, the bikes had excellent ground clearance. All told, the powerful engines, well-engineered drivetrains, nimble and secure chassis, and world-class fit and finish made the new Indian Motorcycle models some of the finest motorcycles on the market. People who took new Chiefs for demo rides especially

The modern Chief hews closely to the template created by the original. Of course, the iconic valanced fenders from 1940-1953 had to be part of the new Indians’ look.
cially liked the sound of the new models. That didn’t happen by accident; Polaris engineers put considerable effort into tuning the exhaust note. They carefully minimized unpleasant mechanical noises, which allowed them to design an exhaust system that let the exhaust note be a bit louder while still noise and emission legal.

**THE BEST CRUISER**

All three of the new Indian models came with standard cruise control, leather saddles, and anti-lock braking. The Indian Chief Vintage added quick-release leather saddlebags and a quick-release windshield, and the Indian Chieftain included the integrated fairing with power windshield and hard saddlebags with keyless locks, along with the keyless ignition system and remote tire-pressure monitor. The Thunder Stroke 111 engines in all three cranked out a locomotive-like 119 pound-feet of torque at a mere 3000 rpm. Each of the three had a seat height of just 26 inches. The fuel tank on each held 5.5 gallons of gasoline.

The Chief Classic and Chief Vintage had 68.1-inch wheelbases, while the Chieftain, with its steeper rake, came in at a tidier 65.7 inches. The shorter Chieftain measured 101.2 inches, the Chief Classic 103.5, and the Chief Vintage a rangy 103.7 inches. With tanks topped off, the Chief Classic weighed 812 pounds. The Chief Vintage ran 835 pounds, and the Chieftain weighed in at 848.

Like people in general, the Chief has grown a bit larger in the six decades since the original went out of production.
As a testament to how good the new Indian Chief models were, *Cycle World* magazine selected the Indian Chief Classic as the best cruiser-style motorcycle for 2014. In the magazine’s comparison test with Harley-Davidson’s Softail Deluxe and Moto Guzzi’s California 1400 Custom, the Indian Chief Classic came out on top. *Cycle World* praised the Indian Chief Classic for its looks, power, and smoothness. The magazine’s editors thought the Classic was by far the most luxurious of the three bikes tested. They went so far as to say that, after riding the other bikes, getting on the Classic was like visiting a spa. The magazine’s testers complained of vibration that found its way through the bars and floorboards of the competitor’s motorcycles but thought the Classic remained “surreally smooth from the bottom to the top of its generous power band.” They noted that the Indian had the best cornering clearance of any traditionally styled, floorboard-equipped cruiser the magazine had ever tested. Contributing editor Jamie Elvidge wrote:

Indian Motorcycle took over Main Street in Sturgis, South Dakota, on Saturday, August 3, 2013, when the new generation of Indian Motorcycle models was introduced both atop and on a stage in front of the Sturgis Motorcycle Museum & Hall of Fame. The rolling debut of the new bikes was followed by a concert and street party.
When you’re heeled over on the big Chief, it’ll . . . hold a wonderfully dedicated line. Steering feel is solid and weighty but not ponderous. Extremely predictable. The two testers who hadn’t experienced the “behemoth” in the twisties were blown right out of the water. From Conner’s notes: “I’m totally surprised how well the Indian handles despite that exceptionally long wheelbase.” To Orr’s: “Cornering this beast was no problem, thanks to nice suspension action and all that clearance . . . the Chief offers superior suspension and cornering prowess without paying any noticeable tax on its slave-to-heritage styling . . . On a more emotional level, the Indian is glorious. Especially the rider’s view of the Chief Classic, looking out over the modern instrument cluster with that huge headlight nacelle that stretches forward for days. Man, it’s a nice scene.” Ask old-time Indian fans to throw a leg over the new Chief and they’ll be astonished by the modern power and smoothness.
The new Chief came in three versions. The Classic was the most elemental.

Regarding the engine, Elvidge wrote, “Let’s just say that if the Thunder Stroke 111 were arm wrestling Harley’s 1,690cc Twin Cam 103, the Indian would put Harley’s hand right through the table.” In testing, the Indian Chief Classic averaged 36 miles per gallon, giving it a theoretical range of 198 miles on a tank. Zero to sixty miles per hour came up in 4.5 seconds, and they flogged the Chief through the quarter mile in 13.2 seconds, hitting 98.46 miles per hour in the quarter and a measured top speed of 114 miles per hour, numbers that would have astounded the rider of an original side-valve Chief.

THE INDIAN ROADMASTER

For 2015, Indian produced another model based on the Chief architecture: the Indian Roadmaster. For all practical purposes, the Roadmaster was a Chieftain with a top luggage trunk and lowers to provide weather protection for a rider’s legs. Additionally, the leather seat was heated, as were the hand grips. Lighting was of the LED variety. There were a few other subtle differences too. For example, the seat was a half-inch higher than the Chieftain’s because it used thicker foam and a pleated top. According to Gary Gray, the Roadmaster was actually developed before the Chieftain. Gray said that the team had developed the bike to be a full-dress touring bike from the start. “We learned with the Victory V92C that starting with a cruiser and adding things to make it a touring bike doesn’t work as well as developing the touring bike and taking things off,” he said.

Given that the bike weighs 930 pounds with 5.5 gallons of gasoline in its tank, it was critical to develop a platform stout enough to carry such girth from the get-go.
Gray's team didn’t alter the basic powertrain of the Chief platform to create the Roadmaster. They focused instead on increasing long-range comfort and overall functionality. Part of the increased comfort comes from increased wind protection. Toward that end, Polaris introduced what it called its “Horizon” windscreen. Still electrically adjustable, as on the Chieftain, the top edge of the Horizon windscreen was flatter, three-quarters of an inch shorter, and wider at the corners than the windscreen on the Chieftain. According to the Indian product team, these changes gave the rider a better line of sight over the screen when lowered and overall better protection for both rider and passenger.

Along with the trunk, the fairing lowers were the most obvious visual change. Complete with small integrated glove boxes and movable upper and lower wind-deflectors, the lowers, which were developed in a wind tunnel like the rest of the bodywork, put the rider in an absolute pocket of stillness. The huge new top box easily swallowed two full-face helmets and opened with a button designed to be operated by one hand. The trunk could be removed without tools in about a minute, and Indian offered a kit to retrofit the top box to the Chieftain. With a total of 37.6 gallons of storage and a load capacity of 465 pounds, the Indian Roadmaster had the makings of a world-class heavyweight touring motorcycle.

When Cycle World compared the Roadmaster to the Harley-Davidson Electra Glide Ultra Classic and Victory Cross Country Tour, once again the Indian came out on top. And once again, the magazine praised the Indian’s powerful engine, smooth-shifting gearbox, and ex-
cellent-handling chassis. By this time, the magazine had quite a bit more experience with the new Indians, having had a trouble-free long-term test of a 2014 Indian Chieftain. In this case, familiarity was breeding the opposite of contempt; the more the editors rode Indians, the more they liked them.

Though skeptical of the effects the extra weight might have on the Chief platform, executive editor Andrew Bornhop noted that the weight seemed to disappear once the bike was rolling, and that the powerful Thunder Stroke 111 engine was more than up to the task of hauling the added heft of the heavyweight touring rig. “The broad power of this 49-degree V-twin is key to the Indian’s appeal,” Bornhop wrote. “The fueling is excellent, the throttle response is immediate, and anytime you lug the engine there’s none of the chatter we occasionally get from the H-D and the Victory.” The Cycle World editors who tested the Roadmaster seemed as enamored of the sound as of the power delivery. One editor even remarked, “The Indian sounds more like a traditional V-twin than the Harley.” And the editors clearly loved the biggest Indian:

Racer, bike customizer, and aftermarket businesswoman Laura Klock rode an Indian Chief Classic during the brand’s August 2013 introduction of the new generation of bikes.
With 119 pound-feet of torque on tap, the Thunder Stroke 111 engine pulled like a, well...

The Roadmaster, with a full-tank load capacity of 465 pounds, is a beautifully detailed bike, with suspension that manages to be plush without being wallowy in bumpy corners. If you’re smooth with your inputs, the floorboards won’t scrape in corners, and the steering feels direct—as if there’s no flex in the rubber bar mount before you get actual turning action. Also, the brakes are by far the best in the test. The stopping numbers speak for themselves, but the feel is natural, with stopping force commensurate with lever and pedal effort.

As the only bike in this test with an electrically adjustable windscreen, the Roadmaster is best at accommodating riders of varying sizes. Surprisingly, the screen works remarkably well in the fully raised or lowered positions, aided by bulky-looking lower fairings that also block air pretty well.

With its optional two-tone paint, tasteful chrome, and beautifully valanced fenders, plus tasteful details like the illuminated war bonnet on the fender and gauges that look pulled from a luxury car, the Roadmaster impresses. Cruise control is standard, as is heat for the seats and grips, those warming elements something our Harley sorely lacked (though they are available as accessories). Other positives include keyless ignition, intuitive stereo controls, a power source in the top case, and an easy-to-read gear indicator in the brightly lit information center.

The Roadmaster, with a full-tank load capacity of 465 pounds, is a beautifully detailed bike, with suspension that manages to be plush without being wallowy in bumpy corners. If you’re smooth with your inputs, the floorboards won’t scrape in corners, and the steering feels direct—as if there’s no flex in the rubber bar mount before you get actual turning action. Also, the brakes are by far the best in the test. The stopping numbers speak for themselves, but the feel is natural, with stopping force commensurate with lever and pedal effort.

As the only bike in this test with an electrically adjustable windscreen, the Roadmaster is best at accommodating riders of varying sizes. Surprisingly, the screen works remarkably well in the fully raised or lowered positions, aided by bulky-looking lower fairings that also block air pretty well.

With its optional two-tone paint, tasteful chrome, and beautifully valanced fenders, plus tasteful details like the illuminated war bonnet on the fender and gauges that look pulled from a luxury car, the Roadmaster impresses. Cruise control is standard, as is heat for the seats and grips, those warming elements something our Harley sorely lacked (though they are available as accessories). Other positives include keyless ignition, intuitive stereo controls, a power source in the top case, and an easy-to-read gear indicator in the brightly lit information center.
Above: Even in Classic form, the Chief's bodywork had become a bit more comprehensive between 1953 and 2014. The fabled “war-bonnet” fender marker light was part of the reborn Chief's design.

Left: Indian had just begun to use a hydraulic front fork on the Chief when production ceased early in 1953. The reborn Chief had a beefy front fork that was far more sophisticated than anything the engineers in Springfield could have conceived in the 1950s.
In testing, an Indian Roadmaster with the Thunder Stroke 111 covered the quarter mile in 13.57 seconds at 95.80 miles per hour. It did zero to 60 miles per hour in 4.7 seconds, and hit a top speed of 110. The brakes hauled the bike down from 60 miles per hour in just 127 feet.

Even in that very difficult competition, the Indian proved the clear winner. “It does so much so well,” Bornhop wrote in summation. “It shines as a stable and smooth long-distance traveler, yet it’s actually fun in the twisties. And in our top-gear roll-on tests from 60 to 80 mph, the Indian absolutely smokes the Harley, doing it in 6.7 seconds as opposed to 10.4. Yes, it’s the most expensive, and yes, you absolutely have to want valanced fenders, but the Roadmaster rules this test with its great overall performance and abundant standard features.”

The shrouded fork and headlight nacelle were not parts of the original Chief's styling brief, but they do contribute to a look modern riders expect.
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY INDIAN SCOUT

While it took top honors in the luxury-touring class in every comparison test, the Indian Roadmaster wasn’t the most interesting new motorcycle Indian introduced for the 2015 model year. That honor went to the reborn Indian Scout. It was the logical next step. While the art deco-styled Chief from 1940-1953, with its large, valanced fenders, has been perhaps the most famous motorcycle in Indian’s century-plus history, the 101 Scout of the 1920s and Sport Scout of the 1930s were arguably the company’s most beloved bikes among hardcore Indian fans. The Scouts earned their stripes as much on the racetrack as on the road. The Sport Scout was an especially iconic racer, winning races on American flat tracks a decade and a half after it went out of production. The Scout was first and foremost a performance bike, so coming up with a high-performance twenty-first-century iteration of the fabled model made complete sense.

To fulfill its heritage, Indian needed a performance motorcycle, ideally one that had the potential to go racing. And being motorcycle guys, the team at Polaris wanted to go racing. “I’ve done some road course stuff on a 1936 Sport Scout,” Gray said. “Racing is expensive, but it was an important part of our past and it will be an important part of our future.”
The success of the Indian Chief models gave the product development team freedom to explore other options with the next Indian model. “We set a pretty firm foundation for product direction with the Chief,” Gray said, “so with the Scout we wondered how we could branch out. We designed a bike that would meet the needs of both an experienced rider and a new rider. It has the lowest seat height in the class, it’s got linear power delivery that’s easy to control, but with 100 horsepower it’s exciting enough for an experienced rider.”

When asked about the market research Polaris did for the follow-up to the Indian Chief models, Gray said, “We did studies in North America, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy. We did focus groups in Minneapolis, Los Angeles, Atlanta, in Japan, Paris, Germany. We asked about pricing, style, performance. Some people inside the company were nervous about the 100 horsepower of the Scout. We studied Sportsters, one bone stock, one with a motor built to 100 horsepower, and one with a Mille motor, because that was the closest thing in specifications to the motor we were building. All but one person chose the 100-horsepower Mille motor, one 78-year-old woman who thought the stock Sportster was perfect. I had a 2000 Mille. That motor was perfect.”

The front frame down tubes formed the Scout’s radiator shroud.
Above: The heart of the Scout was a 100-horsepower liquid-cooled V-twin engine.

Right: The new Scout was offered in a flat gray that captured the look of the elemental customs that people were building themselves.

Opposite, top left: The Scout’s rear shocks lay at an angle that preserved the hard-tail framed look of the original.

Opposite, top right: Unlike the pushrod Thunder Stroke 111 installed in the Chiefs, the Scout engine had twin overhead-cams.

Opposite, bottom: The Scout was also offered in flat black...
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY INDIANS: THE CHIEF MODELS AND THE SCOUT
In addition to fulfilling Indian’s rich heritage, building a less-expensive performance-oriented model made sense from a marketing perspective. An aging customer base is one of the greatest challenges facing the motorcycle industry in the US market. The same baby-boom generation that fueled the explosive growth of the motorcycle market in the 1960s and 1970s was still driving motorcycle sales in the 2010s. It was critical to serve this market, but these riders would be leaving the new-motorcycle market sooner rather than later. The development of award-winning high-end motorcycles was the logical first step for Polaris and a way to appeal to boomers, but exquisite motorcycles costing half as much as many young buyers earn in a year meant that Indian didn’t offer much to younger, more budget-conscious buyers.

Gray understands that. He said, “We need to appeal to the baby boomers now because they’ve got discretionary income. We’re dedicated to that market. But launching a bike like the Scout shows we’re trying to appeal to a younger market. And global. People don’t ride bigger cruisers in the International market.”

The original Indian Chief had really been nothing more than a larger version of Indian’s popular and innovative 101 Scout. Likewise, the reborn Indian Scout could easily have been nothing more than a smaller version of Indian’s popular and innovative twenty-first century Chief models, a mid-displacement air-cooled motorcycle with design cues that made it look like the original side-valve Scouts. But the safe, easy, obvious route is not how the crew at Polaris rolls. They charted a much braver course, choosing to interpret the Indian Scout as it might have developed had it continued on page 194...
Left: The Scout engine generated 100 horsepower, but it had the potential to produce much more.

Below: Like the original Scout, the modern interpretation offered maneuverability that appealed to experienced riders looking for sporting prowess, and to newer riders who found larger motorcycles intimidating.
Opposite: When Indian Motorcycle introduced the new-generation version of the legendary Indian Scout, one bike (foreground) was prepped for duty inside the Wall of Death. For decades, vintage Indian Scout models (background) have been the bikes of choice for daring Wall of Death riders, and the newest Indian Scout is an ideal mount for these vertical riders.

Left: The Scout offered touring accessories designed to please the more sporting breed of rider.

Above: The complete 2015 Indian line offered riders far more choice than was ever available during Indian’s original production run.
continued from page 190

continued to be at the forefront of performance motorcycle design throughout the three-quarters of a century since the last new (non-Harley-based) V-twin Scout rolled off an assembly line. How, they wondered, can we reinterpret a modern Scout in a way that respects both its heritage and its hard-earned performance chops? What would the Scout be today if not for the seventy-five years of development interruptus?

Probably a lot like the 2015 Indian Scout. Granted, it could look like anything from a Harley-Davidson Sportster to the latest super bike from Ducati—there is no empirical way to answer that question—but the Indian Scout that Polaris introduced at the Sturgis motorcycle rally in August 2014 seemed a more-than-reasonable educated guess. Displacing just 69 cubic inches (1,133 cubic centimeters), a tick over half the volume of the air pumped by the Thunder Stroke 111’s gigantic pistons, this liquid-cooled, 60-degree V-twin engine featured four chain-driven overhead cams working four valves per cylinder, which is standard operating procedure for every high-performance V-twin engine on the market today. A relatively high 10.7:1 compression ratio meant that Indian once again recommended premium gasoline. Although the rated torque peak of 72 pounds-feet came at a lofty (by cruiser standards) 5900 rpm, a tabletop flat torque curve meant that over 90 percent of torque was available from 2400 to 7400 rpm. In nontechnical terms, this meant that any time a rider rolled on the throttle, the bike shot forward like a television preacher being poked in the behind by the devil’s pitchfork.

continued on page 199
Opposite, top: For a rider looking for a Chief with more touring amenities, Indian offered the Vintage.

Above: Saddlebags and windshield were easily removed from the Chief Vintage, in case a rider wanted to enjoy the same riding experience that could be had on the stripped-down Classic.

Left: The seats of all three Chief models were made of genuine leather, likewise the saddlebags on the Vintage.

Opposite, bottom: The Chief Vintage had a windshield and saddlebags.

Left: The seats of all three Chief models were made of genuine leather, likewise the saddlebags on the Vintage.

Opposite, bottom: The Chief Vintage had a windshield and saddlebags.
About the 2015 Indian Scout’s impressive engine, Cycle World editor-in-chief Mark Hoyer wrote, “What a nice surprise to find liquid-cooling and Ducati-worthy intake and exhaust ports on this all-new 60-degree V-twin. Most intriguing is the 86 horses [magazines measure horsepower at the rear wheel; manufacturers measure at the crankshaft] it makes on the dyno. That’s conservative for 1,133cc, which promises a bright future. When I said to Kevin Cameron I thought there was an easy 140 hp in this power plant, he upped the ante quite a bit. How about a Sport Scout with similar styling and a standard-style riding position?”

Rather than give the liquid-cooled engine fake cooling fins, as is done by some other cruiser manufacturers, Indian chose to highlight the natural shape of the liquid-cooled engine by polishing the aluminum of the exposed structural ribbing and other highlights. The result is an engine that appears both modern and traditional. As with virtually all other modern motorcycles, the Indian Scout’s transmission held six gears. The belt final drive might seem more of a nod to the cruiser market than the sport bike market, but anyone who has any experience with belt drives versus chain drives will grasp the wisdom of that decision. A chain-and-sprocket final-drive system has one advantage over a belt-and-pulley system: the ability to alter the final-drive ratio to an almost infinite degree in a fairly short time. But this is really only a practical advantage on a racetrack; in functional use on public roads, the advantages in maintenance and upkeep offered by a belt drive far outweigh any theoretical advantages offered by a chain drive on the track.

The rear suspension received a clever design touch. The extreme rake of the rear shocks mimics the hard-tail lines of the original Scout models while still providing the degree of suspension travel needed for a ride that is acceptable to twenty-first century motorcyclists. This also allowed Indian’s designers to give the bike the lowest seat height of any bike in its class. Describing the bike’s seating arrangement, which places the seat a mere 26.5 inches above the pavement, Cycle World magazine’s Peter Jones wrote, “The seat is so low that swinging a leg over it is no different than stepping over a crack in a root-heaved sidewalk.”

Like the Indian Chief models, the Indian Scout featured a lightweight multi-piece aluminum frame. The most innovative part of the frame involved the casting used to incorporate the radiator for the liquid-cooled engine. The front downtubes were a one-piece casting that incorporated the steering head and also served as the radiator shrouds. The aluminum was cast in a way that preserved surface imperfections in the frame. According to Brew, this was done on purpose. “I liked the way the raw casting looked,” he explained. “No two pieces are exactly the same, but that gives the bike character.” Without doubt, the finished product has character aplenty. It’s ruggedly handsome and refined at the same time. The result is striking. Like the Chief models and the original Sport Scout, the engine is used as a stressed member of the frame—what Indian originally called the “Keystone frame.” The Keystone was revolutionary when Indian introduced it; today, it is an expected feature on any motorcycle with sporting aspirations, but still relatively rare on cruisers.

In his Cycle World review of the Scout, Peter Jones summed up the bike’s styling: “The Scout is one of the best-balanced shapes of any cruiser-type motorcycle made, successfully carrying forward the lines and proportions of the 1928 Scout to work in the modern world, as the designers intended. The headlight is basically a copy of the one used on pre-war models, and the forward-slanting fuel tank maintains the original Scout’s go-fast look”—which was exactly what Brew’s design team intended.

continued from page 194

Opposite page: The V-twin engine layout meant that even though the new Indians had greater girth than the originals, they still had svelte waists.
The major difference between the Chieftain and the other two Chief models was more-aggressive steering geometry, which meant a shorter wheelbase and quicker response.

Indian offered virtually every accessory imaginable for its new models, including a fork pouch of genuine leather.
The elegant lines of the 2014 Indian were as startlingly beautiful as the originals had been in 1940.

Above: In addition to the streamlined fairing, the Indian Chieftain offered a pair of hard-locking saddlebags.

Right: Designing a fairing that captured the look of the original Chief was a challenge because the earlier bike had no fairing at all. Indian designers looked to the streamlined locomotives of the 1940s for inspiration.
**Top:** Though it was the shortest of the three Chief models, the Chieftain, at 848 pounds, was also the heaviest.

**Bottom:** Many testers found the Chieftain, with its more aggressive steering geometry, the easiest of the three Chiefs to ride, in spite of its weight.
Left: The Chieftain cockpit looked vintage and modern at the same time. Its seamless perfection amounted to nearly perfect industrial design.

Below: The Chieftain’s additional bodywork didn’t hide the jewel-like detailing that distinguished the Thunder Stroke 111 engine from every other V-twin on the market.
Right: The Chieftain looked especially Indian when painted Indian red.

Below: The Chieftain was one of the best two-up motorcycles on the market.
Top: Touring bikes aren’t generally the sexiest motorcycles on the market. Still, the shapely lines of the Chieftain gave the bike a very un-touring sex appeal.

Above: The rider’s point of view from the Chief Classic.

Top: Touring bikes aren’t generally the sexiest motorcycles on the market. Still, the shapely lines of the Chieftain gave the bike a very un-touring sex appeal.

continued from page 199

Jones also praised the bikes’ handling:

It’s surprising that a bike so heaped with historical responsibility can also be such a hoot at bombing the twisties. The 16-inch tires work great with the well-damped suspension to make for sure handling and no skittishness in fast corners, with neutral chassis behavior even when trail braking hard down to the apex. Cornering clearance is decent for the class, but the handling character makes you wish for more lean angle.

Steering at low speeds is light and precise, and the low center of gravity rewards the use of both brakes. Although the single front disc has good feel and light effort, a second front disc would be welcome.

For comfortable, sporty cruising, and for carrying the Indian torch, the new Scout succeeds.

It’s a modern interpretation of the name, a reflection of heritage, not an imitation of outdated technologies.

The modern engineering paid big dividends in raw performance. The standing-start quarter-mile took just 12.24 seconds to cover, with a terminal trap speed of 108.42 miles per hour. Zero to 60 took just 3.7 seconds, and Cycle World measured a top speed of 126 mph. Although the fuel tank held just 3.3 gallons of gasoline, a frugal average fuel consumption rate of 44 miles per gallon meant that a rider could cover 142 miles before phoning AAA. The relatively light weight of 558 pounds (relatively light compared to the 812-pound Indian Chief Classic, anyway) meant that the single disc brakes at both ends could haul the Indian Scout to a stop in just 136 feet. Senior Cycle World editor Blake Conner was as impressed as Jones. Although he liked the engine, Conner wrote, “What impressed me most is the Scout as a whole. It’s light on its feet, it handles well, and it has a great riding position along with a fantastic seat. All told, the new Scout is an impressive package.”
Accessory exhaust tips are good examples of the sorts of modifications Indian riders made back in the day.

In many ways, the Harley-Davidson Sportster represents the direction the Scout might have taken had it remained in continual production. After all, the Sportster was introduced just sixteen years after the last of the original Sport Scouts rolled off the Springfield assembly line. If the Scout had followed the development progression of the Sportster, however, it would be a very different motorcycle than it is.

After all, the Sportster of 2015 changed very little from the original Sportster of 1957. The first upgrade came in 1966, when the original 883-cubic-centimeter engine was hogged out to 900 cubic centimeters. In 1968, it got an electric starter, and in 1972, it was punched out again, this time to 1,000 cubic centimeters. Then the Sportster languished for over a decade until the antiquated engine, which still had cast-iron heads atop cast-iron cylinders, was finally replaced with a more-modern aluminum Evolution engine for the 1986 model year. Originally offered with 883-cubic-centimeters of displacement, later in that same year Harley offered a 1,100-cubic-centimeter version. In 1988, displacement of the biggest Sportster was bumped to 1,200 cubic inches. For 1991, all Sportsters got five-speed transmissions in place of the archaic four-speeds with which they had been burdened since 1957, and the 1,200-cubic-centimeter versions got belt drive; in 1993, the 883-cubic-inch version also received a belt final-drive system. Other than receiving a new frame that used rubber mounts to isolate the rider from vibration caused by the paint-shaker of an engine, not much else changed with the Sportster series. A rider from 1957 would have no trouble recognizing the 2015 Sportster.
Left: Leather fringe doesn’t offer a lot of practical advantages on a motorcycle, but it looks cool flapping in the wind.

Below: The genuine leather backrest will win a rider a lot of points from any passenger on a long trip.
Left: The disc brakes under the valanced fenders provided far more stopping power than the drum setup of Indian’s classic era.

Opposite page: If Roy Rogers came back and rode a motorcycle instead of a horse, this is the motorcycle he’d ride.
For 2015, Indian offered a new Chief model: the Roadmaster. In addition to the streamlined fairing from the Chieftain, the Roadmaster had lower fairings to protect the rider's legs from the elements. 

It is difficult to compare the Sportster and the Indian Scout head-to-head because in many ways the Sportster's development—or lack thereof—was the result of it spending much of its existence in a vacuum with no real competition. Even the birth of the Sportster was the result of the chaos and confusion surrounding the original demise of Indian Motorcycle. The Sportster's immediate predecessor, the Model K, was created in 1952, when the original Springfield-based Indian was still a (somewhat) functioning concern, and the late, lamented Sport Scout was still handing Harley its butt on racetracks across America. Like the Sport Scout, the Model K ran with a 45-cubic-inch side-valve V-twin. That's because AMA Class C racing regulations—the class in which the original Sport Scout dominated—were designed for 45-cubic-inch side-valve twin-cylinder motorcycles.

The AMA might have wanted to encourage manufacturers to build 45-cubic-inch side-valve twins for racing in 1952, but that didn't mean the motorcycle-buying public had any interest in such antiquated machines for street riding. The Harley Model K was a sales flop. Harley rushed to produce a more modern overhead-valve mid-displacement motorcycle to compete with the flood of imports coming from Great Britain, but because the economy was bad and money was tight, compromises were made. This meant that while the larger Panhead models had engines with aluminum cylinder heads, the Sportster had to make do with heavy and hot-running cast-iron cylinder heads. Thus, the Sportster engine used dated technology from day one. Given that the Sportster had no real competition for most of the following decade, Harley spent very little money on model development. When real competition arrived in the form of the Honda CB750, a modern motorcycle with a 45-cubic-inch aluminum four-cylinder engine that was reliable and far more
powerful than the Sportster engine, the Sportster was doomed. In fact, Harley-Davidson itself very nearly followed Indian into extinction and was days away from shutting its doors for good as late as 1986. The company found salvation, thanks in large part to the more modern aluminum Evolution engines that made its motorcycles accessible to just about anyone. (Prior to the Evo engines, it seemed that anyone who wanted to qualify for Harley ownership had to be able to overhaul a motor at night, by the side of the road, using nothing but an adjustable wrench and a Zippo lighter.) Post-Evo Sportster models evolved into relatively functional, relatively modern motorcycles, but it’s hard to imagine that such an evolution would have followed anything near that course had Harley been motivated by competition from a thriving Indian Motorcycle Company to develop and improve the Sportster earlier in its life cycle.

When Indian Motorcycle introduced a modern Indian Scout for the twenty-first-century American motorcycle market, the most obvious competitor was the Sportster, particularly the similarly priced Harley-Davidson Sportster 1200 Custom. One might have expected magazines and websites to compare the two, and one would have been correct; Motorcycle-USA.com was one of the first to directly compare them. As Motorcycle-USA.com editor Bryan Harley (presumably no relation…) pointed out, the Harley-Davidson V-Rod, which also had a modern liquid-cooled 60-degree V-twin engine with four cams and eight valves, would have been a more apples-to-apples comparison, except for one huge problem: the V-Rod cost $5,500 more than the Indian Scout.

The Roadmaster offered a huge top trunk that could be retrofitted to the Chieftain.
It was also a much heavier and more cumbersome motorcycle than the lithe, agile Scout. Even though the Indian Scout sported far more modern technology than the Sportster, its price and size meant that the two competed in the same market segment.

When comparing the numbers of the two machines, Motorcycle-USA.com noted that when fully fueled, the Harley weighed four pounds more than the Indian. The Harley did put out about 1.5 pound-feet of torque more than the Indian, but the Indian more than compensated by generating an astounding 24.1 more horsepower than the Harley. About the only spec-sheet battle that the Harley clearly won was fuel capacity—the Harley tank held 4.5 gallons while the Indian just 3.3 gallons. The Indian Scout, however, trounced the Harley in every performance test. Motorcycle-USA.com road-test editor Adam Waheed did 0 to 60 on the Sportster in 5.6 seconds, compared to 4.9 seconds on the Scout.

Although both Motorcycle-USA.com’s Harley and fellow editor Jason Abbott owned Sportsters, both waxed poetic about the Scout. Harley wrote, “After rumbling around the heavily congested streets of LA, we learn the 2015 Indian Scout is a proper city bike. Its bars are narrow and seat low, carrying its weight low and allowing for solid footgapping at a stop. When traffic bottlenecks and it becomes time to split lanes, the narrow design helps it dart and dodge in and out of rush hour.”

**Above:** The top trunk enabled Indian designers to make the passenger’s perch a much more sumptuous place to spend time.

**Opposite page:** The top view highlights just how luxurious the new Roadmaster really was.
Right: The Roadmaster used the same well-designed dash as the Chieftain but added a few additional bells and whistles.

Below: The hard luggage continued the art deco design cues that distinguished the entire Chief line.
Abbott was especially impressed with the Scout’s powerplant:

The engine is surprisingly powerful; it has plenty of get up and go at any speed and fairly smooth delivery throughout the power band. Overall (horsepower) numbers and over rev are impressive. Unlike the Harley there’s little vibration from the counterbalanced engine and it has a very refined feel. Initial throttle is a little jumpy while traveling on the freeway but in the city and on the canyon roads the quick throttle response is something I enjoyed. There’s a light clutch pull and shifting is solid with a positive engagement. Engine design is on-point and its look is probably my favorite part of the entire bike.

Abbott also praised the bike’s underpinnings:

The chassis is solid, the frame has just the right amount of rigidity, and there’s little vibration felt throughout the bike. Suspension has a balanced feel from front-to-rear. The fork has a plush initial and a stiffer mid-stroke that allows the front end to hold up better under braking and gives the fork more predictable action. Out back the shocks perform just as well and help to give the

The Roadmaster proved an even more capable two-up touring mount than the Chiefain.
bikes a balanced feel. The threaded shock bodies allow for a wider range of preload adjustment and fine tuning compared to the cheaper four-position shocks. Cornering is a strong point with the Scout as it feels very connected to the road. Even though the bike has a lower stance than the Harley it has more ground clearance in the turns.

Harley summed up the test by writing, “Kudos to Indian on this one because they nailed it out of the gate.”

For 2016, Polaris expanded the Indian Motorcycle line by introducing the Indian Scout 60. This 990-cubic-centimeters model (60 cubic inches) featured a version of the Indian Scout engine with a different top end. This model was the least expensive path toward ownership of an Indian motorcycle.

THE FUTURE
With two grand slams to its credit, Indian Motorcycle is on the move. Fans can’t help but be excited about what the crew at Indian Motorcycle might deliver next. Members of the development team share that excitement. Both Gary Gray and Greg Brew believe the future of Indian Motorcycle is virtually unlimited. Brew said, “We’re all riders here. We love bobbers and café racers. I believe we can do anything with the Indian Motorcycle brand. We have the passion, spark, and enthusiasm, and we love what we do.”

Polaris doesn’t necessarily look to customer focus groups to determine which motorcycles the company will produce in the future. “Customers aren’t great at telling you what they want five, ten years from now,” Gray said. “You have to use your own gut feel and develop your own expertise. Customers are good at realizing they want something when they see it. People want a reliable cruiser, they want it to be fun, they like it when you push performance boundaries as long as the technology makes the ride better—adjustable windshields, convenient storage compartments, keyless ignition, power locks—these are ways you can delight your customers. We take our
ideas to the customers and make sure that the customers aren’t going to throw up on them. We look to them to tell us if what we think we should do is the right path."

Gray agrees with Brew’s assessment that the variety of motorcycles Polaris could produce for the Indian Motorcycle brand in the future is virtually unlimited. When asked where Indian Motorcycle is going from here, he replied, “Everywhere. In the company, I probably have the broadest view of where the company can go. I think we can build anything. I really do. I can see dual sports, I can see adventure tourers, I can even see a really high-end scooter. A scooter’s not in our near-term plan, but I seriously could see Polaris building any bike we want. As long as we can build a bike that’s on-brand, that features the premium attributes of the brand, I don’t think we’re bound to building just cruisers, baggers, bikes like that. The Indian Four was an amazing motorcycle, smooth, advanced. The 101 Scout was amazing. We have to live up to those bikes. If we can do it on-brand, we’ll do it. If we can do it profitably, we’ll do it.”

When asked about the future of the pushrod air-cooled engine, given increasing noise and carbon emissions restrictions, Gray said, “It’s infinite at this point; we see no noise or emission problems. Indian offered an optional 16-inch Ape Hanger handlebar for the Dark Horse.
The Roadmaster placed the rider in a pocket of clean air that minimized wind noise and the rider fatigue associated with it.

requirements that would prevent the Thunder Stroke 111 from living a very long life. Engine noise and emissions only improve slightly with liquid. Most things that make noise are outside the liquid volume; air intake and exhaust, for example, are the lead generators of sound, followed by valve train, driveline, injectors, etc. . . . So wrapping the combustion chamber in water doesn’t really change much. With emissions, warm-up time is the biggest challenge right now and liquid cooling doesn’t help that problem. The variation in temperature once fully warmed isn’t so large that it has a significant impact on emissions. There are much larger drivers for liquid or overhead cams beyond sound or emissions. Customers generally don’t view radiators as attractive and they don’t fit the heritage of the Chief model. Liquid also adds complexity, cost, and maintenance that are not required for our power levels. Parallel pushrod tubes are also an important element of our history. We used those to define the look of our new motor. Pushrods also keep engines more compact, which aids in packaging. Overall looks of the bike improve, seat heights go down, and the torque and power numbers we want to achieve are fully attainable."
Regarding future motorcycles built using the Thunder Stroke 111, Gray said, “It was designed to go in multiple motorcycles and multiple platforms. It is a fantastic motor with great sound, great torque, and you will see much more of it in the future.”

Gray also sees important roles for the liquid-cooled Indian Scout engine. “Both engines are critical to our future,” Gray said. “The Thunder Stroke plays a very large and lucrative role in the motorcycle market. Many have tried to enter this space but few have been successful. The Scout engine allows us to play outside of North America and be attractive to our International customers, so it is critical to our success here and abroad.”

Speculating in regard to what future market niches Indian Motorcycle will enter with future bikes has become a popular sport at any gathering of motorcyclists. When asked what categories of bikes Indian Motorcycle planned to build, Gray responded, “Every single one! Just kidding, to some degree. Near term, we will stay close to our core, but as time goes by we will expand out of our core categories. I always say, ‘If we can build a bike in a category that is truly on brand and profitable, it is only a matter of time and prioritization until we build it for our great Indian Motorcycle fan base.’”

The fairing used on the Roadmaster and Chieftain presented one of the most distinctive faces in all of motorcycling.
Another popular topic of conversation among motorcyclists is whether or not Indian Motorcycle and Victory Motorcycles would diverge and pursue different markets. Gray said, “Some of the time we will compete together, but in different ways. Today, Indian Motorcycle and Victory Motorcycles compete in the same category. With Victory we compete with American muscle; we lean towards performance and exhilaration. With Indian Motorcycle we compete with a premium experience based on our heritage. As we look at smaller motorcycle categories, it would not make sense for both brands to enter and compete, but in big lucrative categories it is great to have two competitive brands.”

When asked where he saw motorcycling headed in the future and what he saw as Indian Motorcycle’s role in that future, Gray said, “Motorcycles in mature markets are becoming more lifestyle based. Consumers have less focus on performance and price. It’s more about the image of the brand and how the bike makes you feel and what it says about you as an individual. Indian Motorcycle is clearly a lifestyle brand. When a person buys an Indian Motorcycle, they know they have purchased the best motorcycle money can buy. And equally important, their friends know they have bought the best as well. At Indian Motorcycle we will work to enhance individuals’ lives. We will allow them to experience the freedom of the open road and the comradery of their friends.”

Given Indian Motorcycle’s already impressive track record, the motorcycle world is eagerly anticipating the company’s next move. After testing the 2015 Indian Scout, which both Motorcycle magazine and Motorcycle Online named their bike of the year, Cycle World road test editor Don Canet wrote, “The low and lanky Scout fits the cruiser mold, yet this American bike has a sporting heart. One hard run through the gears kindled my imagination regarding future applications of this liquid-cooled V-twin.”

Ask Steve Menneto, Polaris President, Motorcycles, to describe the future of the Indian Motorcycle business and he’ll tell you it features “unlimited opportunity.”

“We see tremendous potential for growth for the brand around the globe and in many different model segments over time,” he said. “We are energized by Indian Motorcycle’s global appeal, and we foresee a growing demand for the product worldwide. That includes motorcycles, accessories, apparel, and collectibles—Indian Motorcycle’s brand strength is building momentum at a rapid pace.
“And we will expand into additional new market segments with different types and styles of bikes. You can expect that we will always produce what I’ll call the ‘valanced fender models’ that reflect traditional Indian Motorcycle styling that are true to our heritage and history. But to grow the business, we’ll expand well beyond that, which is also true to our history. Indian was very innovative and explored different technologies and new applications for their products. I think that is one of our greatest strengths for the future.

“The Indian Scout was the first example of us developing an Indian Motorcycle model that’s outside the brand’s traditional box,” Menneto said. “It’s powered by a hundred-horsepower liquid-cooled engine, and has a look that borrowed a few styling cues from the past but clearly has a distinctive modern style. The Indian Scout represents a new direction, and it’s a completely new bike designed to appeal to all riders, new and old, around world. It’s truly a global motorcycle.

“We will introduce more bikes like the Scout because Indian Motorcycle will not be pigeonholed into only being a heritage brand. We wouldn’t be doing justice to the brand’s history or business potential if we settled for that.

“We are excited about the next 100 years of Indian Motorcycle. I like to think Hendee and Hedstrom would have evolved and expanded the business and product horizons if they had continued to steer Indian Motorcycle for the long-term. That’s what we foresee: a global company with an array of vehicles that, if you saw one today, maybe you wouldn’t recognize it as an Indian Motorcycle but you would recognize that Indian quality and its distinctive brand. That’s growth, that’s diversification, and that’s our future business plan for Indian Motorcycle.”

The new Chief models would have looked as much at home at a pre–World War II beach party as at a twenty-first century gathering.
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Indian Motorcycle®: America’s First Motorcycle Company™ tells the complete story of Indian, America’s first mass-produced motorcycle maker, from its start as a bicycle manufacturer to the purchase of the brand by Polaris Industries in 2011 and the subsequent new Indian motorcycles. In the early years of the twentieth century, Indian dominated the world’s racetracks, earning the brand a worldwide reputation for quality, performance, reliability, and technical innovation. But the once-mighty company fell on hard times and in 1958 was forced to file bankruptcy.

The Indian brand never quite died, though, thanks in large part to fanatically devoted enthusiasts who tried to resurrect it for over half a century. Finally, Polaris, maker of the highly regarded Victory™ brand of motorcycles, purchased Indian and released the Chief® and Scout®, models that once again restored the iconic brand to its rightful place in the motorcycle pantheon.